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Abstract 
Systems biology offers a holistic perspectl% e \\ here indi% idual proteins are vie%\ ed as 

elements in a network of protein-protein interactions. in %%hich the proteins ha"e 

contextual functions within functional rnodules. In order to facilitate the identification 

and analysis of such modules. %\e here propose novel approaches that combine 

knowledge, in terms of Gene Ontology annotation xýith network topolov'ý information. 

The majority of previous methods for identifying rnodules in protein interaction 

networks are based solely on analýslng topological features of the networks. In 

contrast, we propose the use of integrated functionally Informed clustering coefficients 

to identify biologically plausible network modules. The main part of the thesis is 
focused on the method named SWEMODF (Semantic WEights for MODule 

Elucidation), which uses a weighted clustering coeff- icient to ldentifv netý\ork functional 

modules. We demonstrate that the proposed methods are able to identif\. " the key 

functional modules in protein interaction networks. We also investigate the functional 

and topological features of the proteins that are involved in multiple modules, as well as 

their role in the interconnectivity between modules. The results indicate that the 

majority of, so called multi-modular proteins are involved in the assembly and 

arrangement of cell structures. such as the cell wall and cell envelope. 
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Chapter I 

Introduction 
One of the challenges that systems biology is facing consists of explaining biological 

organisation in the light of the existence of modules in networks (Han. et al., 2004: 

Pereira-Leal, et al., 2004; Petti and Church. 2005: Rives and Galitski, 2003). A 

proposal that cellular function is carried out by modules. (Hartwell, et al.. 1999) has 

fired a "modular era" of systems biology in which the focus has been on studying 

modularity at different levels of cellular organisation. A series of studies attempting to 

reveal the modules in cellular networks, ranging from metabolic (Ravasz. et al.. 2002), 

to protein networks (Spirin and Mirny. 2003; Yook, et al., 2004). support the proposal 

that modular architecture is one of the principles underlying biological organisation. 

The term "module", as understood in molecular biology. was originally defined as a 

discrete unit with a function that is separable from those of other modules (Hartwell, et 

A, 1999). The separability may originate from, for example. cellular localization of 

specific protein interactions. Furthermore, modularity involves groups of elements that 

work in a co-operative fashion to achieve some defined function. In a general network 

representation, modules appear as highly interconnected groups of nodes (Barabasi and 

Oltvai, 2004). Protein complexes constitute one example of a t-ype of module, since the 

proteins within a complex interact functionally and physicalbv, to form a robust unit. 

k\, hich in its turn carries out some biological function (Yook, et A. 2004). Many other 

kinds of modules, however, consist of proteins that do not interact physically and 

directly with each other. but nevertheless are involved in carrying out the same function. 

Understand ing protein interactions and studvlný- networks of these interactions provide 

Naltiable insights into the complexitý and the structural organisation of cells. This 
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Understanding may help to unco\cr the gencric organising principles of cellular 
I- 

networks. Several studies shm\ that modUlarity is one such principle (Ga,, in. et al. - 
2006; Ilan, et aL. 2004: Qi and Ge. 2006: Rives and Galitski. 2003). 

Although numerous experimental methods are available for high-throughput 

identification of protein-protein interactions. the most widely accepted are the yeast 

two-hybrid (Y2H) systern and a combination of protein-complex purification and 111ass 

spectrometry (MS) (Fields and Bartel. 2001. Mann. et al.. 2001 ). Protein interactions 

identified on a genorne-wide scale are commonly represented as protein interaction 

networks (PINs). Such networks are Uraphs %ýItli nodes corresponding to proteins and 

edges corresponding to interactions. An example of a PIN constructed in this way can 

be seen in Figure I below. The network represents 1870 proteins. connected by 2240 

direct physical interactions. 
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Such networks. although not capturing all aspects of the true dynamics %whin the cell. 

allow for the analýsis of certain topological and functional properties that rnaý help 

uncover the organising I , principles that govern their formation and evolut on. 

Many biological networks., Including PINs and metabolic networks, have a so-called 

scale-free topology (Barabasl and Albert, 1999) meaning that the number of nodes with 

a given degree follows a power law. Networks with power law degree distributions are 

highly non-uniform: the majority of nodes have few links, %%hereas there are a feN% 

nodes with very large numbers of links. called hubs (see example network in Figure I 

on page 2). For example. a spindle-pole body corresponds to a group of protein 

complexes that form a hub for the attachment and organisation of rnicrotubules (Rives 

and Galitski, 2003). Furthermore, the coexistence of the scale-free property and a high 

clustering coefficient in cellular networks is a signature of so called hierarchical 

modularity, indicating that topological modules are not independent units, but combine 

to forrn a hierarchical network (Ravasz and Barabasi, 2003; Ravasz, et al., 2002). The 

clustering coefficient of a node (protein) is a measure of the interconnectivity of the 

neighbours of a node. Simply stated, it measures the density of triangles, i. e. triplets of 

interconnected proteins. formed in the immediate neighbourhood of the node. 

Although topology-based measures, such as clustering coefficient, are ve important. ry 

and may be used for identifN ing functional modules. there are some reasons why we 

should consider functional knowledge as ývell when deriving modules. High-throughput 

protein interaction data that is often used to identify modules is very noisy (Titz, et aL, 

2004). Technologies such as Y2H often result In many false positives that may cause 

misleading conclusions in the analysis. A possible approach to decrease the number of 

false interactions may be to focus on the "high confidence" data sets, where all 

interactions have been confirmed by several experiments. However. this approach 

discards the majority of the existing interactions. A better approach could be achieved 

by incorporating the available knox\ ledge associated with available interactions into the 

analysis. This has also been pointed out in previous studies that focus on deriving 

protein complexes by using topological information. In (Przulj. et aL, 2004), it has been 

observed that the increasing size of PINs (by mcludin- medium and low confidence 

interactions) has resulted in a decreasing number of highly connected sub-graphs or 

clusters x\hich may correspond to protein complexes. As Przulj, et al., (2004) state. this 

is probabl,, due to the increasing noise in the data. and a possible solution to this 

problem ma,, be the integration of' PINs \\ith annotation or gene expression data. 
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According to Bader and Hogue (2003) "i-nore accurate data mining algorithms and 

systems models Could be constructed to understand and predict interactions., complexes 

and path\% a,, s by taking into account more existing biological knowledge. " 

Another reason for considering knowledge represented in annotations a valuable 

complernent to topological characteristics is encompassed in the concept of functional 

modules thernselves. A functional module consists of proteins that cooperate towards 

achieving a particular function or participate in similar processes. Hence., considering 

annotation that describes molecular functions and biological processes should enrich tile 

protein-protein interactions. 

An ultimate description of cellular networks would require considering both the strength 

and the temporal aspects of the interactions (Barabasi and Oltvai, 2004). However. in 

spite of recent advances, molecular network biology is still in its infancy, and future 

progress will require the development of highly sensitive tools for quantifying the 

concentrations and interactions at high resolution in both time and space. 

In summary. our post-genomic view is expanding the role of the protein into an element 

in a network of protein-protein interactions, in which it has contextual functions within 
functional modules (Eisenberg, et a]., 2000; Jeong, et a]., 2001). This raises several 

questions. which are addressed in current research in systems biology. How do modules 

interact to achieve a certain functionality (Han, et al., 2004-1, Rives and Galitski, 2003)? 

How can we evaluate the biological relevance of modules (Pereira-Leal, et al.. 2004: 

Poyatos and Hurst. 2004)? Answering those questions may facilitate our understanding 

of the relationships between structure, function and regulation of molecular networks, 

which is one of the important aims of systems biology (Qi and Ge. 2006; Stelling, et al.. 
2002). 

To contribute to this goal. we focus our attention on integrating the topology, i. e., 

various structural properties of the networks, with the functional knowledge represented 

in protein annotations. The methods we developed in this xvork are able to generate 
functional modules that may serve as predictive models for hypothesis generation. 

One problem associated vith module-identifying procedures is the lack of objective 

criteria for ý\hat should be considered a module. The proposed framework for 

ing modules described in Chapters 6-8, is based identi I-II on defining the module as a 
dense region of the PIN, \\hich contains functionall.,, related proteins. In previous \\ork, 

an algorithm for Molecular COmplex DEtection (MCODE). based on a local network 
4 
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densitý function named corc-cluslering coýlficienl, has been proposed (Bader and 

HOu'Lie. 2003). Also, several methods of network clustering have been applied to reveal 

modular organisation in PINs (Pereira-Leal. et A. 2004; Po, 'atos and Hurst. 2004: 

Rives and Galitski. 2003). Hovever, those methods have been focused on topological 

properties of the network. In contrast. this thesis investigates the characterisation of 

modules by using a combination of topological and semantic information. We define 

measures of semantic cohesh'CnCSS for modules, and these measures are calculated 

using both topological properties of the network, and information obtained from the 

Gene Ontology (GO) annotations of the proteins involved. In this \ýork. we use novel 

measures, semanticalli, weighted clustering coqfficients, which integrate topological 

characteristics of the network with semantic similarity based on the functional similarity 

between interacting proteins. We also combine clustering, based on semantic similarity 

profiles with mutual neighbours-based clustering, to obtain modular structures based on 

both aspects. 

A module-identifying algorithm, SWEMODE (Semantic WEights for MODule 

Elucidation). based on semantic cohesiveness, is developed here to test and evaluate the 

proposed metrics. Another method, based on a novel combination of semantic 

similarity profiles and mutual neighbours profiles is proposed and applied to known 

modular networks, to test if it is able to recover known modules. and to evaluate the 

interconnectedness between modules. The proposed methods take advantage of three 

aspects of functional annotation encoded in GO, namely molecular function, biological 

process and cellular component, and combine these with topological properties of the 

protein network. An additional aim of this work is to investigate if combining 
functional and topological information is useful for describing global properties of the 

protein network. 

1.1 Context of the thesis 

At a high level in the complexity pyramid of life (Oltval and Barabasi. 2002) (see 

Figure 3) on page 17), protein complexes and proteins may interact \ýeaklý and 

transiently but may also be cohesive and connect strong]y with preferred partners to 

form modules that serve distinct functions. Modules are often seen as an abstraction of 

complexes. Ho\ýe\er, one important distinction between complexes and ftinctional 

modules is that complexes correspond to groups of proteins that interact \ý ith each other 

at the same tirne and place. forming a single multi-molecular machine. Examples of 
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protein complexes include the anaphase-prornotim, complex. origin recognition 

complex, protein export and transport complexes, etc. Functional modules, in contrast. 

do not require physical interaction between all the components at the sarne point in 

tirne, but rather consist of proteins that participate in a particular cellular process \ýhlle 

binding to each other at different times and places, such as different conditions or 

phases of the cell cycle (Pereira-Leal, et al.. 2006). Examples of functional modules 

include the yeast pheromone response pathway, MAPK signalling cascades, etc. 

Furthermore, not all functional modules require a phýsical interaction between 

components (Pereira-Leal, et al., 2006). In summary. a functional module may be 

conceptuallsed as a process (Schlosser. 2004) which does not necessarily correspond to 

a structure defined in time and in space, like a protein complex. 

Consequently, integrated approaches that combine topology information with 
knowledge that describes how gene products behave in a cellular context, such as taking 

part in certain biological process or building up an anatomical structure, should be 

useful for providing new insights about functional modules. The GO Consortium 

(200 1) provides three separate ontologies - molecular function. biological process and 

cellular component - to describe the important attributes of gene products that we seek 

to integrate with topology. to identify functional modules. 

1.2 Questions investigated 

Functional modules correspond to dense sub-graphs that contain proteins that participate 

in the same biological processes or act together to perform a distinct biological function. 

The aim of the work reported in this thesis is to develop integrated methods that 

combine semantic and topological information to identify such modules in protein 
interaction networks. We also aim to investigate their properties and potential 

advantages in comparison to the corresponding methods which do not take into account 

semantic information represented in biological annotations. 

In order to reach this aim, we designed, implemented and tested novel methods that 

integrate semantic information about proteins, such as their involvement in biological 

processes, with topological measures of protein networks, such as clustering 

coefficients, for the purpose of identifying functional modules in protein interaction 

netx\ orks. 
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One ýkaý to capture knovledge about protein interactions is to use the information 

stored in a structured vocabulary that covers various knoMedge-based aspects of 

molecular biology. GO is one of the most important ontologies ýýithm the 

bioinforniatics community which can be used to describe gene and gene product 

attributes in any organism. It is considered as a defiicto standard in molecular biology 

for the annotation of proteins. We use this ontology. because it provides a collection of 

well-defined biological terms, spanning molecular function. biological processes and 

cellular components. Each of these sub-ontologies reflects a certain functional aspect, 

and is therefore considered suitable for the purpose of module identification 

Various measures based on information content have been applied to measure the 

similarity between GO terms. There are three semantic similarity measures that have 

been most frequently applied to GO terms. Since it is not clear which of these measures 
is the most advantageous for the purpose of this work, the following question was 

investigated: 

Question 1: What are the properties of semantic similarity measures, and what is the 
most appropriate way to use semantic similarity measures to calculate 
weights, in terms of similarity between proteins? 

Once we have chosen a suitable semantic similarity measure for calculating the weights, 

the next step is to choose a topological measure that is to be combined with the measure 

based on semantic information. It is known that PINs are characterised by a high degree 

of clustering. which is also one of the signatures for potential modularity in scale-free 

networks. This means that the probability that the neighbours of a node are also 

neighbours of each other in such networks is higher than in random networks. 

Consequently, for any edge ij between nodes i andj from a scale-free modular network, 

the neighbour of i is more likely to have an edge to j, than would be the case in a 

random network. As pointed out by Goldberg and Roth (2003), such "mutual 

neighbours- of the two endpoints serve to corroborate the edge. They defined a mutual 

clustering coefficient for a pair of nodes to give a measure of such corroboration. This 

measure does not treat each pair of proteins individually, but in relation to all other 

proteins in the network. Furthermore, in the method that we describe in Chapter 5, we 

assume that proteins belonging to the same module share neighbours to a great extent 

and are functionallý similar. Hence. combining this topological measure \\lth the 

measure based on semantic information (that describes functions and processes that 
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proteins are involved in) could be advanta,, eous for module identification, and ýNe tN 
therefore investigated the fol lov, i ng research question: 

Question 2: Can we gain any additional knowledge by extracting a modular structure 
based on both functional knowledge stored in the annotations and 
topological information (mutual neighbours profiles), compared to the 
strategy of extracting the corresponding modules based solely on 
topological properties? 

It is known that large-scale protein interaction data, although proven useful for 

identifying protein complexes, suffers from a high error rate. in terms of false positive 
interactions. The lesson learned frorn Y2H is that this technique is more reliable for 

finding transient interactions, whereas more stable interactions will not always be 

detected with Y2H (Titz, et aL. 2004). The presence of noisy edges makes it difficult to 

define a quality measure based purely on topology, such as when using a density 

measure. Therefore, we propose the concept of module semantic cohesiveness, based 

on both topological and semantic information, to describe clusters of proteins that are 

not only densely connected but also perform similar functions or participate in the same 
biological processes. For that purpose, we use the terms stored in biological ontologies, 

where different biological aspects may be covered by different sub-ontologies. The 

following questions were investigated in this context: 

Question 3: What would be an appropriate way to measure topological and semantic 
cohesiveness? 

Question 4: Which of the three aspects that are covered in GO is most appropriate for 
identifying modules In PINs" Is it beneficial for this approach to combine 
several aspects? 

One of the graph theoretic properties that have recently been applied in biological 

contexts is the concept of k-cores of a graph. The concept of k-cores has been applied 

for finding densely connected protein complexes (Bader and Hogue, 2003), identifying 

important and evolutionarily conserved proteins (Wuchty and Almaas, 2005), 

visualisation of biological netýNorks (Adamcsek, et aL. 2006). etc. Our ambition is to 

ftirther investigate the properties of the semantically weighted clustering coefficient, 

proposed as one of the scoring functions for module identification, by exploring it on 

the basis of alternative topological properties. Using k-cores of the graph may help to 

discern the highly interconnected sub-graphs of proteins NNhIle dismissing less 

connected proteins (for example singlý linked proteins). This propertý is concerned 
directl\ NN ith topological cohesiveness. which in turn Is an important aspect of the ýý ay 
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we define modules. Therefore, it is an interesting candidate for an alternative 

topological property to be combined with the proposed weighted measure. The 

following question was investigated: 

Question 5: Given that we are investigating measures of semantic cohesiveness based 

on both topological and semantic properties, what difference does it make 

if we base the topology part of the measure on the k-core sub-graph of the 

PIN, rather than the original PIN? 

To generate functional modules as functionally and structurally cohesive structures in 

PINs is an important step towards reaching the top of the life's complexity pyrarnid (see 

Figure 3 on page 17) (Oltvai and Barabasi. 2002). However. to climb to the top, we 

need to bridge the gap between individual modules and the way they are organised in 

scale-free modular structures. According to the CYGD (the Comprehensive Yeast 

Genome Database) (Guldener. et al., 2005), the number of proteins that participate in 

known protein complexes is 2750 whereas the sum of the sizes of these complexes (in 

terms of the number of participating proteins) is 8932. Thus, many of the protein 

modules may overlap. i. e. share proteins with each other. since proteins may participate 

in more than one module. This brings us to the final question that will be investigated 

in this thesis: 

Question 6: Analysis of PINs reveals that some proteins appear in several modules. 

Can we find any patterns or common properties shared by these proteins? 

A positive answer to this question might be useful for revealing the role of 

modules in building higher-order structure(s) of the PIN organisation. 

1.3 Contributions 

The following contributions are made in this PhD thesis: 

Contribution I We contribute a comparison of three semantic similarity measures that 

extends previous work by Lord, et a]., (2003). In our extension we 

focus on different properties of the data sets that are relevant for the 

purpose of this work, such as the degree of clustering in the chosen 

data sets. This adds to our general understanding of the properties and 

usefulness of semantic similarity measures in large-scale PIN analysis. 

Contribution 2 We contribute with a PIN clustering approach based on the 

combination of 1) topology information that regards shared 
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neighbourhood of the pair of proteins as a criterion for module 

membership and 2) the information content in GO annotation. The 

contribution consists of the procedure for merging of clusters based on 

the highest agreement between mentioned properties, which gives rise 

to modules that contain overlapping proteins. This reveals additional 

knowledge that is missed by methods that produce disjoint clusters 

based solely on topology information. 

Contribution 3 We contribute novel protein-similarity measures that integrate 

semantic information and information based on PIN-topolo-v. We 

describe several effective metrics that arise from this and demonstrate 

their use in analysing the properties of PINs. 

Contribution 4 We develop a framework for identifying functional modules that 

utillses the proposed measures. Furthermore, we contribute \ý ith 

identifying the strengths and weaknesses of the combined methods for 

module identification, compared to the topology-based approaches 

that only consider triangle density measures. 

Contribution 5 We find clear confirmation of the assumption that combining several 

biological aspects results in identification of more biologically 

plausible modules than using each aspect separately. 

Contribution 6 We find evidence to suggest that considering the k-core sub-graph of 

the PIN in combination with the new measures (contribution 3) is 

more effective than applying those measures on the original PIN, 

hence adding to the growing evidence that k-cores form a useful 

concept in general analysis of biological networks. 

Contribution 7 Using the measures and techniques developed in the thesis. 

particularly contributions 3-6, we find evidence supporting the 

following hypothesis: The proteins that take part in multiple modules 

(xvith a high number of occurrences) within the PIN, may be involved 

in the assembly and arrangement of cell structures to a greater extent 

than the proteins with lower numbers of occurrences across the 

generated module sets. This is proposed as a finding that reveals the 

role of modules in building higher-order structure(s) of the PIN 

organisation. 
10 
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1.4 Generalisation of the module-identifying framework 

There are many ways of measuring similarity between proteins. Our main proposal 

presented in this thesis considers protein similarlt%, r based on an integrated score that 

takes into consideration protein interaction data (as a topolog'y source) and functional 

information based on semantic similarity. As pointed out previously. an ideal approach 

should take into consideration both temporal and spatial data. to be able to reflect the 

true dynamics of the cellular networks. It is therefore worthýNhlle to discuss how the 

methods presented here may be generalised to cope with several sources of information. 
Our module-identifying framework may be generalised by: 

I) considering several sources of topological infon-nation 
2) considering several sources of functional information 

Topological information may refer to, for example, protein-protein interactions obtained 
from different experimental sources, such as Y2H and MS. However. this information 

may also be derived from different topological properties like clustering coefficient, 

edge betweenness, etc. 

Besides semantic similarity values based on protein GO terrns that we used in this work, 

there are many other sources of functional information that may be useful for predicting 

membership in protein complexes. One of the most prominent sources is gene 

expression data generated using various high-throughput platforms, such as 

microarrays. Expression profile correlation coefficients may, for example, be used to 

assign similarity scores to pairwise interactions. Other sources of functional 

information are essentiality, phylogenetic profiles, localisation, the MIPS functional 

catalogue, etc. 

In this study, as in the majority of others, protein interactions are treated as binary. i. e. 

the edges in a network are eitKer present or absent. Bearing in mind the fact that large- 

scale methods, although offering vast improvements in efficiency, still have much 

higher error rates than small-scale methods, a step towards generalisation of the 

proposed algorithms would be to treat protein interaction nev'\orks probabilistically. By 

treating the edges as binary (indicating presence/absence of interaction). we cannot 
distinguish edges supported by multiple evidence types, from edges supported by 

c,,,, Idence of differing quality. There are several ý\ays of assigning probabilities to 

individual pairs of proteins based on the amount and týpe of supporting evidence 

(Asthana. et al., 2004, Jansen, et al., -1002; Jansen. et al., 1). 2003 
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When dealing with several data sources that need to be combined in order to improve 

the prediction, a usual way of combining these consists of o\erlappln&, different 

interactomes. This approach. in turn. gnves rise to the question \ýhether it is more 
beneficial to consider the union of the disparate datasets or their intersection. As 

discussed in (Jansen, et al., 2002). one of the extremes that may be en'. 1saged is that 

each one of the networks that are to be integrated have a lo\\ rate of false positives (FP) 

but a high rate of false negatives (FN). In this case. the union of the mo sets of 

interactions would beadvantageous. At the other extreme, ýOen deallngýýIth networks 

with high FP rates and low FN rates, the intersection bet\Neen the different net\\orks is 

preferable. 

The problem of finding an optimal combination of unions and intersections among the 

different networks may be defined, as described in (Jansen. et al.. 2002). as finding a 

trade-off between the highest possible coverage (TP/(TP+FN)) and the lowest possible 

error rate (FP/(TP+FP)). Determining the error rate is still an open question. as pointed 

out in (Jansen, et al., 2002). 

An example of integrating different data sources that may be useful in generallsing the 

proposed approaches is given in Figure 2 on page 13. The top part of the figure shows 
four possible data sources that may be useful for module identification. T%ýo of them 

are topological sources, denoted as tj and t,. and are usually treated as binary networks. 
The other two sources, denoted as f, and f2 in Figure 2, may be used to assign functional 

weights to the edges. For example, when using gene expression as a possible source for 

weighting the edges, the probability of finding two proteins in a complex. given a 

certain correlation between their expression profiles, may be a possible way to assign 

weights (Jansen, et al., 2002). Gene ontology sub-graphs as a possible source of 
functional- information is visualised in the third square in Figure 2. . N! here semantic 

similarity between ontology terms may be used to reflect the functional similarity 

between the proteins, as assumed in this work. These functional weights may also be 

transformed into binary values, by setting different thresholds. v'here the level of the 

threshold determines the sensitivity and specificity of the experiment (see for example 

the transformation of semantic similarity values in Chapter 4). The bottom part of 

Fioure 2 shows the hypothetical module sets generated %ýith different combinations of 
data sets. The Venn diagram to the right in the figure sho%ýs bmar-\' subset profiles. 

x\here profile I 110 includes all data points that are present in data sets tj. t-', and fl. 

Mset, 1 fo. for example. denotes the set of modules derived frorn the combination of MS. 
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Y21-1, and GO sernantic similarity weights. \ýhere p, denotes a protein x belotiLl"In, the 

module. 
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Figure 2: 11 ypothet I ca II mcgrati on offour data sources Ior inodu Ici dent ificati on 

To be able to assess the prediction pert-Orniance of various combinations ofdatasets, we 

need control datasets Including gold standard positives (i. e. proteins that are connected) 

and gold standard negatives (i. e. proteins that are not connected). In this work, we have 

used the MIPS complex catalogue (Figure 2. bottorn right) as gold standard to evaluate 

the predicted modules. ASSUrning this standard to determine whether two proteins 
belong to the same complex or not. different thresholds for predicting whether two 

proteins interact or not based on the datasets mentioned above Could be tested, to 

optirnise the performance of our module identifying, framework. Besides error rate and 

coverage that we mentioned above. there is another measure that may be used to 

optimise the performance against the MIPS complex database, name]', - tile overlap 
function, previously applied in (von Mering. et al.. 2003). The overlap function is 
defined as TP/(TP+FP+FN). It is, hoxNever, important to bear in mind that the MIPS 

complex catalogue is not complete and that many FPs may be potential true hits ý\orth 

investigating. 

In (Asthana. et aL. 2004) the probabilit,,, - that a given protein is in the sarne protein 

complex as a kno\\n core set of proteins ma,. be defined as the probability that there 
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exists a path of direct and stable protein interactions bet", een that protein and some 

member of the known complex. This probabilio, could also be used. along \\ ith other 

mentioned Sources. to find an optimal combination of data sources. in order to increase 

network reliability. and thereby improve the performance of module identifying 

algorithms. 

1.5 Outline 

This thesis is orgamsed as folloý\, s. Chapter 2 gIves the theoretical background of the 

thesis and introduces the data sources that have been used in this work. Chapter 3 

describes related work in this area. Chapter 4 justifies contribution 1, and provides the 

foundation for the experiments presented in Chapters 5-7. Chapters 5-7 describe the 

proposed approaches for module identification, and the results, analysis and conclusions 

we have reached from implementing and evaluating them. In more detail, chapter 5 

justifies contribution 2., which introduces the module extraction procedure based on 
integrating two different clusterings. one based on semantic similarity profiles, and the 

second based on mutual neighbours profiles. Chapter 6 contains initial experiments that 

give explanations for contributions 3-5. In this chapter, we introduce the integrated 

measures based on semantic information that bring in biological aspects into the 

topological measure. Furthermore, we investigate global network properties with these 

measures, present a frame%\ork that uses one of these measures for module 

identification, and finally compare the results from using different biological aspects in 

terms of the number of identified modules that match the known protein complexes. In 

Chapter 7, we describe the experiments on testing the effects of using the k-core aspect 

of the graph on module identification, which justifies contribution 6. Also in Chapter 7, 

additional experiments that underpin contribution 5 have been described. In addition, 

this chapter describes the comparison between two different types of measures that 

integrate semantic similariv, with clustering coefficients. The purpose of Chapter 8 is to 

justify contribution 7 b, 'r exploring the proteins that participate most frequently in 

different modules (multi-modular proteins). and compare them to the proteins that are 

assigned to only one module (single-modular proteins). In Chapter 9, the modules 

obtained N\ ith our proposed approach are compared to other module sets generated by 

two other approaches. both based on topological properties. Advantages and 

disadvantages x\ith each approach are also discussed in this chapter. Finally. the 
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conclusions dra\\n from this work and some ideas for future \\ork may be t'OUnd in 
Chapter 10. 
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Chapter 2 

Background 

2.1 Climbing life's complexity pyramid 

Biological networks are often modular and compound, and involve connections between 

groups of genes and proteins as well as between individual elements. A simple 

complexity pyramid (see Figure 3 on page 17) suggested by Oltvai and Barabasi (2002), 

illustrates different levels of cellular organisation. 

Living systems are organised at both logical and physical levels. The individual 

nucleotides are elementary building blocks of DNA and RNA molecules, which, in tum, 

are organised into higher level structures such as binding sites, regulatory elements, and 

genes. DNA is physically orgamsed into larger structures such as chromatin and 

chromosomes. Groups of genes, proteins, RNAs. and metabolites (which are placed at 

the bottorn level of the pyramid in Figure 3) may be organised into recurrent patterns, 

called pathways in metabolism, and motifs in genetic regulatory networks (level 2 in 

Figure 2). Regulatory motifs and metabolic pathways may in turn serve as building 

blocks of functional modules (level 3 in Figure 3). There is a growing body of evidence 

that the modules are then orgamsed in a hierarchical manner (Barabasi and Oltval, 2004; 

Oltvai and Barabasi. 2002. Ravasz and Barabasi, 2003. Ravasz, et A. 2002). defining 

the large-scale functional organisation of the cell (level 4 in Figure 3)). 

The ý\ ay these various structures interact with each other determines the machinery of a 

cell. Cells and the extracellular matrix. which surrounds and supports cells. build up the 

tissues that in turn are organised into organs, and so forth. 
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Figure 3: Life's complexity pý ranild redraýNn from (01tvai and Barabas]. 2002) 

Even though each organism has its unique components, biological networks are similar 

in structure to other complex networks, such as the World Wide Web (Broder, et al., 

2000) and sclentific co-authorship and citation networks (Newman, 2001; Redner, 

1998). This similarity increases gradually frorn the particular (at the bottorn of the 

pyramid) to the universal (at the top), as illustrated in Figure 3 above. While only a 

small proportion of metabolites (at the bottom level of the pyramid) are shared across 

different species. a higher degree Of universality is found at level 2, i. e. metabolic 

pathways and motit's are frequently shared between species. An increasing level of 

universality is expected at the module level, and in the way modules are organised to 

t'orni a scale-free architecture ýNith inherent hierarchical relationships (01tvai and 

Barabasi, 2002). Such large-scale architecture is also shared with sorne non-biological 

netv, lorks (see previous examples). This Suggests that Such non-randorn global 

oroanisational patterns are universal and apply to a wide range of complex networks 

(01tvai and Barabas]. 2002). 
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Furthermore, the complexity pyramid illustrates the information flo\ý in the cell: from 

information storage via processing to execution. As Oltval and Barabas, (2002) state, it 
is widely accepted that information storage, information processing. and the execution 

of various cellular programs are inherent in different levels of the organisation of the 

cell, namely at the genome, transcriptome, proteome, and metabolome level. The 
integration of different layers in the pyramid to achieve a better understanding of 
system-level rules that govern cell function is one of the challenges in systems biology. 

Computational analysis tools and methods are needed at each level but also across 
different levels. In this thesis, we proposed methods for deriving modules at the third 
level in the pyramid. but we also want to climb to the top, and provide means for 

revealing large-scale organisation, as described in the Introduction. By developing 

modular representations. we aim to provide rneans for finding patterns common to the 

network, which will enable us to leam more about the large-scale organisation of the 

cell. 

2.2 Modularity and a high degree of clustering in cellular networks 

"Modularity is a fundamental design principle whereby components are partitioned 

according to common physical, regulatory, or functional properties'" (Pett) and Church, 

2005). Modules can be found in many systems. for example, in networks of web pages 
describing related topics (Flake, et aL, 2002), networks of friends in sociology 
(Newman, 2003), or scientific collaboration networks (Newman, 2001). A usual 

synonym for the term module in other scientific disciplines, like sociology for example, 
is commztniýv or communit. i, structure. In a study by Flake et aL, (2002), the term web 

community is for example defined as "a collection of web pages such that each member 

page has more hyperlinks within the community than outside of the community'". They 

state further that this definition may be adjusted to identify communities of varying 

sizes and levels of cohesiveness (clustering). An excellent review of the algorithmic 

methods for identifying communities of densely connected nodes in large networks may 
be found in (Newman, 2004). 

Molecular biology is a highly modular science where functional modules are considered 
to be a critical level of biolog Jcal organisation (see Chapter 1). The concept of a 

module in molecular biology xýas originally defined in (Hartwell, et al., 1999) as a 
discrete unit x\ith a function that is separable from those of other modules. The 

separabilit\ ma\ orioinate from, for example. cellular localizati in -ý II ion or specific protei 
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interactions. Furthermore, modularity involves grOLIPS of clements that ", ork in a co- 

operative Fashion to achieve some well-defined function. 

In ag , eneral network representation. a module appears as a highly interconnected group 

of nodes (Barabasi and Oltvai, 2004). Modules can be interpreted as separated 

Substructures of a network or pathway. e. g. a protein complex is a module of a protein 

interaction network. Protein complexes are well-defined examples of modularity since 

they consist of proteins that interact functionally and physically to torrn a robust unit. 

which. in tum, carries out some biological function (Yook, et aL. 2004). Another 

example of modular organisation can be found in genetic regulatory networks where 

several transcription factor binding sites, organised into functional units, i. e. modules, 

play a crucial role in gene transcription (Mingenhoff. et al., 2002). Another property of 

modules Is that their members are more stronidy related to each other than to members 

of other modules, which is reflected in the network topology. 

The modular nature of the cellular networks, including PINs, is reflected by a high 

degree of clustering, measured by the clustering coefficient. The clustering coefficient 

measures the local cohesiveness around a node, and it is defined, tor any node i, as the 

1'raction of neighbours of I that are connected to each other (Watts and Strogatz, 1998). 

Simply stated, the clustering coefficient c, reflects the presence of 'triangles' which 
have a corner at I (see the triangles with dashed sides in Figure 4 below). The high 

degree of clustering is based on local sub-graphs with a high density of internal 

connections, while being less tightly connected to the rest of the network (Uhrig, 2006). 

Fioure 4: FIxanipIc ol'a protein sub-graph \\ ith triangle-l'orming P, - tý _ proteins 
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As pointed out bý Barabasi and 01tvai (2004), each module may be reduced to a set of 

triangles, and a hiuh density of such triangles is highl\1 charactenstic for PINs. pointing 

at the modular nature Of Such netýýorks. By averaging the clustering coefficient over all 

nodes we can obtain a global measure of the cohesiveness of the network, where a high 

average clustering coefficient C indicates the presence of modularity. It has been 

confirmed in many studies that most real large-scale networks tend to contain dense 

clusters, in the sense that the average clustering coefficient of such networks is much 

greater than for random networks. In contrast, If modularity Is absent in the network, 

the average clustering coefficient is comparable to that of a randomised network. 

Further information about the architecture of the network may be obtained by inspecting 

the clustering function Qk), defined as the clustering coefficient averaged over all 

nodes with degree k. For many real networks, C(k) follows a power-law decaying as a 
function of k. reflecting the hierarchical character of the network (Ravasz and Barabasi, 

2003; Ravasz, et al.. 2002). 

Maximally connected sub-graphs (whose clustering coefficient equals 1, which is the 

maximum value), also known as cliques, often correspond to functional complexes, 

which are examples of modules or sub-modules. Clusters of nodes that are not cliques, 
but have sufficiently high clustering coefficient, may also correspond to functional 

modules, because the high interconnectedness of these nodes suggests that they form a 
functionally important structure. 

2.3 Topological properties of PINs 

Here we describe sorne standard concepts that form the basis for the graph-theoretic 
definition of modules. A graph is generally defined as a set of points, called nodes or 

vertices, connected by links, called edges. Let G(V, E) represent a simple undirected 

graph where F is a nonempty set of nodes, and E is the set of edges connecting a subset 

of the nodes (Rosen, 1995). The number of nodes in a graph is denoted by n while the 

number of edges is denoted by m. 

TxN, -o nodes i and j are adjacent if they are joined by an edge e= jiý jý. If node i is 

adjacent to node j, it is called a neighbour of j. Edge e is then called incident to the 

nodes i and J. The degrcc of a node i in an undirected graph is the number of edges 

incident to i and it is denoted by ki 
. 
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The neighbourhood N(i) of a node i, consists of all neighbours of i. i. e. 

N(I) = Ij EVI Iýi, jj c Ej. By the closed neighbourhood N[i] of node i. "e mean 

N(i) u jil. For the purpose of this work. we also define the set of edges connecting 

neighbours to node i as K(i) = jjj, kj I ji. jj c= EA ýi, kj c Ej. The number of edges 

that connect neighbours of node i to each other is denoted as ni. 

2.3.1 Node degree and distribution 

Whereas node degree is one of the basic characteristics of individual nodes, degrec 

distribulion can be used to characterise the whole network. The degree 

distribution P(k) is defined as the fraction of nodes that have degree k, and is obtained 

by counting the number of nodes that have k= incident edges and dividing it by 

the total number of nodes N (Barabasi and Oltvai, 2004). 

The degree distribution of many complex networks, such as the WWW. social 

networks, and cellular networks, follows a so called power law, i. e., P(k) - k-r. where 

y is the degree exponent (Barabasi and Oltvaj, 2004). This function indicates that the 

network does not have a characteristic node degree, like random graphs for example. 

Because of the absence of a characteristic scale, these networks are called scale free 

(see further 2.4.2). In contrast, random networks (see further 2.4.1) have a bell shaped 

degree distribution, which peaks at the average degree and decreases fast for both 

smaller and larger degrees. 

Degree exponent y indicates the importance of the hubs, i. e. highly connected nodes 

(see further 2.5.2) in the network. The smaller the value of )/, the more important the 

role of the hubs (Barabasi and Oltvai, 2004). For > 3, scale-free networks behave 

like random networks, and the role of hubs is not relevant. If the value of )/ ties within 

the interval [2,3], it indicates the presence of a hierarchy of hubs, where the largest hub 

is connected to a small fraction of all nodes. Finally. a network architecture known as 

hub-and-spoke ernerges when y=2, meaning that the largest hub is connected with a 

large fraction of all nodes (Barabasi and Oltvai. 2004). 
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2.3.2 Clustering coefficient and distribution 

The clustering coefficient measures the local cohesiveness around a node and it is 

defined, for any node i, as the fraction of connected neighbours of i (Watts and Stro-atz. 

1998): 

Ci = 
2ni 

ki (ki - 1) 

where ni denotes the number of direct links between the ki neighbours of node i. 

Simply stated, the clustering coefficient ci reflects the presence of 'triangles' that go 

through node i (see the triangle with dashed sides in Figure 4 on page 19). 

Furthermore, by averaging the clustering coefficient over all nodes \\e can obtain a 

global measure C of the cohesiveness of the graph, where a high average clustering 

coefficient indicates the presence of modularity, i. e. the tendency of the nemork to fon-n 

clusters. It has been confirmed in many studies that most real large-scale networks have 

a tendency to cluster, in the sense that C is much greater than for random networks of 

equal size (which is approximately k1n, where -k is the average degree). The high 

interconnectedness of the nodes that belong to a certain sub-graph suggests that the sub- 

graph forms an important structure. Protein complexes constitute one example of such a 

structure in protein networks. 

Besides the average clustering coefficient, another important network measure is 

clustering function C(k), which is defined as the average clustering coefficient of all 

nodes with degree k (Barabasi and Oltvai, 2004). Values of this function show that 

C(k) is independent of k in both scale-free and modular networks. However, for 

metabolic networks. it has been shown that Qk) is well approximated by C(k) - k-1. 

which according to Ravasz et aL, (2002) provides evidence for a hierarchical structure 

of the network. The hierarchical topology brings together scale-free and modular 

topologies. As a consequence of this, it is further suggested in (Ravasz and Barabasi. 

2003) that we should not think of modularity as the coexistence of relatively 

autonomous groups of nodes, as suggested earlier. Instead, this t'. pe of nemork is 

characterised by many small Clusters that are tightly interconnected. These are 

combined in an iterative manner to form larger, but less interconnected groups (Ravasz 

and Barabasi. 2003). 
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2.3.3 Mutual clustering coefficient 

A high degree of clustering in networks indicates that neighbours ot- a node are more 

likely to be neighbours of each other (i. e. to have edues bemeen them) than %WUld be 

expected in a random graph. For example. for an edge ýj bemeen nodes J and. / (see 

Figure 5 below), a neighbour of i is more likely to have an edge toj if the edge is from a 

graph with a high degree of clustering (such as a srnall-%, ýorld graph. see section 2.4.3) 

tr I than if the edge is from a randorn graph. Hence. the mutual clustering coe ' ic ent 

measures the neighbourhood cohesiveness around individual edý, es (Goldber(, and Roth. 

2003) and not around nodes (Watts and Strogatz. 1998). like its predecessor described 

in section 2.3.2. 

(a) (b) 

Ile 

Figure 5: I-xainples ot'cohesive neighbourhoods. (a) Illustration ot'clustering, coellicicrit. The 

neighbours ot'node i are morc likely to be neighbours ofeach other (f'Ornun2 trianLIcs mth da.,., Iicd lines) 

in a PIN than in a random network. (b) Mutual clustering coefficient. The mo nodes connected hý edge ij 

are more likelv to share common neWhbours in a PIN than in a randoin nctxNork 

For two nodes, i and v an edge. the mutual clustering J, which are connected b, 

coefficient is defined as (Goldberg and Roth. 2003): 

Cil - _IN 
(i) r-) A'(, /') 1 

mln(jN(i)j, jN(J)j 

where N(x) denotes the neighbourhood of a node x. MUtUal clustering coefficient is 

also called Meet/Min clustering coefficient. Goldberg and Roth (2003) also describe 

týw alternative rneaSLires Of 1111-ItUal ClUstering coefficient. similar to the Meet/Min 

clustering coefficient. All three meaSUres share a common nUmerator. bUt differ in their 

normallsation factors. For example, the Jaccard lndeX LISeS the union of tile sets of edge 
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neighbours as normalisation factor, i. e. jN(u)uA'(v)j and the Geometric coefficient 

uses the product of the sets of edge neighbours. 

Meet/Min clustering coefficient is chosen in this work for the purpose of module 
identification (see Chapter 5) since it is particular1% suited for scale-free networks. If 

two interacting proteins share 15 neighbours, for example, x% e might ý\ ant to put more 

weight on the mutual clustering coefficient of an edge if one of the proteins has only 

these 15 neighbours and the other has 125, than it' each protein has 70 neighbours. 
Situations like this are expected in scale-free networks. By using the size of the smaller 

neighbourhood as normallsation factor. like in Meet/Min coefficient. the corroboration 

of such a pair of nodes will be weighted more heavily. than if the Jaccard coefficient 

was used, for example. All of the mentioned mutual clustenng coefficients increase 

with the increasing overlap between the neighbourhoods (Goldberg and Roth, 2003). 

2.3.4 Average path length 

The distance between the nodes in a graph is measured with the path length. There ]-nay 
be many alternative paths between two nodes, but the path NA Ith the smallest number of 
links between two nodes is referred to as shortest path, or geodesic distance. The 

average path length ( represents the average over the geodesic distances between all 

pairs of nodes, and is defined as (Newman, 2003): 

Y glj 
n(n + 

where gý is the geodesic distance from node i to nodej. 

The average path length indicates how efficiently information can be transmitted over 

the network. This network property gave the name to the particular class of networks, 

called small worlds (see section 2.4.3) in analogy with the concept of the small-world 

phenomenon (originally observed in social systems). that is characterised by high 

clustering and small average path length. 

2.4 Network models 

We describe here some common and k\ idely used network models. such as random, 

scale-free, and small-\\orld networks (see sections 2.4.1-2.4.3). One recentl,, emerged 

net\wrk model. narned hierarchical network is described in section 2.4.4. We also point 
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out the basic properties of these neMorks. More thorough surve\, s of large netýwrk 

models may be found in (Albert and BarabAsi, 2002, Ncýý man, 2003). 

2.4.1 Random networks 

The randorn graph model relies on the basic principle that the probability p that there is 

an edge between any pair of nodes is distributed uniformly at random. In their first 

paper on randorn graphs. Erd6s and R6nyl defined a randorn graph as a graph xý Ith n 

nodes connected by n? edges. \0-iich are chosen randomly from 17(17 -])/2 possible 

edges (Erd6s. and R6nyi, 1959). The node degrees for such networks follow a Poisson 

distribution indicating that the majority of nodes have approximately the same degree. 

which is close to the average degree of the network (Barabasi and Oltvai, 2004). 

Even though random graphs have been successfully used to model some aspects of real 

networks (see for example the randornly constructed genetic networks in (Kauffman. 

1969)), some of their properties differ from the properties of real networks and they 

cannot be used to plausibly approximate those. As pointed out in section 2.3.1, many 

real networks have a power-law degree distnbution (Albert, 2005, Albert, et aL, 2000; 

Barabasi and Oltvaj, 2004). ýýith the consequence that the probability of finding nodes 

that are highly connected (also known as hubs, see further section 2.5.2) is significantly 

higher than in randorn graphs (for more details about degree distribution, see 2.3.1). 

Hence, the absence of any dominant hubs in random networks is one of the features that 

differ from real world networks (Strogatz, 2001 ). 

The second difference is that random graphs, such as those defined by Erd6s-R6nyi are 

poorly clustered, i. e. have much lower average clustering coefficients compared to the 

real world networks. For example, in the neural network of C. elegans, the clustenng 

coefficient is C= 0.28 while the corresponding value for a random network with the 

same number of nodes and average number of edges per node is only 0.05 (Watts and 

Strogatz, 1998). 

Random graphs exhibit small average path length, which is proportional to log N and 

indicates the presence of small-world property in such graphs. 

2.4.2 Scale-free net-works 

In many real networks, some nodes have a much higher degree than others (Strogatz. 

2001 ). Sorne of the example nem orks w hose degree distribution decays according to a 
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power-la\\. Le P(k) - k-, ', are metabolic netýý orks (Jeong. et aL 2000) and the World 

Wide Web (Broder. et aL 2000). This heav\/-tailed degree distribution is characteristic 
for the scale-free network model that was proposed in (Barabasi and Albert, 1999). 

This distribution emerges from a stochastic growth model according to the "rich gets 

richer" principle, meaning that new nodes are added continuously and preferential]\, 

attach to existing nodes with a probability proportional to the degree of the target node 

(Strogatz. 2001 ). This means that the nodes with high degrees become even more 

connected., which results in the presence of hubs. The relevance of hubs in relation to 

degree exponent is described in section 2.3.1. 

In a study by Cohen and Havlin (2003), the average path lengths for scale-free networks 

with varying degree exponent y have been investigated. The results show that scale- 

free networks with 2< )/ <3 are ultra small (see 2.3.1 for a more detailed discussion on 

the relevance of hubs in such networks) with average path length behaving as 

('- log log n. In scale-free networks with )/ >3ý( approximates log n, meaning that 

the scale-free networks behave like random networks in this aspect (Cohen and HavIin, 

2003). 

One of the theories that try to explain the mechanism that underlies the scale-free 

architecture of cellular networks is concerned with gene duplication, as described in 

Barabasi and Oltvai (2004). Genes that undergo duplication produce identical proteins 

that connect to the same protein partners. As a result of this. each protein that is linked 

to the duplicated protein gets an extra link. Hubs, which are highly connected, have a 

higher probability of being connected to the duplicated proteins, and are more likely to 

gain additional connections if the proteins to be duplicated are randomly selected 

(Barabas] and Oltvai, 2004). 

The question that has been discussed by Strogatz (2001) in the context of the 

importance of scale-free architectures is: "Could there be a functional advantage to 

scale-free architectures? ". It has been shown that scale-free networks are robust against 

accidental failures due to the presence of a few high-degree hubs that dominate the 

topology of the networks. Instead, the random failures that affect mainly small-degree 

nodes \\ill not cause in\ severe damage to the network (Albert. et al.. 2000). On the 

other hand. the dominance of hubs may also cause allack i, ulncrabilli. v (Albert. et al.. 

2000). meaning that the knock out of a tex\ hubs partitions the network into small 
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isolated clusters. The desigii of therapeutic drugs and the evolution of metabolic 

networks are examples of possible implications of this property that have been 

discussed in (Jeong. et al.. 2000). 

2.4.3 Small-world networks 

Many real networks lie sornewhere between the extremes of order and randomness 

(Strogatz, 2001). Such networks, found in biological, social. and many other systerns, 

often exhibit a small-ii, orld topology. In small-world networks, any pair of nodes can 

be connected with a path of a few links. The overall navigability of the networks is 

measured by the average path length, which is defined in section 2.3.4. Besides short 

average path length, small-world networks are also characterised by unusually large 

clustering coefficients, independently of network size (Watts and Strogatz, 1998). 

Although random networks also have short average path lengths (f- log 17 ). they cannot 

be classified as small-world networks because their average clustering coefficient is 

much smaller than the corresponding value of small-world networks. 

Besides the pioneering work by Watts and Strogatz (1998) on the small-world property 

that Is generic for many real networks, several additional empirical examples of this 

type of architecture have been explored (Amaral. et aL 2000; Barabasi and Albert, 

1999- Jeom,, et al., 2000). 

2.4.4 Hierarchical networks 

In a pioneering study by Ravasz et aL, (2002), a new class of networks has been 

proposed. In their attempt to bring together modularity, a high degree of clustering and 

a scale-free architecture, they proposed a model that captures all of these features, 

narnely the hierarchical net-work model. For this purpose. an assumption needs to be 

made that modules are combined with each other in a hierarchical way, thereby 

generating a hierarchical network (Ravasz and Barabasi, 2003; Ravasz, et A, 2002). 

Such a network is characterised by a power-laNN, degree distribution with a degree 

exponent that ýaries bet\Neen 2 and 3) and a large, size-independent average clustering 

coefficient. The most important signature of hierarchical modularity is the scaling of 

the clustering coefficient, \Nhich approximates C(k)-k-1 and may be seen as a straight 

line \\ith a slope of -1 on a log-log plot. A hierarchical architecture implies that 

sparsci\ connected nodes are parts of more cohesive modules, which in turn are parts of 
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even more cohesive modules. There are often a few hubs that maintain communication 
between the different highly clustered parts of the network. 

2.5 Biological interpretation of the topological properties 

As pointed out earlier, the topological features of biological nemorks are shared to a 

great extent by other complex networks. While this universality allows us to apply 

graph theoretical measures to learn more about biological networks, it is important to 

not dismiss the interpretation of the topological properties in the light of functional and 

evolutionary information. 

2.5.1 Modularity and modules 

"Modularity might very well represent a general attribute of living matter. with de novo 

invention being rare and reuse the norm" (Gavin. et al., 2006). Cellular networks are, 

unlike random networks, thought to be modular, i. e. composed of functionally related 

components that often interact with each other (Hartwell, et al., 1999). 

The exact meaning of modularity in biological networks depends on the network under 

consideration. For example, modules in protein networks are often seen as static 

molecular complexes (such as the ribosorne) or as dynamic signalling pathways (such as 
the MAPK cascade). There are also examples of large modular molecule complexes 
that are in turn orgamsed in modules. One of such complexes is yeast Mediator, which 
transmits regulatory signals from DNA-binding transcription factors to RNA 

polymerase 11 (Guglielmi, et al., 2004). The Mediator complex is thought to be 

composed of 24 subunits organised in four modules, named the head, middle, tail and 
Cdk8 modules. In gene regulatory networks, modules are often seen as sets of genes 

controlled by the same set of transcription factors under certain conditions (Segal, et al., 
2003). 

Modules should not be seen as isolated components, since it has been shown that some 

crosstalk and overlap exists betxý, een them (Han, et al.. 2004; Schwikowski. et al., 
2000). Instead, modules should be considered as components that have dense intra- 

connectivity but sparse inter-connectivity. In a study analý, sing protein interaction 

netýkorks in the yeast SuccharomYces ccrci, isiue, Schw1koNNski et al.. (2000) reported 

global patterns of interactions of proteins \k1thin functional classes or subcellular 

compartments, as \Nell as many possible cross-connections. It is ftirther pointed out by 

Qi and Ge (2006) that the existence of the links between modules emphasises the 
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coordination of the cellular processes. For example. Petti and Church (2005) 

investigated possible transcriptional coordination bemeen gkcolýsls and lipid 

metabolism modules. 

A growing body of work supports the idea that such modules underlie much of cellular 
functioning (Gavin, et al., 2006; Han. et al., 2004: Pereira-Leal. et al., 2004: Qi and Ge. 

2006; Rives and Galitski. 2003), and that functional modules are the most relevant 

organisational units of a cell from the perspective of systerns biology (Hartwell. et al., 
1999). 

2.5.2 Hubs 

In scale-free networks, such as protein interaction networks, the probability of a node 

being highly connected is higher than in a random graph. Highly connected nodes, 

which often correspond to hubs, govern network properties to a great extent (Albert, 

2005). One of the characteristics of scale-free networks is their heterogeneity, which is 

partly attributed to hubs. Because of this property, these networks are robust, meaning 

that they have a high tolerance to random perturbations, but also a high sensitivity to 

targeted attacks on highly connected nodes (Albert, et aL. 2000). The failure of hub 

nodes causes a breakdown of the network into isolated clusters, while failure of random 

nodes mostly affects small-degree nodes, since they are the most abundant, and does not 

cause any mpjor loss of connectivity (Albert and Barabdsi, 2002). 

One intensively studied example of a hub protein is the p53 tumour suppressor 

(Vogelstein, et aL, 2000). This hub has a role in cellular apoptosis through the 

regulation of several target genes. In 50% of human turnours, the p53 protein is 

inactivated directly as a result of mutation in the gene that produces it, while in the 

remaining turnours the role of p53 is inactivated indirectly through binding to viral 

proteins or as a result of alternation in genes whose products interact with p53 

(Vogelstein, et al., 2000). This exemplifies the attack vulnerability caused by the 

reliance on hubs in protein networks. 

It is further hypothesised that the importance of hubs may be explained by their 

evolutionary conservation. It has been shown by comparing putativell,, orthologous 

sequences betNý een S. CereviSlac and C. elegans that the connectivity of \\ ell-conserved 

orthologs is negativel\l correlated \\Ith their evolutionary rate (Fraser, et al., 2002). 

Hence. hubs are sho\\n to have smaller evolutlonarý distances to their orthologs. and 
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such proteins evolve more slowly because "a greater proportion of the protein is directly 

involved in its function" (Fraser, et al.. 2002). In the same study, it is confirmed that 

highly interacting proteins are more likely to be required for the viability of the 

network. 

2.5.3 Motifs and cliques 

In most real networks we can find different types of sub-graphs, such as squares, 

triangles, etc. Some types are overrepresented in comparison to the expected 

representation of the same type of sub-graph in a randomly generated network of the 

same size. Such graphs are suggested to form motifs which are topologically distinct 

interaction patterns in each real network (Milo, et al., 2002). Milo et al., (2002) define 

network motifs as "patterns of interconnections occurring in complex networks at 

numbers that are significantly higher than those in randomised networks". One of the 

most significant motifs in both E. coli and yeast is the feedforward loop (FFL). In FFL, 

transcription factor X regulates transcription factor Y., which in turn result in their joint 

regulation of gene Z. Other types of network motifs found in E. coli are single input 

motifs (SIM), and multiple input motifs (MIM). 

Wuchty et aL, (2003) showed that motifs are evolutionarily conserved. Another 

interesting result that this study indicates is that the different functions are not only 

associated with characteristic topological motifs, but that they also conserve these 

motifs at different rates during evolution. 

Motifs in protein interaction networks may represent different types of interactions. 

Small fully connected motifs, also known as cliques, are abundant in such networks and 

have a tendency to forrn functional complexes (Wuchty, et al., 2003). In transcription 

regulation networks, transcription factor motifs are found to be abundant, as shown in 

the examples of E. coll and S. Cerevisiae where the motifs are results of the convergent 

evolution of the transcription regulatory networks of different species (Conant and 

Wagner, 2003). As further suggested by Conant and Wagner (2003), this is an indicator 

of optimal circuit design. 

Net\ý, ork motifs provide, besides robust property of biological networks, an important 

too] for understanding the modularity and the large-scale structure of networks 

(Mangan, et al.. 2003). 
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2.5.4 K-cores 

As stated in section 2.5.2. a set of hiuhly connected proteins play an important role for 

the network's integrity by connecting the inherent modules of the network. Such 

cohesive sub-graphs that correspond to modules may be found by applying a k-core 

decomposition of the network. Decomposition of the network into the core layer 

structure may also help finding topologically important proteins (Wuchty and Almaas, 

2005). 

The k-core of a graph is defined as the maximurn sub-graph where every node has at 

least k links (see Figure 6 below). This sub-graph can be generated by recursively 

deleting the nodes with degrees lower than k, and their incident edges, until all nodes in 

the remaining graph have at least degree k (Bagatei. 1 and Zaversnik, 2002). The core 

number of node i is defined in (Bagatel* 2) as the highest order of a 
_I 

and Zaversnik, 200- 

core that contains this node. 

An algorithm for core decomposition of graphs is described in (Bagatelj and Zaversnik, 

2002). 'The input is a list of all nodes and their neighbours (for example Node: R; 

Neighbours: H, M. N, P. see Figure 6), and the Output is a table with core numbers for 

each node. The Outline of the algorithm is given in Text box I on page 32. In Figure 6 

below, we can see that cores are nested. Cores may also be disconnected SUb-graphs 

(not shown here). The dark gray area comprises the nodes that build the sub-graph with 

the highest k, which here equals 3. 

P 

A 

I 

/ 
/ 

/ 

/ 

L) 

Figure 6 Dccornpositjon ofthe graph into three core la,, crs. 1.2 and 3-core 
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This decomposition makes it possible to discern the most densely connected sub-graphs 
for each node. For example, node B has four neighbours: A, C. D. and E. Together 

with three of its neighbours: C. D, and E (which all belong to the 3-core). it forms a 
fully connected graph, while one of its neighbours (A) is isolated and belongs to the I- 

core, and will therefore be discarded from the original sub-graph. Topological 

structures similar to the one formed by B, C, D and E are likely to correspond to protein 

complexes. 

The outline of the algorithm for core decomposition (Bagatelj and Zaversnik, 2002) 

Input: G= (V, E) 

> Output: core table 

> N(i): closed neighbourhood of i 

> core(i) : core number 

ki : connectivity of node i 

Step 1: Compute degrees of nodes and sort nodes in increasing order of their degrees 

For each icV do begin 

Identify N(l), 

Compute ki ; 

end 

Sort the elements of set V in the order of increasing ki ; 

Step 2: Delete nodes with degree less than k 

For each icV do begin 

core(i) := ki ; 

For each jc N(i) do 

If kj > ki then begin 

kj > kj -1; 

Sort the elements of set V in the order of increasing connectivity 

end 

end 

Text box 1: The outline of the core decomposition algorithm 
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Methods based on k-cores have been used for the detection of molecular complexcs in 

protein interaction networks (Bader and Hogue. 2003: Tong, et A. 2002). and 

determining the essentiality of proteins (Wuchty and Almaas, 2005). It has been shown 

that the probability of nodes both being essential and evolutionarily conserved increases 

towards the innermost cores (Wuchty and Almaas, 2005). It is further hypothesised in 

the same study that the proteins that belong to the innermost cores. also called globally 

central cores, serve as the evolutionary backbone of the proteome. 

2.6 Domain knowledge 

In this section, we aim to present the main sources of annotation that describes and 

structures the knowledge (using ontologies) about proteins, such as their membership in 

functional categories, involvement in molecular complexes, biological processes etc. 

We also describe the measures of semantic similarity that are used to calculate 

similarities between ontology terrns in this work (see section 2.6.1 ). 

2.6.1 Semantic similarity measures and Gene Ontology 

One of the knowledge sources that are used in this work is Gene Ontology (2001). 

Gene Ontology (GO) offers a vocabulary of molecular biology for describing gene 

products in any organism. Individual terms are orgamsed as direct acyclic graph 

(DAG), where the nodes denote the terms and the edges denote the relationships. Terms 

may be related to each other by two types of relationships, namely the "is-a" and "part- 

of' relationships. The ontology is sub-divided into three aspects: molecular function, 

biological process and cellular component. A tree-like structure of the GO terms for 

two gene products, BRRI and SMX2 is illustrated in Figure 7 on page 34. We use the 

SaccharomYces Genome Database, SGD (http: //genome- 

www. stanford. edu/Saccharom. yces/) which contains GO annotations from all three sub- 

ontologles (Dwight. et aL, 2002). In the example in Figure 7. each term is assigned a 

GO accession number. As an example, the term "RNA binding" (GO: 0003723) is the 

most specific term assigned to BRRI, and it is a child term of the "nucleic acid binding" 

term (GO: 0003676), which in turn has the term "binding" as an ancestor. 

To calculate the semantic similarity between gene products, the probability of each term 

assigned to the gene product is first derived. The probabilities reflect how many times 

the term or any of its descendants Occurs in the annotated database, in this case SGD. 

The probabilities are shoNýn in each box in Figure 7 on page 34. The number in 
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parentheses denotes how many times the term or an\, of its descendants occurs in SGD. 

The procedure of calculating GO term probability. proposed b\ Lord et A. (2003)). is 

described as follows. For each gene product, the probability is calculated h\ counting 

the number of times each term or its descendants occur in the annotations in SGD. 

divided by the total number of GO term annotations in SGD. The probabilities increase 

as we move towards the root, which is defined as "molecular function" (GO: 0003674) 

and has probability 1. Given these probabilities. there are several X\aýs to calculate 

semantic similarity (Jiang and Conrath, 1998; Lin, 1998; Resnik. 1999). 

SM X2 

pre-mRNA splicing factor acti, itN 
GO: 0008248 
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1 

ISA 
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Figure 7: GO annotation sub-graphs describing GO molecular function terms for t\N o example 

proteins 

In order to calculate the similarity between two proteins i andj. we need to calculate the 

similanv, between the terms belonging to the term sets T, and T, that are used to 

annotate these proteins. Given the ontology terms Ik c- Tj and t, E Tj. the semantic 

si mi laritv measure proposed by Lin (1998) is defined as: 
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2 In Nis (lk 
- 11 ) 

In P(lk )+ In p(Il 

(4) 

where p(l, ) is the probability of term t. and PIns (1k -t/ ) 
is the probability of the 

minimum subsurner of tk and t1. which is defined as the lowest probability found 

among the parent terms shared by tk and t/ (Lord, et al.. 2003). In 

Figure 7 on page 34, the minimum subsumer for BRRI and SMX2 is "RNA binding'" 

(GO: 0003723). 

As GO allows multiple parents for each term. mo terms can share parents by multiple 

paths. Like Lord et a]., (2003). we used the average term-term similarity since each 

protein can be annotated by several terms, and because "e are here interested in the 

overall similarity between the pair of proteins rather than between pairs of individual 

ontology terms. The average term-terrn similarity can vary between I (for identical 

terms) and 0 (no similarity). Given two proteins. i and. j. with 7' and T containing m ii 

and n terms, respectively. the protein-protein similarity is defined as the average inter- 

set similarity between terms from Tj and Tj 

ssiv =II shn(lk - 11 
mxn 'k E T,. tl E TI 

where sim(t k, II) is calculated using Equation 4 above. 

The semantic measure proposed by Resnik (1999) only uses the information content of 

the shared parents. As p, js varies between zero and one. this measure generates values 

between infinity (for similar terms) and zero. In practice, for terms that are present in 

the corpus (a large and structured set of texts). the maximum value is defined by 

- In(] It) = In(t), where t stands for the number of occurrences of any term in the corpus 

(Lord, et al.. 2003). The semantic similanty measure proposed by Resnik (1999) is 

defined as: 

sim(tk -tl) = -In Pi77s(lk l/) (6) 

The measure proposed by Jiang and Conrath (1998) is actuallv a semantic distance 

measure rather than a semantic similarity measure. It is, like the measure by Lin. based 

on both the information content of the parent terms and of the terms that are being 

compared. but uses the terms in a different order. In theory this measure can. as the 
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measure by Resnik. give arbitrarily large values. but in practice the maximurn value is 

2 In(i) where I denotes the number of occurrences of an,,, term in the corpus (Lord, et 

al., 2003). 

Semantic distance between two terms according to Jiang and Conrath (1998) is defined 

as: 

dis(lk, 11) = -21n Pnis(1k. tl)- (in P(lk )+In p(11)) 

2.6.2 Semantic similarity and functional homogeneity 

Besides including semantic similarity into quantitative network measures and thereby 

considering the functional homogeneity of potential modules. we also provide a visual 

representation of semantic similarity by using these values as input to an existing graph 

v1sualisation tool. 

For the purpose of visual analysis. we have created protein interaction graphs enriched 

with the semantic similarity weights. which are reflected by the width of the edge. The 

semantic weights that have been incorporated into the graph representation may result in 

increased confidence in functional relevance of the interactions (see Figure 8 on page 

37). To generate a two-dimensional graph layout for protein networks, we use the 

GraphV]z software (http: //www. research. att. com/sw/tools/graphviz) developed at 

AT&T research labs. GraphViz starts from a textual description of the graph structure 

and is capable of generating graphs in a variety of output formats. An example of a 

protein interaction sub-graph that is enriched with semantic similarities is shown in 

Figure 8. In this figure, nodes represent interacting elements (proteins) and links denote 

interactions. In this example. we use semantic similarity based on molecular function as 

input to GraphViz. Nodes are coloured green if they are annotated with at least one 

term from GO molecular function sub-ontology. otherwise red. The width of each edge 

is proportional to the semantic similarity between the nodes it connects. The width can 

vary in the interval [0,10]. where 10 stands for the maximum similarity. Zero-width 

lines are replaced by dashed lines. In the example in Figure 8. the semantic similarity 

between PPH21 and PPH22 equals 1, which gives the maximal width of the edge (10). 

and the semantic similarit\ between TPD3 and YORI is 0.298. ý\hich gives an edge 

N\1th the \\Idth 2.98. Node ZDS2 has LinknoN\n function and it does not ha-v'e any 

ftinctional similarit\ \\ ith the rest of the cluster, N\ hich results in dashed lines. 
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Figure 8: ( iraph representation t'or the protein TPD3 and it,, neig, hhours 

By visual analysis of the sub-graph in Figure 8 above, we can discern a "clique- 

containing the proteins RTS3. TPD3, PPH21. PPH22, and CDC55, which are all 

connected with maximum similarity (except that the nodes RTS3 and CDC55 lack a 
direct connection between each other). This SUb-graph represents the protein 

phosphatase 2A complex. which Is a family of well established serme/threonme 

phosphatase complexes annotated with the GO-terrn "protein phosphatase type 2A 

activity". The remaining three proteins are not part ofthis activity and they have very 
low or no sernantic similarity with the other proteins in the clique. Hence, by 

incorporating semantic similarity, we can distinguish a cluster containing a complex of 

strongly fUnctionally related proteins and remaining interacting proteins, v"hich is not 

obvious frorn the Initial sub-graph of interactions. 

2.6.3 MIPS 

The Munich hil'ormation Center for Protein Sequences (MIPS) provides high quality 

curated genoine-related inforination. such as protein-protein interactions, protein 

complexes. protein tUrictional categories, etc., spanning over several organisms. 

The MIPS functional catalogue database consists of different fields, SLIch as functional 

catalogue (FLInCat) nUmber. EC nUmber. GO number. keywords etc. FUnCat is an 

annotation scherne that provides functional descriptions of proteins (RLiepp. et al., 

2004). There are in total 28 main functional categories that are hierarchically 

structured. 
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The MIPS Comprehensive Yeast Genome Database (CYGD) provides information on 

the molecular structure and functional network of S. cerevisiuc. The information that 

we use for evaluation purposes in this work is the protein complex catalogue that 

contains a manually curated set of protein complexes that serve as an example of a type 

of module. There is another data set containing protein complexes obtained from 

(Gavin, et al., 2002). This data set was produced by using a single experimental 

method. whereas the complex data set from MIPS has been derived from experiments 
from many tabs using different techniques. Therefore. MIPS database is more realistic 

and appropriate to use for evaluation. 

2.7 Protein interaction data 

Since most of the protein-protein interactions used in this work come from yeast two- 

hybrid technology, we start by a short explanation of this high-throughput technology 

for detecting physical bindings between proteins (see section 2.7.1 ). Furthermore, we 
describe two large data sets used in this work to derive functional modules, i. e. CORE 

and the von Mering data set (see sections 2.7.2 and 2.7.3), and two smaller data sets that 

focus on modules in signalling pathways (see sections 2.7.4 and 2.7.5). 

2.7.1 Yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) technology 

The yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) technology is based on the transcription activator GAL4, 

and its characteristic modular domain structure consisting of a DNA binding domain 

(13D) and transcription activation domain (AD) (Ito, et al., 2002). In the two-hybrid 

assay. two fusion proteins are created; the protein termed "bait". which is linked to the 

GAL4 binding domain, and its potential binding partner termed "prey", which is fused 

to the GAL4 activation domain. If the bait and prey proteins interact, their BD and AD 

(see Figure 9 on page 39) will combine to forrn a functional transcriptional activator 

(TA). This TA will then activate the transcription of reporter genes that are Integrated 

in the region downstream of the GAL4 binding sites. A reporter gene is a gene whose 

protein product can be easily detected and measured, and the amount of its expression 

can be used as an indicator of interaction between the protein of interest (the bait) and 

its potential partner. 
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Figure 9: Basic mechanism ol'Yeast t\N o-h% brid technolo-p 

Another commonly used method for high-throughput identification of protein-protein 

interactions is a combination of protein-complex purification followed by mass 

spectrometry (MS) (Mann. et al., 2001 ). One important distinction between Y2H and III- 

MS is that transient interactions are more often fOUnd by Y2H. whereas MS is more 

reliable in identifying stable interactions (Titz, et aL, 2004). 

However, there is no high-throughput method which is able to identify all protein- 

protein interactions. Many interactions get lost, and we will here mention some sources 

ofthis error. Sometimes. false negatives can be caused by the weak interactions within 

complexes that require cooperative action to be stabilised and generate a two-hybrid 

signal (Titz, et al., 2004). False positives are considered as a more serious problern than 

false negatives. The major reason for false positives in Y2H data is that true 

interactions that occur in the Y2H system may never occur in vivo because the proteins 

are for example expressed in different cell types. The number of false positives can be 

reduced to sonic extent by conducting additional assays and using cornputational 

methods. 

2.7.2 Yeast CORE data set 

The Database of Interacting Proteins (DIP: littp-. //dip. doe-nibi. LiCia. edLi) is a database 

that stores and or-anises experimentally determined protein-protein interactions 
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(Xenarios., et al.. 2000). The majority of the interactions stored in DIP ýý ere identified 

with high-throughput veast two-hybrid (Y2H) screens (Ito. et al.. 2001 

There is the subset of DIP-YEAST. denoted as CORE. which is the result of assessment 

with the Expression Profile Reliability Index (ERP Index) and the Paralogous 

Verification Method (PVM) (for further details, see Deane et al. (2002)). The CORE 

subset contained 6379 interactions. Table I below surnmarises the general 

characteristics of the yeast PIN derived from the CORE data set. 

Yeast PIN 

(CORE) 

N 2231 

L 6379 

NL 96 

k 4.8 

C 0.34 

Table 1: Network characteristics for the yeast PIN derived from CORE. A' denotes the total number 

of proteins in the data set. L is the total number of interactions ( 195 self-interactions are excluded here). 

the number ol'proteins connected to the largest hub is denoted h% NL 
. the average degree is denoted b\ 

k and the average clustering coefficient is denoted by C 

Some of the large-scale properties of the network derived from the whole CORE data 

set are analysed in Chapter 6. The experiments in Chapters 6-9 are also based on this 

data set. The same data set is also used as basis for deriving different subsets which 

were further analysed in Chapter 5. A description of those subsets can be found in 

sections 2.7.4 and 2.7.5. 

2.7.3 Protein-protein interaction data from von Mering 

In a study presented by von Mering et al. (2002). a quality assessment of large-scale 

data sets of protein-protein interactions in yeast was performed. A critical evaluation of 

the accuracy of high-throughput data is needed, because of the high rate of false 

interactions in these data sets. In (von Mering, et aL, 2002). data sets from yeast mo- 

hybrid (Y2H) svstems. protein complex purification techniques that rely on mass- 

spectroscopy (TAP and HMS-PCI). correlated mRNA expression profiles, genetic 
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interactions., and in silico interaction predictions were analysed. As stated further in this 

study. each of these methods can be used to predict protein interactions, even though 

their goals are slightly different. While the main purpose with yeast two-hybrid and 

mass spectrometry is to identify physical binding between pairs of proteins, the 

remaining of the mentioned methods are mainly focused on predicting functional 

associations, which in many cases also requires physical binding (von Mering, et aL, 

2002). 

The authors integrated about 80 000 interactions between yeast proteins and found that 

only 2455 were supported by more than one method. This low overlap between sets of 

protein interactions obtained from different methods may be due to the high fraction of 

false positives, but may also be caused by the difficulties for some methods to capture 

certain types of interactions. All interactions are classified by the level of confidence 

(low, medium, high), based on the evidence that Supports them. In our study, we have 

used the interaction set with high level of confidence., meaning that all interactions are 

confirmed by several methods. We will refer to this data set as "von Mering". The data 

set contains 2455 interactions between 988 proteins. Table 2 below summarises the 

general characteristics of this yeast PIN. 

Yeast PIN (von 

Mering) 

N 988 

L 2455 

NL 51 

k 5.0 

c 0.55 

Table 2: Net\N ork, characteristics for the wast PIN derived from von Mering. For explanation of 

ro-v%- labels. see I able I on page 40. 

We use this data set for comparison with the CORE data. Because this data set includes 

other types of interactions besides the experimentally determined ones. it is interesting 

to analyse similarities and differences bemeen modules derived from different data sets. 

The experiments based on this data set can be found in Chapters 7,8, and 9. 
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2.7.4 Yeast fillamentation network 

Budding yeast. when subjected to nitrogen starvation, undergoes a morphological 

change from yeast growth form to invasive filamentous form. The filamentation 

network responds to this stimulus by changes in metabolism. cell c%'cle progression. 

polarized budding. cell-cell adhesion and invasion. We choose to analyse this network 

since this process is regulated by several conserved pathways that are well studied 

(Prinz. et al., 2004: Rives and Galitski. 2003). Furthermore, it is hypothesized in (Rives 

and Galitski, 2003) that the modular abstraction of the filamentation network allows us 

to relate the observed filamentous cell properties with the activation or repression of 

specific biological processes. 

Most prominent among the pathways involved in the filamentous growth are mitogen- 

activated protem-kinase (MAPK) and the cAMP/PKA pathway (Rupp, et al., 1999). 

Since the virulence of many hurnan fungal pathogens is controlled by highly related 

signalling processes, an understanding of filamentous-form growth and directed 

disruption of it can reduce their ability to cause disease. 

In (Rives and Galitski, 2003). a yeast filamentation network was clustered, based on 

shortest path distance between the nodes, to identify modular structure. The network 

was identified frorn the database in combination with a literature search. After 

elimination of the proteins having no interactions with other filamentation proteins, this 

filarnentation network contained 70 proteins, 61 of which were present in the CORE 

data set. These 61 proteins and the interactions among them that were extracted from 

the global CORE data set constitute the part of the yeast filamentation network used in 

the study that is described in Chapter 5. The input graph with protein-protein 

interactions for yeast filamentation proteins is exemplified in Appendix A. 

2.7.5 Yeast signalling network 

The second network that was derived from the CORE data set for the purpose of module 

extraction is the yeast signalling network. The yeast signalling network is an 

intensively studied system that contains well-defined modules of signalling pathways. 

The list of proteins belonging to the signalling protein category was obtained from 

MIPS (littp: //mIps. gsf. de/,,, enre/prQ'/\, east/). This category contains 133 proteins, 89 of 

\Nhich remained after removing proteins that \Nere not present in CORE and those not 

having any interactions \Nlth other signalling proteins. Interactions arnong the 
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remaining 89 proteins were extracted from the global CORE set of interactions. This 

subset is also used in the study that is described in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 3 

Related research 
In this chapter, we will focus on the related methods for identifying modular structures. 
We introduce this chapter with a short overview of the common purposes for deriving 

such structures, to provide an overall picture of the related work in this area. Various 

approaches for module identification are described in sections 3.1-3.3. 

The modular organisation of cellular networks offers testable hypotheses that lead to 

biological insights. We could discern three major lines of research in previous work 

that are successfully utilising modular organisation to learn about different aspects - 
from functions of individual proteins to the regulation of cellular processes. 

The first important aspect is that genes in a given module are hypothesised to be 

functionally related. For instance, modules from PIN, exemplified in (Qi and Ge, 

2006), contain proteins involved in common functions such as RNA polyadenylation 

and chromatin remodelling, indicating that there is a strong correspondence between 

network topology and functionality. This further suggests that uncharacterised genes or 

proteins belonging to modules-could be functionally annotated accordingly. Several 

methods have used Gene Ontology to predict function of hypothetical proteins from the 

protein-protein interaction graphs (Deng, et aL, 2004; Karaoz, et A, 2004). 

The second important aspect is that module structures provide information about the 

underlying regulatory mechanisms of the cell. Large-scale gene expression data is 

commonlý used for this purpose. Based on gene expression data, Segal et al.. (2003) 

predicted regulatory modules consisting of regulators and their potential target genes. 

alont, xýith the conditionS Linder Miich the regulatory relationships are relevant. By 

inspection of the transcriptional changes of potential target genes as a result of a 
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disruption of regulator functions. the regulatorý, roles of seýeral pre\iouslý 

uncharactensed transcription factors were identified (Segal. et aL. 2003). The 

application of this in module-level analysis of cancer data has later revealed a global 

view of the shared and unique modules that underlie human cancer (Segal. et al.. 2004). 

The third important aspect is that Studies of inter-modular connections have confirmed 

that cellular processes are coordinated events (Petti and Church, 2005). For example, 

connections between glycolysis and lipid metabolism modules revealed their 

transcriptional coordination (Petti and Church, 2005). 

Hence, there are many reasons for developing module-identify Ing methods and to study 

connections between them in order to understand the organisation that underlies cellular 

functionality. Several methods have been proposed to identify functional modules on I 
the basis of the topology of the interaction network (Giot., et aL, 2003). Girvan and 

Newman, 2002; Rives and Galitski, 2003; Spirin and Mirny. 2003). In the following 

sections, we review sorne of the methods that are related to our ýNork. 

3.1 Clustering coefficients for analysis of protein networks 

Several studies have used various types of clustering coefficients to find dense sub- 

graphs in PINs. Although the clustering coefficient is a good measure of the density of 

interactions in a protein interaction sub-graph, it is strongly dependent on the size of the 

sub-graph. This makes it difficult to use clustering coefficient values to discern sub- 

graphs for which the density is statistically significant. 

Spirin and Mirny (2003) elaborated on this problem by starting from each sub-graph 

with n proteins and m interactions and computing the probability of obtaining more than 

m interactions among the same set of proteins in a random graph. They observed that 

the majority of cliques of size four or greater are statistically significant in PINs 

compared with random graphs. This statistical significance of cliques points to the 

importance of the functions that the cliques carry, because they have emerged under 

selection. Such enrichment in the number of cliques reveals essential modularity in the 

network structure, suggesting that many of these protein interactions are responsible for 

the formation of complexes and functional modules. More specifically. they used three 

different methods for identifying protein complexes from a PIN, \\here all methods 

ýý, erc focused on identifying highly connected clusters. The PIN ý\as constructed based 

on tile protein interactions from MIPS database. The first method consisted of 
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identifying all cliques by complete enumeration. The largest clique that ýýas found 

contained 14 proteins. The second method they used \\as clustering b" using a so called 

superparamagnetic clustering algorithm. Finallý,. in the third method, the problern of 
finding densely connected clusters was formulated as an optimisation problern, i. e. 
finding the set of nodes k that maximise the function C(n. k) = 2n I k(k - 1). The right- 

hand side of this equation corresponds to the clustering coefficient as a measure of 

density. All discovered modules or complexes were related to MIPS functional 

annotation and they found that the majority of those identified belonged to the following 

four functional classes: RNA processing, transcriptional regulation. cell-cýcle/cell-fate 

control, and protein transport. 

Bader and Hogue (2003) developed an algorithm for detecting molecular complexes in 

PINs, called MCODE (Molecular COmplex DEtection). MCODE uses the node 

weighting scheme that is based on the clustering coefficient defined by Watts and 

Strogatz (1998). They used the notion of highest k-core of a graph. which is the most 
densely connected sub-graph. Based on this notion, they introduced the term core- 

clustering coefficient of a node i. and defined it as the density of the highest k-core of 

Nti]. The final weight assigned to a node is a product of the core-clustering coefficient 

and the highest k-core number. called k,,,,,,. of the N17]. After the weighting step, 

proteins are sorted in decreasing order of their weights and the highest weighted protein 

is used to seed a complex. From the seed node. the algorithm moves outwards, 

including into the complex nodes with weights above a given percentage of the weights 

of the seed node (Bader and Hogue, 2003). The procedure is repeated with the next 

unexplored node with highest weight. At this stage, the algorithm does not allow any 

overlap between complexes. The post-processing step that allows a certain overlap may 

be chosen. 

Bader and Hogue (2003) evaluated their complexes against two data sets of complexes, 

the set of complexes found in MIPS (also used in this work) and the data set from 

(Gavin, et aL, 2002). To find optimal parameter settings for MCODE. they used 221 

complexes frorn (Gavin, et al., 2002) to evaluate MCODE and found that predicted 

complexes matched 88 out of 221 Gavin complexes. Also. the same evaluation 

procedure ýkas repeated for MIPS complexes, xNhere MCODE predicted 166 complexes 

out of xNhich only 52 matched MIPS complexes. Such lo\N agreement between 

predicted and MIPS complexes may be attributed to incompleteness of the MIPS 
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complex catalogue. the incompleteness of the data set that MCODE ý\ as run on. or the 

possibility that human annotated definitions of complexes do not perfectly match xý ith a 

density-based definition. Possible future work could. according to Bader and Hogue 

(2003). include other scoring functions that take into account functional annotation of 

the proteins. 

Those two approaches described in this section have probably influenced our ýýork 

mostly. Since both are purely topological methods, they seemed to offer space for 

improvement by including semantic infori-nation. which is the main direction in our 

work. 

3.2 Clustering approaches based on graph theoretic properties 

Protein complexes and modules may be found by clustering the protein interaction 

network with respect to some topological properties, such as mutual clustering 

coefficient (Poyatos and Hurst, 2004) or shortest path length (Rives and Galitski. 2003). 

Rives and Galitski (2003) developed and evaluated a clustering method based on a 

shortest-path distance matrix between all pairs of proteins. Each distance was 

transformed into avaluethatthe authors call "association", which correspondsto l1d2, 

where d is the shortest-path distance. Hierarchical agglomerative average-linkage 

clustering was used to cluster the association matrix. The method was applied on a 

network of signalling proteins to identify the modular organisation of cellular networks 

controlling specific biological responses. The following assumptions were made in this 

work: 1) the shortest path between any two nodes is likely to represent a functional 

association and information transmission; 2) each node in a network has a unique 

profile of shortest-path distances that comprises all distances from the node to all other 

nodes in the network, and 3) proteins that belong to the same module are likely to have 

similar profiles of shortest-path associations. Rives and Galitski (2003) demonstrated 

that the protein clusters in the signalling network based on shortest-path association 

profiles represent modules of signalling pathways, where more than one module may 

exist within the pathway. Furthermore. they clustered the network of proteins that are 

associated to filamentation process in ý east. 13ý, applying the same method as for the 

previous network. they generated a clustering that reflects and extends current models 

of the filarnentation process. We found some elements of this work to be arbitrary. even 

though the basic idea of using shortest-path association profiles to re-ý, eal modules is 
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very interesting. In our work. proposed in Chapter 5. ýýe introduce the novel idea of 

generating profiles of sernantic similarities as a feasible \, ýa\ to represent functional 

associations between proteins, in combination with mutual clustering coefficient 

profiles. To avoid arbitrary choice of cluster boundaries. which is determined by using 

visual means in (Rives and Galitski. 2003). we attempt to build in a validation 

procedure into the clustering step, where a cut-off is determined based on the agreement 

with functional annotation. 

Another network clustering method based on the graph-theoretic properties of the nodes 

was proposed by Poyatos and Hurst (2004). In their study. the assumption was made 

that phylogenetic information could be used to verify putative interaction-based 

modules. They clustered proteins based on two properties; profiles of shortest-path 

associations, proposed in (Rives and Galitski, 2003). and profiles based on the mutual 

clustering coefficient measuring common neighbours of any two proteins. proposed by 

Goldberg and Roth (2003) and described in section 2.3.3 on page 23. Those two 

matrices were clustered separately with a standard hierarchical agglomerative average- 

linkage clustering algorithm. Matrices were then subjected to an overlap procedure, 

where the highest overlap between clusters based on different properties served as a 

guide for extracting modules according to the number of branches present in the 

clustering tree. It was found that the average maximal overlap between different 

clusterings was significantly high, that is equal to or greater than 0.8. This result 

indicates that both topological measures generate similar clusters, which in turn limits 

the added value of generating modular structures based on both measures. In our study, 

described in Chapter 5, we attempt to add a novel element to this method by combining 

one of the topological properties, profiles based on mutual clustering coefficient, with 

annotation-based semantic similarity profiles. 

In a study by Pereira-Leal et a]. (2004), graph clustering is performed after transforming 

the graph consisting of edges that connect nodes into its associated line graph in which 

edges noý% represent nodes and nodes represent edges. The advantage of such a 

transfon, nation is, according to the authors, that it generates the higher-order local 

neii, libourhood of interaction, \\, hich in turn results in a more highly structured graph 

compared to the original gaph. An observed fivefold increase of the average clustering 

coefficient after transformation of the original graph was used to illustrate this. They 

used an aloorithm for clustering by oraph floý\ simulation. called TRIBE-MCL 
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(Enright. et al.. 2002). (where MCL denotes Markov Clusterim_, ) to cluster the 

interaction network and find functional modules. These clusters \\ere then transfon-ned 

back to the original protein-protein graph for subsequent validation. Validation of the 

obtained clusters was performed by assessing the consistency of the protein 

classifications within each cluster. For this purpose. they used a measure called 

redundancy, which reflects the homogeneity of classification within a cluster. Three 

different classification schemes were used in the evaluation: regulatory and metabolic 

pathway schemes from KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes). an 

automated functional classification scheme from GeneQuiz, and a cellular localization 

scheme from MIPS/CYGD. 

3.3 Modular decomposition 

Modular decomposition is an algorithmic method that can be used to define the 

organisation of protein-protein interactions as a hierarchy of nested modules (Gagneur. 

et al.. 2004). This approach emphasizes the identification of protein complexes and the 

way they share components. In (Gagneur. et al., 2004) the higher order logical 

organisation between the proteins in protein-protein interaction networks is represented 

by usim, a graph-theoretic definition of modules. According to this definition, a module 

consists of a set of nodes that have the same neighbours outside the module. The 

modular decomposition of a graph is a tree of modules and proteins. with the modules 

as internal nodes and the proteins as leaves. 

The elements of a module can be replaced by a representative node, called "quotient", 

because all nodes in a module share the same neighbours outside the module (Gagneur, 

et al., 2004). Quotients can be iterated and captured in a tree where each node 

represents a module at a specific hierarchical level and the leaves represent the 

individual proteins. The root of the tree represents the whole network and the labels of 

the nodes show the relationships of that node's children. There are three types of 

modules classified according to the logical relationships between the proteins they 

include. Thev- are called prime, series and parallel, which has been found to correspond 

to biolo-ical strategies of protein reuse (Gagneur. et al.. 2004). In a series module, all 

proteins, or modules are grouped together and can bind directly to each other (logical 

"and*'). %ý hile a parallel i-nodule consists of proteins that are alternative binding partners 

to their common neighbours (logical -xor-). In a prime module some proteins, but not 

all. can bind to each other. From the structural point of \lie\N. proteins in a parallel 
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module share the same or overlapping binding sites. while proteins in a series module 

are likely to have non-overlapping sites (Gagneur. et al.. 2004). This interpretation that 

the authors propose seems logical. but this Should also be verified in order to confirm 

the biological plausibility of this method. Furthermore, the authors state that it would 

be tempting to decompose the networks based on Y2H interactions. but they could not 

come up with an appropriate functional interpretation applicable to Y2H data. This 

II method has been applied on large PINs based on PCP (protein-complex purification) 

experiments and it clearly helped structuring the network according to the proposed 

higher-order logical structures. However. the method itself should be combined with 

other strategies that are appropriate for the purpose of the system of study (Gagneur, et 

al., 2004). 
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Chapter 4 

Semantic similarity measures for 

predicting protein interactions 
Determination of protein-protein interactions is fundamental for our understanding of 

the molecular machinery of the cell. The function of a protein is defined to a great 

extent by its interaction with other proteins (Winters and Day. 2003) and can be seen as 

its position within the cellular interaction network (Salwinski and Eisenberg, 2003). 

Thus, the inference of a protein's interacting partners is a vital step towards the 

identification of its role within a cell. The recent emergence of high-throughput 

technologies for the detection of protein-protein interactions, such as yeast two-hybrid 

screens (Ito, et aL, 2001), has resulted in a rapid accumulation of protein-protein 

interaction data. However. the data is fairly noisy. and differences between the 

interacting proteins identified in high-throughput experiments and those generated with 

traditional small-scale experiments point at the need for computational approaches for 

data validation. Many studies have assessed the quality of the high-throughput data 

(Mrowka, et al., 2001; von Mering, et al., 2002) and confirmed that some of the data 

sets contain many false positives. 

In the study described in this chapter, ýýe use semantic similarity measures to assess the 

quality of interactions. We investigate if protein-protein interactions can be predicted 

by using the similaritý between the proteins based on their ontologý terms. We also 

provide a comparison between three of the most widely used semantic similarity 

measures. According to our first research question (see section 1.2). our aim is to 

compare the predictive power of GO-based semantic similaritN measures. when applied 
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on data sets with varying degrees of clustering. An appropriate semantic similaritN 

measure will be chosen to calculate weights, in terms of similarity between proteins. If 

these measures prove to have good predicted power, they can be useful for validating 

protein-protein interactions data. A possible application would be to predict the 

functionality of new proteins. Information on protein interactions was downloaded 

from the Database of Interacting Proteins (DIP) (see Chapter 2). which contains 

experimentally deten-nined interactions between proteins in S. cerevisiae. 

4.1 Materials and methods 

In this section we describe the way of discerning three subsets of CORE that have 

different properties in the network. We also present the evaluation procedure that is 

used to compare the predictive power of semantic similarity measures. 

4.1.1 Identification of CORE subsets 

Three different subsets of proteins were derived from CORE. The results from protein- 

protein interaction predictions for each of the sets were then compared to investigate 

how different characteristics of the chosen subsets may affect the predictive power of 

the similarity measures. 

As the purpose of the study performed in this chapter is to test how the degree of the 

clustering of different subsets (as an indicator of a certain architecture of the network) 

may affect the predictive power of the semantic similarity measures, we needed to set 

an appropriate threshold on the clustering coefficient value, to be able to discern 

between more densely interconnected regions and the regions that are sparsely 

interconnected. In previous work (van Noort, et al.. 2004). a network architecture of 

gene coexpression in S. cerevisiae was studied, because it is regarded as a general 

indicator of protein involvement in the same biological processes. The clustering 

coefficient Cof the coexpression network with significantly high correlation (for further 

details. see (van Noort. et al., 2004)) ýN as 0.6, with an average shortest path of 4. Thus, 

this network sho\ýed the properties of a small-world, scale-free network that is 

characteristic for intracellular netxýorks in ý\hich the nodes that are connected to each 

other are often involved in the same processes. We have chosen the threshold c>0.6 to 

create the data set that folloý\s this architecture, under the assumption that semantic 

sirnilarity-based predictions \ý III perform better in such network, where the interaction 

bet\ýeen proteins should reflect their involvement in the same process. Similarly. using 
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data sets derived from lower clustering coefficient values should lead to inclusion of 

random connections that do not fit in the small-world network. which will probably 

affect the performance of semantic sirnilarity-based predictions. 

The first subset is called CORE-CCO6 and it contains highly interconnected proteins 

that are likely to form modules. As clustering coefficient values reflect the degree of 

interconnectedness among the proteins in a module, we used this measure to rank the 

proteins accordingly. The nodes with clustering coefficient values that exceed 0.6 and 

their neighbouring proteins were selected to build a subset containing 318 proteins. It 

was shown in (Lubovac, et al., 2005) that the more interconnected nodes are in a 

module, the higher is the average semantic similarity within the module. Consequently, 

we expect all three tested measures to perform well in predicting protein-protein 

interactions in this data set. 

The second subset, CORE-CCO5, contains randomly selected proteins from CORE that 

have a clustering coefficient c<0.6. This set also contains 318 proteins, as CORE- 

CC06, and was created for comparison with CORE-CCO6. 

The third subset, CORE-CDC28, contains the protein CDC28 and all of its neighbours, 

96 proteins in total. CDC28 is one of five different cyclin-dependent protein kinases 

(CDKs) in yeast (Mendenhall and Hodge, 1998) and has the highest connectivity of all 

CORE proteins. CDC28 is fundamental in the control of the main events of the yeast 

cell cycle (Mendenhall and Hodge, 1998) and therefore interacts with many proteins. 

However, because it acts as a hub, i. e., holds together several functionally related 

clusters, it does not necessarily have high sequence or semantic similarity with its 

neighbours. Therefore, the results from protein-protein interaction predictions for the 

proteins in the CORE-CDC28 data set were expected to contain a considerable number 

of false interactions. 

In this study, we calculated semantic similarity with tree different information theoretic 

measures originally proposed by Lin (1998). Jiang and Conrath (1998), and Resnik 

( 1999), respectively (see section 2.6.1 ). We investigated if it is possible to set a 

threshold on semantic similarity values that will separate interactions from non- 

interactions. The pairwise similarities between all pairs of proteins in each data set 

ý\ere calculated, irrespective of Miether the proteins shared a connection in the 

interaction netN\ork or not. Sernantic similarity calculations are based on the annotation 

deri\ ed usin- the sub-ontolo-v coverim, molecular function. 
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4.1.2 Evaluation 

For each of the three CORE subsets described in section 4.1.1, pairwise semantic 

similarity was calculated between all pairs of proteins, using all three semantic 

similarity measures. This resulted in three matrices for each subset, where each entry 
denotes semantic similarity between a pair of proteins. Each matrix was then converted 

into a binary interaction matrix, where I stands for an interaction and 0 stands for no 

interaction. Each entry was assigned I if the semantic similarity between the pair of 

proteins was above a specific threshold value-, otherwise it was assigned the value 0. 

We refer to these matrices as ss NA-matrices. These matrices were compared with tile 

original interaction matrix. referred to as the PIN-matrix, created from CORE, where I 

denotes an interaction and 0 denotes a non-interaction. The PIN-matrix was then used 

to calculate sensitivity and specificity of the interactions in the ssp,,,. -matrices. 

The threshold value of the minimum semantic similarity required between a pair of 

proteins to get score I in the ssp,,,, -matrix was varied to see which threshold value 

would predict the experimentally determined interactions with the highest specificity 

and sensitivity. The interval within which the threshold value was varied was 

determined by manually inspecting the results from the calculations of the semantic 

similarities between the proteins. Different intervals were used for the three different 

semantic similarity measures. 

We compared each of the ss, -,,,,, -matrices with the PIN-matrix by varying the semantic 

similarity thresholds to deten-nine the predictive power of each semantic similarity 

measure. Sensitivity and specificity scores are used in the evaluation. Sensitivity is the 

probability that the method will correctly identify positives and it is defined as: 

TP (8) 
Sensitiviry -- TP + FN 

where TP is the number of true positives and FN the number of false negatives. 

Specificity indicates how well the method is able to reject negatives, and is defined as: 

Specificiýv -- 
TN (9) 

TN + FP 

\N here I'Xis the number of true negatives and FP the number of false positives. 
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The sensitivity and specificity of a predictive method varies with the chosen threshold. 

Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves are used to display the range of 

sensitivities and specificities of a prediction method. ROC curves ýýere created for each 

subset of data and each measure of semantic similarity. A ROC curve is a plot of the 

true positive rate (sensitivity) against the false positive rate (1-specificity) and shows the 

trade-off between sensitivity and specificity of a prediction method. i. e. an Increase in 

sensitivity will result in a decrease in specificity. The area under the ROC curve is a 

measure of the accuracy of the prediction method. An area of I signifies a perfect 

prediction method whereas an area of 0.5 represents a method for which the predictive 

power is no better than random guessing (Tape, 2005). A traditional academic point 

system, as described in (Tape, 2005), can be used as a rough guide for classifying the 

accuracy of a prediction method ([0.9- 1.0]-Excel lent (A); [0.8-0.9]-Good (B), [0.7-0.8]- 

Fair (C); [0.6-0.7]-Poor (D); [0.5-0.6]-Fail (E), where the numbers in squared brackets 

denote the area under the ROC curve). 

Furthermore, in this study we use sensitivity multiplied with sensitivity to determine 

suitable cut-off points and compare different measures. In previous work, this measure 

has been used for evaluation of cancer diagnosis efficiency (Mori, et al., 2003; 

Oben-nann, et al., 2005). The same quantity has also been used to deten-nine suitable 

cut-off points, as in Peulen et al. (1998). There are other measures for this purpose, 

such as the positive and negative prediction power, but they are not evaluated here. 

4.2 Results 

As mentioned earlier, we evaluated the ability of three semantic similarity measures to 

predict protein-protein interactions at different threshold values, by calculating the 

sensitivity and specificity of the predictions. Since the sensitivity of the predictions is 

typically highest at lower thresýold values while the specificity is highest at higher 

threshold values, it is difficult to set the ultimate threshold on both measures. In this 

section, the three semantic similarity measures will, for convenience, be referred to as 

the Lin, Resnik and Jiang-Conrath measure, respectivelv. 

All of the three measures were found to perform ýý ith fairly high specificity and 

sensitivity. There is a slight difference in predictive power betx\een the measures. but 

as expected. all three measures show significantly better prediction power in the three 

data sets CORE-CC06, and CORE-CC05 compared to the data set CORE-CDC28 (see 

Table 3 on page 56). 
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CORE-('('06 CORE-CCO-5 C'ORI, -('DC'28 

Lin 0.80 0.85 0.43 

Resnik 0.79 0.89 0.43) 

Jiang-Conrath 0.76 0.89 0.47 

Table 3: Summary of the predictive power of Lin. Resnik and Jiang-Conrath 

Each entry in Table 3 above denotes the highest value of the product between specific1tv 

and sensitivity for respective data set. 

4.2.1 Evaluation of the Lin measure 

The Lin measure performed best of the three measures In one of the three data sets, 

namely, CORE-CCO6. On the other hand, for the CORE-CDC28 data set Lin \\ as the 

measure that predicted the protein-protein interactions with the lowest accuracy. 

Nevertheless, this measure has its advantages over the Resnik measure. For instance. it 

takes all functions of the proteins into account, i. e., the average of all specific terms that 

are assigned to the protein and their parents' functions. whereas the Resnik measure 

only uses the information content of the shared parents (see section 2.6.1). The best 

results produced by applying the Lin measure are shown in Table 4 below and the 

corresponding ROC curves are shown in Figure 10 on page 57. According to the guide 

for classification of predictive power (see section 4.1.2). predictions for the data set 

CORE-CCO6, fall into category A (excellent accuracy). The predictions for CORE- 

CCO5 are classified as category B (good accuracy). and for the CORE-CDC28 the 

results fall into category D, i. e. poor accuracy. 

Data set Threshold Specificiry SC17SWOW Specificity * sensilivilY 

CORE-CCO6 0.5 0.91 0.88 0.80 

CORE-CCO5 1.0 0.93 0.92 0.85 

CORE-CDC28 0.1 0.76 0.56 0.4 3 

Table 4: Results from the Lin measure applied on the three data sets 
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In Figure 10 below, the ROC curves shows the reSLIltS from using, the Lin measure kýith 
the threshold value varied between 0 and 1. The threshold value for each data set was 

set using the highest product of specificity and sensitivity as a L', 'Uide. The best result is 

obtained for CORE-CCO6 (area = 0.92), as shown in Figure I Oa. t'ollo\N ed by the ROC 

curve for data set CORE-CCO5 in Figure I Ob (area = 0.87). and the lowest area under 
the ROC curve is obtained for CORE-CDC28 (area = 0.69). and is sho\vn in Figure I Oc. 

ei 

/ 

(a) (b) 
Figure 10: ROC curvcs ShOM112 aCCUracy using the Lin mcaSUrc 

4.2.2 Evaluation of the Resnik measure 

(C) 

The Resnik measure performed best in predictins) the protein-protein interactions for 

one of the three data sets, CORE-CCO5. together with Jiang-Conrath. In previous work 
by Lord et al. (2003), it was Illustrated that the Resnik measure, based on GO molecular 
function between proteins, showed the strongest correlation with sequence similarity. 
Also this measure showed the worst predictive performance on CORE-CDC28 data set. 
The best results from using the sernantic similaritv measure by Resnik on the three data 

sets are shown in Table 5 on page 58. The ROC curves for the results obtained when 

using the semantic similarity measure by Resnik to predict protein-protein interactions 

in all three data sets are shown in Figure II on page 58. For data set CORE-CCO6, area 

= 0.93, and is shown in Figure IIa. The same size of the area Linder the ROC curve was 

obtained for CORE-CCO5, and the smallest area, 0.71. was obtained for CORE-CDC28 

(see Figure II c). ROC curves are obtained by varyIngy the semantic similarity threshold 

value between 0 and 10. Hence, the predictions for two of the data sets, CORE-CCO6 

and CORE-CC05, Call into category A, i. e. excellent accurac,,,. The predictions for data 

set CORE-CDC28 t'all into cate(yorx.,, C. which indicates fair accuracy. 
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I )a1a "Cl I lircshoicl Spcc ///( //I ýcawllvl/ýI Spc( ilical ScIlsiol-111 

CORIAV06 2.0 0.94 8 
. 
79 

C( )RI -- CCO 5 8.0 1.00 0.89 0.99 

('( )Rl-'-('f)('2X H) 0.75 01ý8 0.4, 

'Fable 5: Results from the Resnik nicasure applied on the three data cis 

(a) (b) (C) 

Figure H: ROC curvcs shomng accurac% using the Rc, ýnik measure 

4.2.3 Evaluation of the Jiang-Conrath measure 

The third and final measure, Jiang-Conrath. showed the worst predictive accuracy of the 

data set CORE-CCO6, but the best for the CORE-CDC28 data set (see Table 6 below 

and Figure 12 on page 59). This suggests that the properties of the data set CORE- 

CDC28 do not matter as Much to the Jiang-Conrath measure as to the other two 

measures. Furthermore. this measure has the same advantage as the Lin measure over 

the Resnik measure, that is, it includes all functions of the proteins and not only those of 

the shared parents. 

Data set Threshold Speciliciti. Se I I's iIiI, i t. 1 

18.00 0.99 0.78 0.76 

CORFAV05 34.00 1 . 00 0.89 0.89 

CO R1 -1 - (J) U2 8 12.00 0.67 0.70 0.47 

Ta bIc6: Rcstilts from the -liang-Conrath nicasurc applied on the tlircc (kita sets 
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ROC curves ofthe protein-protein interaction predictions are ienerated using, the Iiail, -, - 
Conrath measure the threshold value varied bet, ý, een 0 and 35 (see Fiuure 12 
below). For this semantic similarity measure. predictions flor the data sets. CORF-CCO6 

(area = 0.89) and CORE-CCO5 (area = 0.85) belong to category B (good accuracy ). and 
for CORE-CDCý8 with area = 0.77. the results fall into category C (fair accuracy). 

(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 12: R( W curve,, ,, Iio%% mp- accurac, Ljsm2 the hang-Conrath illeasurc 

4.3 Summary and conclusions 

All three measures of semantic sirrularitv seern to be able to predict protein-protein 

interactions with good specificity and sensitivity and thus, in combination with the Gene 

Ontology. scern to be good tools tor such predictions. The differences between the 

results from different measures for predictions in the sarne data set are small. However. 

the diftlerence between the performances of the measures in different data sets is 

considerably large. It Is clear that the accuracy of predictions IS Much higher for two of 
the data sets, CORE-CCO6 and CORE-CCO5, compared to the third data set, CORE- 

CDC28. It was expected that all methods Would predict the interactions in the CORE- 

CC06 data set with higher accuracy than the interactions in CORE-CCO5, but that was 

on]-v the case with the Lin and Jiang-Conrath measures. The Resnik measure predicts 

the interactions in CORE-CCO5 with highest accuracy. The measure by Lin performed 
best on the data set that potentially involves modules, as it contains proteins that are 
highly interconnected, ý\, hich is reflected by the value of their ClUsterino coefficient. 

This Is one of the reasons for Our decision to use this semantic sirnilarltv measure in 

continuing studies to oenerate x\ei,, Iits between protein-protein interactions. A later 

study (Posse. et al.. 2006) also supports our decision. as they sho\v that the correlation 

hct%veen the other two GO aspects, biological process and Cellular component. and 

Sequence S11111lai-0. Is highest using the Lin semantic similarit"". based oil Cellular II 
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component and biological process sub-ontologies (for the later one. the correlation is 

equal when using the Jiang-Conrath measure). 

For the last data set. CORE-CDC28. the measure by Jiang and Conrath generated the 
best results followed by the measure by Resnik and then the one b, Lin. This may 

suggest that the measure by Jiang and Conrath is less affected by the properties of the 

data set it is applied on than the other two measures, even though the difference in 

accuracy is quite large between the data sets that the measure performed the best and the 

worst on. 

In conclusion, the difference between ROC curves for different measures x\as so small 

that any of the semantic similarity measures may have been used in further experiments. 
A predominant reason for our final choice of the Lin measure (alom, with already 

mentioned reasons) was that it uses the probability of specific terms rather than the 

probability of the shared parent. 

In (Lord, et al., 2003), it was shown that semantic similarity based on the molecular 
function aspect of GO showed strongest correlation to sequence similarity of all of the 

GO aspects. This was the main reason for choosing this aspect in our study. Not all 

proteins that interact have sh-mlar functions or sequence and therefore it would be 

interesting to take the other two aspects into consideration, especially the biological 

process aspect. The accuracy of the predictions would probably increase if a 

combination of two or three aspects would be used. 
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Chapter 5 

A cluster overlap approach based 

on topological and domain 

knowledge 
Various methods of network clustering have been applied to reveal modular 

organisation in protein-protein interaction networks (Pereira-Leal, et a].. 2004; Poyatos 

and Hurst, 2004; Rives and Galitski, 2003). However, those methods have mostly been 

based on structural properties of the network, such as shortest path distance for 

example. In this chapter, we introduce a method that uses both topological and domain 

knowledge based on semantic function similarity derived from GO annotation. The 

method is based on clustering of two types of protein profiles, one based on mutual 

neighbours information, calculated with mutual clustering coefficient, and the other one 
based on GO semantic similarity. This novel combination of clusterings is then merged 

to a single modular structure. The proposed method has been applied to known modular 

networks, to test if it is able to recover known modules, and to evaluate the 

interconnectedness between modules. 

In previous work, an approach based on topological properties has been applied to 

generate overlapping functional modules (Pereira-Leal. et al.. 2004). Here, %\e propose 

that the use of functional annotation, in combination N\ith topology, can add additional 

knox\ ledae about functional modules. 
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5.1 Materials and methods 

The rnethod proposed in this study consists of a four-step procedure for generating and 

merging clusterings to derive a modular structure, thereby identifying the keý modules 

of a protein interaction network. The method is based on combining the topologý 

information, in terms of a mutual neighbours profile for each protein \ýith its 

corresponding profile based on GO semantic similarity). In step one., matrices are 

generated to store topological information about the network Structure and functional 

information about the proteins. In step two, a clustering algorithm is applied using each 

matrix as input, which results in sets of protein clusterings based on topological and 
functional infon-nation. In step three, individual clusterings which shoýý' a high degree 

of overlap are identified. and in the fourth step, the chosen clusterings are merged and a 

modular structure extracted. 

We here choose to analyse two networks, a filamentation and signalling netýýork, since 

they involve processes that are regulated by several conserved pathways, and are well 

studied (Prinz, et al., 2004; Rives and Galitski, 2003). A more detailed description of 

those networks may be found in sections 2.7.4 and 2.7.5. 

In the following sections. we describe the input data and details regarding the 

algorithrns that make up the approach. 

5.1.1 Overview of the method 

To derive modules frorn protein interaction networks, we use a four-step procedure, 

which is described in this section and illustrated in Figure 13 on page 63. The most 

important difference between our method and the one proposed in (Poyatos and Hurst, 

2004) is that our method uses domain knowledge (the SS matrix) in combination with 

topological properties (the CC matrix), whereas (Poyatos and Hurst, 2004) onl" used 

topological properties. 
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PIN 

Generate matrices 
CC matrix SS matrix 
P1P2---P1P2 
F77777779 PiP1 
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Clustering 
CC clustering SS clustering 
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FE :: I, 
Cluster Overlap 

I 

Modular 
structure 

Figure 13: Dcriving a modular structure based on cluster overlap 

Step I is to generate matrices (CC and ýS, see Figure 13 above) based on the 

chosen properties of the proteins that form the network. The choice of properties 

is vital in this process, since the matrices constitute a basis for later module 

extraction. Those properties Should be able to reflect the modularity. The 

presence of a modular topology in the PIN could be manifested in the fact that 

proteins within a module are likely to interact more frequently with each other 

g than with proteins outside the module, \\hich is reflected in a hIL-h value of global 

C. Alternatively. modularity Could also imply that proteins \\ ithin a module share 

similar processes or functions to perform a common actlvlt\,. In one of the 

matrices (CC). each entry contains the Mutual Clustering coefficient value for the 

aCtUal interaction. The Mutual clustermo coefficient reflects the local topologý by 

111CaSUrin" the Common number of neighbOUrs of an-ý, two proteins in the 

interaction '-'raph. For more details on the Mutual clustering coefficient. see 
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section 2.3.3 and Equation 2 on page 23. In the second matrix (SS). each 

interaction is assigned a semantic similarity value (see Equation 5 on page 35) 

between the interacting proteins. 

Step 2 is to cluster each of the two matrices separately using agglomerative 

average-linkage clustering. This process results in two sets of clusterings ýýith 

varying numbers of clusters associated with each matrix. The clusterings obtained 
frorn the mutual clustering coefficient matrix are referred to as CC ClUsterings, 

whereas clusterings obtained from the semantic distance matrix are called SS 

clusterings (see Figure 13 on page 63). To obtain the clusterings, we first cut the 

tree at a high level of the hierarchy, thereby obtaining a clustering with few 

branches and low minimal similarity. Then, we successively increase the 

similarity cut-off (see section 5.1.2). to get more specific clusters. Since most 

relevant processes in biological networks correspond to the mesoscale. i. e., 
involve 5-25 genes/proteins (Spirin and Mirny, 2003), clusterings that diverge 

from this scale are not interesting for module extraction, and we therefore discard 

trees containing many clusters with only one or two proteins. Typically, 10-15 

clusterings were generated from each matrix. 

Step 3 is to calculate the average overlap between each of the CC clusterings and 

all those obtained from the SS clusterings. This step is referred to as cluster 

overlap in Figure 13. The purpose is to find the pair of clusterings with best 

average overlap (see section 5.1.3), which will serve as a basis for deriving the 

modular structure. We also calculate the overlap ratio (see section 5.1.3), to get 

an indication of whether a cluster in one clustering overlaps with one or more 

clusters in the other clusterings. The choice of best candidate for a generating 

modular structure is based on the greatest average overlap 0 between CC and SS 

clusterings with as low overlap ratio OR as possible. 

Step 4 is to extract a modular structure (see Figure 13) from the pairs of 

clusterings chosen in step 3. For each cluster in the chosen CCclustering, a ne%ý 

module is -enerated by mergin- this cluster and the cluster N%Ith the greatest 
t- t7 

overlap in the chosen clustering. In (Poyatos and Hurst, 2004). the modular 

structure was instead extracted by keeping in each CC-based module oni" those 

proteins which also appeared in the module frorn the corresponding clustering 
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(which. in their case is based on shortest path distance). Each approach has its 

advantages. The approach by Poyatos and Hurst (2004) may result in more 
topologically robust modules, for example. Under the assumption that the 
functional similarity, which is the basis for deriving one of the matnces. is a vital 

part of module extraction, we propose that it is more advantageous to merge 

clusters, rather than to intersect. By extracting a modular structure based on the 

intersection between clusters, we would get the modules of proteins which share a 

similar neighbours profile and have similar functions. However, when merging 
two clusters, we also include the proteins that belong to the SS-based cluster but 

not to the CC-based cluster, since those proteins share similar functions even if 
they do not necessarily share a similar neighbours profile with the rest of the 

cluster. Likewise, proteins belonging to the CC-based cluster but not to the SS- 

based cluster are considered valuable to include in a module since this might give 

us a possibility to hypothesise about their new alternative functions. 

It is important to highlight that the choice of the candidate for extracting a modular 

structure is based on the best matches between clusterings, which reduces the risk for 

introducing many false positives. When a pair of clusterings with a considerably large 

overlap is used for module extraction, the majority of the proteins in the generated 

modules do indeed belong to the intersection set between two clusters, but in some 

modules there are a few additional proteins belonging to the difference sets between 

clusters, which are interesting in further analysis. It is also important to note that the 

CC clustering is used as a template to guide the overlap procedure, i. e. we start from 

clusters based on topological properties to find the best overlap matches with functional 

properties. This is because the clustering coefficient is known to be a robust measure 

for protein network analysis, and we do not want modular extraction to be governed 

only by the knowledge-based clustering. Instead, we let the SS clustering support and 

influence the modular structure to some extent, rather than to guide the whole process. 

5.1.2 Hierarchical clustering 

The protein interaction graph is used to generate a CC and SS matrix for the two 

analysed networks described in sections 2.7.4 and 2.7.5. We store mutual clustering 

coctl-icient values (see Equation 2 on page 2' 3) for all node pairs in the CC matnix. ý\ 111le 

the SS matrix stores semantic similarity výalues (see Equation 5 on pa, -, c 3-S) for all node 

pairs. 'The mo matrices, CC and SS. are then Clustered separatel. -N ýýIth Illerarchical II 
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Clustering Explorer (Seo and Schneiderman, 2002). Dendrograrns are generated ýýIth 

the agglomerative average linkage clustering method UPGMA (Unxkelghted Pair-Group 

Method using Arithmetic average), using Pearson correlation as distance rnetric. A 

feature provided by the clustering software, called dynamic query control, is used to 

identify clusterings at different levels in the hierarchy. To achieve different clusterin'-'s 

or subgroups, the minimum similarity bar may be pulled down. N\hich splits the 

dendrogram into two, three, four, etc. clusters. Any pair of objects in the clusters below 

the similarity bar are more similar to each other than the minimum similarity threshold 

specified by the bar. Objects that are distant from the cluster are removed. Tighter 

clusters appear as the minimum similarity threshold increases. Domain knowledge 

stating that the most relevant processes in biological networks involve 5-25 

genes/proteins is used as a further guide in obtaining clusterings, ý\'hich resulted in 

clusterings containing 4-15 clusters for each matrix. 

5.1.3 Cluster overlap 

We use the overlap algorithm, originally proposed in (Ihmels, et al., 2002). and later 

applied by Poyatos and Hurst (2004) for the identification of cluster overlaps based on 

the shortest path distance and mutual clustering coefficient. The overlap bemeen two 

different clusters C, and (7, is defined as: 

Ici 
r) cj 

Icil x1cil Icil x1cil 
olij - 

(10) 

When modular structures are derived (see section 5.1.1 ), the average overlap is used to 

decide which clusterings should be chosen for deriving the modular structure. The 

average overlap is defined as (Poyatos. and Hurst, 2004): 

nc, c 
maxýlj, j j.,..,, " ncc i=l 

where n,, and nss denote the number of clusters in the (Vand SS clusterings. and 01 

is the overlap defined in Equation 10 above. 

An additional measure, used for increased reliability of the chosen clustering is the 

overlap ratio (OR), defined as (Po\ atos and Hurst, 2004): 
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1 17ý c 
OR =n Jýý/ 

i. j j=]... n,, = maxý/ ij j=l ... nj cc i=l 
The value of OR should be as low as possible. If OR = 1. there is only one cluster in the 

SS clustering that maximally overlaps with a cluster in the CCclustering. while OR >I 

indicates that there is more than one maximally overlapping cluster. 

5.2 Results 

5.2.1 Filamentation network 

In previous work by Rives and Galitski (2003), the , east filamentation network \\as 

clustered based on the profiles of shortest path distances between all proteins In tile 

network. The underlying hypothesis in (Rives and Galitski. 2003) is that module co- 

members are likely to have similar shortest path distance profiles. Ho\\Cver. as pointed 

out in (Watts and Strogatz, 1998), the shortest path distance method is less efficient than 

the mutual clustering coefficient in identifying modular structure in so called small- 

world networks. We therefore start by deriving a clustering based solely on the mutual 

clustering coefficient approach to compare the obtained structure N\ith the modular 

structure based on shortest path distances presented in (Watts and Strogatz, 1998). 

Thereafter, we extract a modular structure according to the four-step procedure 

described in section 5.1.1. This structure, based on combined properties, is also 

compared to the clustering based solely on topological properties of the network. 

Topology-based approach 

We start by clustering the yeast filamentation network based on mutual clustering 

coefficient values (see Equation 2 on page 23). Before applying a combined approach, 

we generated a clustering based solely on topology to see what additional knox\ ]edge 

we can gain by introducing knowledge-based clustering. A symmetrical matrix of 61 

proteins of the yeast filamentation network was clustered based on the mutual clustering 

coefficient. The resulting dendrogram is shoNvn in 

Figure 14 on page 68 and is highly similar to the one generated in (Rives and Galitski. 

200. )). 

There are at least mc, conserved signalling cascades regulating filamentous gromh I- 
(Lengeler. et al.. 2000): the cAMP-PKA (exclic adenosine monophospliate/protein 

kinase A) patli\\aN,, and the filamentous MAP kinase cascade (tMAPK). The topology- 
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based approach identified both as modules. Other Identified modules that also agree 

with those identified in (Rives and Galitski. 2003) are CDC28. polarit\. SNIF and 
[IML(x and Ras (see FIgUre 14 belo\\). BMI-1. \\hIch \\as part ofthe polarit. y modUle it, 
Rives and Galitski's results. here emerged as a separate modUle. 
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One of the differences between the modules obtained in this ý\ork and the modules from 

(Rives and Galitski. 2003) is that Rives and Galitski identified part of the HOG (High 

Osmolarity Glycerol response) pathx\aý as a separate module. xýhereas it is here 

clustered with other proteins belonging to the fMAPK module. The HOG pathx\ a% has 

two redundant Input branches that activate a common target, Pbs2. Besides being a 
MEKK (an activator of MAPK) for the HOG pathxNal-y. Pbs2 also acts as the scaffold for 

a branch of the pathway that shares components with the fMAPK pathx\aý. The shared 

component between fMAPK and HOG is MEKK kinase Ste] 1. Shol. xýhich is a 

member of the sarne cluster, is required for activation of Pbs2 ý'ia Ste] I (Posas and 
Saito, 1997). It is obvious that fMAPK and HOG share components to such an extent 

that the approach based on the mutual clustering coefficient places both pathxý a\ s into 

the same module. It is proposed in (Rives and Galitski, 2003) that more than one 

module can exist within the path\kay. Here, k\c also found an example of the existence 

of more than one pathway within the module. 

Another protein whose identified module membership differs from the one proposed in 

(Rives and Galitski, 2003) is Ste12. Stel2 is a transcription factor involved in the 

kinase cascade and it is associated ýýJth the fMAPK module in (Rives and Galitski, 

2003). In our study, Stel2 is clustered together with proteins associated v'ith cell-type 

specification and mating. and belongs to so the called HMLct module (see 

Figure 14 on page 68). The Ste]22 protein mediates transcriptional induction of cell 

type-specific genes by binding to a DNA sequence referred to as the pheromone- 

responsive element (PRF). which is present in the upstream control region of several U- 

and a-specific genes (Yuan. et aL. 1993), such as Hmlal and Hml(x2. which are also 

present in the sarne module. This motivates the presence of Ste] 2 in the HML modu le, 

but since it is a common target of the fMAPK and mating (HML(x) pathways. it should 

preferably belong to both modules. This problem is possible to cope ý\ Ith by allo\ý ing 

overlapping proteins in the modular structure, ýNhich ý\e introduce in thenext section. 

The PKA module corresponds to the protein-kinase-A pathway that regulates 

filamentous growth. The Bc, ý I protein is an inhibitor of all three cAMP-depenclant 

protein kinases Tpkl. Tpk2, and TpO. and all four are present in the same modUle. 

Deletion of 13c\ I enhances filamentous ggrowh (Pan and Heitman. 1999). The SNF 

module corresponds to , flucose-control proteins that play an important role in the 

filanientation process. since the &IILICO', C depletion caUses in\asi\e ,, ro\Nth (Cullen and 
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Sprague, 2000). 'The CDC28 module. highlý similar to the one identified in (Riýes and 
Galitski. 2003). emerged in the present stud\, as ýýell. Finalk. the Akrl protein did not 
fall into any ofthe clusters in the work h\ Rives and Galitski (20033). In our kýork. AkrI 
is placed in the fMAPK module, which seems to be biologicalk plausible since it 

interacts with Ste4 (Kao, et al., 1996). ýýhich is one of the major components of the 
fMAPK module. 

The method described in this section, as as the method described in (Rives and 
Galitski. 2003). suffers from the disadvantage that it results in a set of disýjoint clusters. 

which is not biologically plausible since proteins may function in several modules. Our 

combined method attempts to cope with this problem by allowing overlapping proteins. 
Furthermore, we also use the ftinctional information about the interactions. along Xýith 

the topological information, to obtain functional modules x\here proteins should have 

consistent functional annotation. We should strive for a highly consistent functional 

annotation of the proteins within a module. since it indicates their common involvement 

in biological processes and their common function (Pereira-Leal, et al.. 2004). 

Combination of topology- and semantic-based approaches 

After applying an approach based solely on a topological property of the network. in 

this case the mutual clustering coefficient, we tested a combined approach. XNhere 

knowle&e in terms of GO annotation is used in addition to the topological measure. 

The purpose is to investigate whether this combination can add some additional 

., e to the modular structure. Two aspects of GO have been tested, nameb, knowledi, 

molecular function and biological process. Since the topological approach turned out to 

be very robust in previous work (Goldberg and Roth, 2003. Poýatos and Hurst. 2004) 

and able to derive modules here that are highly similar to the modules confirmed in 

previous work. we used the matrix based on this property as a basis or template for 

module extraction and compared it with other matrices obtained from different GO- 

aspects. 

Extracting modular structure is based on the overlap bemeen different clusterings and it 

is done according to the four-step procedure explained in ovemeýN in section 5.1.1. 

When testing the knoýý ]edge-based approach. \N e first consider the functional aspect of 

GO. For comparison. \\e also generated random clusterings, to 
-, -, et an Indication of the 

si-nificance in the overlap hemeen different CILIsternos. The bc,, t a\cragc overlap :: 71 
:! 71 1 

(0 :z0.6) \\as t-Ound bem cen a CC-based clustering containing nine clusters and a SS- 
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based Clustering containing 12 clusters. Comparim, the sarne SS clustering mth 

randomly generated clusterings, resulted in significantly lower average o\erlap \alues 

(p = 9.94 . 10-7). We Could therefore conclude that the overlap x\ Ith clusters based on 

functional knowledge is significantly higher than the overlap with randomly generated 

clusters, which is expected. 

We also compared the average overlap values bet\ýeen CC clusterings and SS 

clusterings based on GO annotation regarding biological process and molecular 

function. The average overlap values for process-based clusterings were slightly higher 

than those obtained from clusterings based on molecular function. However, this 

difference is not statistically significant (p ;z0.55). Since both knoMedge-based 

sources performed equally well in combination with the mutual clustering approach. 

modular structures were derived based on both combinations. For details on the module 

extraction procedure, see section 5.1.1. 

The modular structure derived from the best overlapping CC clustering and an SS 

clustering based on molecular function is illustrated in Figure 15a on page 72 while the 

corresponding structure with an SS clustering based on biological process information is 

illustrated in Figure l5b. We will refer to those modules as functionaM, informed and 

process- informed modules, respectively. Figure 15 shows the semantic similarity 

between all proteins in the analysed filamentation network. The original network 

contains 61 proteins, but some proteins \ý, ere assigned to multiple modules, based on 

GO molecular function, which results in a matrix with 74x74 entries (see Figure 15a). 

The matrix in Figure 15b, based on GO biological process annotation. contains 7000 

entries. In Figure 15, numbers along x and j, axes represent proteins. ýýhich are ordered 

according to module membership. White entries represent protein pairs with semantic 

sirnilaritý, ss > 0.5. There are nine functionally informed modules sho%\n in Figure l5a. 

Furthermore, in Figure l5a, the functional homogeneity- \ýithm the modules is apparent, 

xýhereas proteins within modules in Figure 15b seem to have more disparate GO-terms 

reflecting biological processes. More specificall\. functional]% Informed matrix 

contains 14 ) entries bemeen proteins that belongs to modules ý\ Ith ss > U. ý%Ilich is 3 

44% of the total number of possible pairs of module members. The corresponding 

fraction of protein pairs \ý ith ss > 0.5 for process- in formed modules is 28% (99 entries 

%ý ith ss >U out of 315 1 In total). Functional homogenem is further e, ý aluatcd \% ith so 

called redundanc\ ý, alue (see section 5.33 and Equation I ') on page 75). 
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Figure 15: (a) Functionalk ml'ornied modules (b) Process-Itil'ormcd modules 

We further investigated what additional kno\, \/Iedge we can gain by generating a 

modular structure from a combination of properties. Concrete examples Include the 

Bud6 and Spa2 proteins, which appear in the polarity module V, 11CII LISIIILý the combined 

approach, but not when using topology alone. Also. since each module derived by the 

combincd approach represents the union of two clusters with the best overlap, several 

modules may share the sarne proteins. Here, the MIA and Spa2 proteins are Found both 

in the CDC28/fVlAPK module and the polarity module (this module is expanded with 

those t\, v'o members compared to the corresponding topological counterpart in Figure 14 

on page 68). In previous work by Rives and Galitski (2003). those proteins were 

identified as pails of the fMAPK module. One of the proteins, BLId6, is also identified 

in (Rives and Galitski. 2003) as an intermodule connector bet,. ý, een the polarity and 

IMAPK modulcs. As supiested in (Rives and Galitski, 2003). such connectors are 

critical for intermodule communication and may even function in both the modules they 

connect. This Is \0\ it is particulark interestim, that this protein could be found in both 

modules. because the presence ofthe same protein in different modUles may give sorne 

clLies about the point of crosstalk bemeen pathvýaýs. 

Another 111LIstrative example is the Gicl protein. %\hIch only appeared in the polaritý 

module Mien Lisino topolop alone. but emerged both in the functionalk Hit'ormed Ras 

it and polariv, modules aFter tile cluster merunnu, procedure. In (Kozmjnsk,. et al.. 2003) 1 
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is hypothesized that Ras-family proteins interact directl,, %ý ith Cdc42 (that belonu to the 

polarity module) to promote the establishment of' cell polarit%. Ras2. for example. 

appears to have a Cdc42-dependent role in polarized growth. Ras2 also pkiýs an 

important role in the induction of the polarized morphogenesis required for filamentous 

growth, by signalling via the Cdc42/MAPK kinase module (Mosch. et al., 1999, Mosch, 

et al., 1996). However, the mechanism by which Ras2 signals to Cdc42 is unknoýýn- 

Since Gicl. like Cdc42, belongs to the Rho-family GTPases, it is tempting to speculate 

that Gicl also has a mediating role between Ras- and Rho-family GTPases. \ýhich rnaý 

be important for filamentous growth. 

Finally, a module containing a combination of the proteins associated ýOh four 

different pathways, which have connected roles, occurred among functionally informed 

modules. We call it the PKAIfMAPK/CDC28 module (see Figure l5a on page 72). 

This module contains PKA-associated proteins (Tpkl-3 and Bcyl). IMAPK-associated 

proteins (CIA/SteM which are largely redundant. and Ste7). Cdc28-associated proteins 

(Cdc28, Hsi] and Caki), and finally there is one protein. Snfl. responding to carbon 

starvation. PKA and fMAPK are parallel pathways and are both required for 

filamentous growth. It is also known that Cdc28-associated proteins are involved in the 

altered cell-cycle progression of the filamentous-form cells. but there is no evidence that 

Cdc'28 directly links to the fMAPK cascade or the PKA signalling pathwa"' involved in 

filamentous growth. In (Fdgington, et al., 1999), two lines of evidence are described, 

which indicate that Cdc28 is a controlling factor in the decision to grow in the 

filamentous or yeast form. 

Process- informed modules (see Figure l5b on page 72) show great similarity with 

functionally informed modules, but also some important differences that may contribute 

to additional knowledge. One of the differences concerns the Ras module. Compared 

to both its topological and functionally informed counterpart, this module contains three 

additional proteins that overlap with other modules and seem to be vital for intermodule 

commun i cation. For example. Ste4, ý\hich can also be found in the fMAPK module, 

constitutes a component of an intermodule path between fMAPK and Ras. Sr\2 is 

another protein that is placed both in the Ras and Polarity modules. and has pre\ louslý 

been identified as a mediator of interi-nodule communication between those mo 

modules (Rivcs and Galitski. 2003). 
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5.2.2 Modular structure of the yeast signalling network 

We also used the yeast signalling sy IIII stern described in section 2.7.5 to test our combined 

approach. Since our cluster overlap procedure implies that a protein may, be present in 

multiple functional modules, the clustering of 89 proteins reSLIlted in a modular 

structure containing 150 entries. The best average overlap (0z0.5 ) occurred bemeen 

a CC clustering containing II clusters and an SS ClUstering, containing 12 clusters. Each 

protein is on average present in 1.7 modules. 

The result of the modUle extraction procedure is presented in Figure 16 he]oX\. In the 

figure, Functionally Informed modules ofthe yeast signalling netw, ork are indicated by 

numbered curly brackets. The large symmetrical matrix illustrates 150 proteins of the 

MIPS-database signalling category. Each number along x and v axes represents a 

protein and they are ordered according to their module membership. White entries in 

the matrix represent protein pairs ýkitli Functional ss>0.5. Columns to the right 

represent different signalling pathways (F/M: Filarnentation/Mating-, R: Ras, P: Polarity; 

11: HOG). 
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In Figure 16. we can notice that the Ras path\\, a\ -associated proteins form a single 

cI uster. The majority of the HOG-pathýýay proteins are also placed in a separate 

module. However. some pathways. like the Filamentation/Mating pathway, stretch over 

several clusters, which reflects the existence of more than one module ýýithin the 

pathway. This has previously been shown in (Rives and Galitski. 2003). Hoýýever, 

unlike the approach used in (Rives and Galitski, 2003). our approach produces 

overlapping modules. Some proteins, such as Ste] 1. are present in both the HOG and 
filamentation/mating modules, which is interesting since this is a shared MAPKKK 

cascade component and a point of crosstalk between the HOG and filamentation 

pathways. 

5.3 Evaluating the functional homogeneity of the obtained modules 

Besides biological evaluation, we have applied an independent computational 

evaluation method based on another most widely used source of annotation, obtained 
from Munich Information Centre on Protein Sequences (MIPS). Protein categories 
from MIPS/CYGD (Mewes et al., 2002) are used to measure the functional consistency 

within individual module. For more information about MIPS. see section 2.6.3. This 

classification scherna is hierarchical and provides several levels of granularity in the 

classification, from general classes at the top level of the hierarchy to more specific 

classes lower down. For evaluation of filamentation network, we used second level of 

hierarchy, while we used even more specific third level for evaluation of modules 

obtained from signalling network, since network consists of the proteins belonging to 

the first level of MIPS category "Intracellular signalling". Each module is assigned a 

value that reflects the homogeneity of the protein classification within that module. The 

measure called redundancy R, for module i (Pereira-Leal et al, 2004) is defined as: 

R, =1- 

- 
yp, log-, pi 

log, n 

(13) 

In this equation, p, represents the relatl,, c frequency of the classj in module i and 17 

represents the total number of unique protein classes present in the data set. The 

-, 
I\en hý Shannon's entropy. and numerator represents the Information content in bits - 

the maximurn entropý for the module I IS used as a normalisation factor (Pereira-Leal et 

al.. 2004). The value of R ranges between 0 and 1. ý\ here modules xN ith proteins that 
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have highly consistent classifications will receive high value, ýýhereas those \\ Ith hjghlý 

inconsistent classifications ý%ill receive low value. For comparison, ý\e calculated 

average redundancY value for all combinations of clusterings, not onl, v the one ý\ ith the 

greatest average overlap that represents modular structure. 

We evaluated homogeneity of the protein clusters within each module with redundancý 

value R, for module i. Along with average overlap and overlap ratio measure, tile 

redundancy measure could also be integrated in the module-identifying procedure and 

serve as a natural step in identification of functionally homogeneous modules. Here. it 

is only used in evaluation purpose. For each pair of clusterings, average redundancý R 

is calculated. Average redundancy is average value of the redundancies of each 

obtained module, where each module is represented by the union of the cluster based on 

mutual clustering profiles information and its knowledge-based counterpart with 

maximal overlap. All modular structures do not necessary have highest redundancy 

value. but they had significantly higher consistency of functional categones within 

modules that the structures derived from the clusterings with significantly lower 

overlap. 

We performed Wilcoxon signed rank test to evaluate if there is significant difference 

between functional homogeneity of modular structures based on GO molecular function 

and the corresponding structures based on GO biological process. Results from 

filamentation network show that R values for functionally informed modules are 

significantly higher than those for process- in formed modules (p=0.002). We also 

compared the functional homogeneity of the derived modules with randomly derived 

modules. As expected, both functionally infori-ned modules and process-informed 

modules show significantly higher functional consistency than the randomly derived 

3 
modules (pz--0.9-10- and p=0.003). The results are consistent for signalling 

netýýork as Nýell, where functionally informed modules show higher consistency in 

ftinctional annotation than the process- i nfon-ned modules (P = 0.8.10-4 ). 

Summary and conclusions 

We have proposed a method for deriving modular structures by merging clusters 

orioinating from dendroorams based on the mutual clustering coefficielit (CC) and 
t, t, 

semantic sirnilarlt\ (SS). ClUsters are merged h\ Linjon, i. e.. the deried modules 

Include proteins that belong to the SS-based cluster but not to the CC-based Cluster, 
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since proteins may share similar function even if the,,, do not have similar 

neighbourhood profiles. Similarly, proteins belonging to the CC-based cluster but not 

the SS-based cluster are considered valuable to include in a module since this call 

provide clues to functions which were previously unknown and therefore not present in 

the current annotation. 

One of the distinct advantages of this method is that it may generate overlapping 

modules of the interaction networks, which implies that a protein may be present in 

multiple functional modules. Many clustering approaches cannot place objects in 

multiple clusters, which is not biologically realistic, since proteins may participate in 

multiple cellular processes and pathways. Results from the analysis of both the 

filamentation and signalling networks imply that our method generates modular 

structures, where proteins that are assigned to more than one module in several cases 

play important roles in intermodule communication. Ste] I is an example protein that is 

present in both the HOG and filamentation/mating modules, which is of particularly 

great interest since this is a shared MAPKKK cascade component and a point of 

crosstalk between HOG and filamentation pathways. 

This work contains important extensions/improvements of the previous work that were 

considered as valuable contributions. 

Extracting a modular structure based on both functional knowledge stored in the 

annotations and a topological property (mutual neighbours profiles) is advantageous 

over extracting modules based solely on topological properties. In hierarchical 

clustering, the choice of appropriate cut-off is often arbitrary or based on visual 

analysis. An advantage of the proposed approach is that the cut-off is chosen based on 

the best overlap with the domain knowledge. 

Under the assumption that functional similarity, which is the basis for deriving one of 

the matrices, is a vital part of module extraction, -ýNe propose that It is more 

advantageous to merge clusters into a union of both clusters. rather than to intersect. and 

thereby efirninate the possjbihtý to potentially uncover ne%\ functions of the proteins. 

We also performed validation of the functional homogeneity of the derived modular 

structure. It is done hý comparing redundancy , 'alues that score functional enrichment 

of annotation terms \\ ithin different modular structures based on different o,, erlaps. and 

not necessari 1ý maximal overlaps. The comparison \\ ith random clustering ýN as done to 
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indicate the expected outcome of a clear functional enrichment of annotation terms in 
functional clusterings compared to their random counterparts. 

As also indicated earlier, the redundancy value may be incorporated into the module- 
identifying procedure, by choosing modular structure based on the \\eighted scherne 

that maximizes the sum of the redundancy value and the overlap , alue. 

A possible continuation of this work is to integrate cellular component infori-nation into 

the clustering approach, to strengthen the evidence for biological 'ýalidit\ of the 

obtained modules. Some proteins, although able to interact. are never in close 

proximity to each other in the cell. This constraint Could be solved bý introducing 

cellular component information, which is incorporated in our later xýork described in 

Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 6 

Identifying modules in PINs with 

semantic similarity weighted 

network measures 
When a high value of average clustering coefficient C Is used as a signature for 

potential modularity, it is important to realise that this measure is defined sole1v on 

topological grounds. Topology-based approaches may not be sufficient, especially 

when dealing with error-prone data. In this work, xý, e are using protein interactions that 

have been identified with high-throughput yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) screens (Ito, et al., 

2001) (for details about the data set, see Chapter 2). Protein-protein interactions 

detected by Y2H suffer from some known disadvantages. For example. It is possible 

that two proteins, although able to interact. and therefore reported as positives in a Y2H 

screen, are never in close proximity to each other within the cell (Van Criekinge and 

Beyaert, 1999). Besides this location constraint. there is also a time constraint. meaning 

that a pair of proteins that interact in the Y2H experiment may be expressed at different 

points in the cell cycle. and therefore never interact in Ovo. The presence of noIs'V 

edges makes it difficult to define a quality measure based on pure topolouý. such as 

when using a density measure. Therefore. taking into account annotation regarding 

molecular function of the proteins and their involvement in biological processes or 

cellular components is likely to increase the reliabilio, of protein-protein interactions, 

and thereby reduce the number of false posiwes- We propose the concept of module 

cohesiveness, based on both topological and semantic information, to describe clusters 
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of proteins that are not onlý, denselN, connected but also perform similar functions or 

participate in the same biological processes. For that purpose. x\e use the terms stored 
in biological ontologies. There are different biological aspects that maý be coNered in 

ontologles. In this chapter. we describe an integrated measure that is useful for 

quantifying the topological and semantic cohesiveness. To test the potential of this 

measure for revealing modular formations, we have applied a module-Identifyin" 

algorithm (see section 6.2.2). Besides this, we also evaluate \ýhich of the tNýo aspects, 
GO molecular function and GO biological process, is most appropriate for identifying 

modules in PINs, and if it would be beneficial to combine those aspects. 

6.1 Materials and methods 

In the following sections we introduce the weighted metrics that arise from the 

combination of semantic similarity and PIN-topology information and demonstrate their 

use in analysing the global properties of PINs (see 6.1.1-6.2.1 ). Furthermore, we 
describe the algorithm for module identification that is based on one of the matrices, 

and the results of its application on the yeast PIN based on the CORF data set (see 

6.2.2-6.3). 

6.1.1 Weighted clustering coefficient 

As pointed out in previous work. the individual edge weights do not provide a general 

picture of the network's complexity (Yook, et al., 2001). Therefore, we here consider 

the sum of all weights between a particular node and its neighbours. also referred to as 

the node strength. The strength s, of the node i is defined as: 

y 
ssij 

V j, jcA (i) 

(14) 

where ssij is semantIc simllarit\ (see Equation 5 on page 35) bevveen nodes i and 

based on their GO terms. 

Recently, sorne extensions of the topological clustering coefficient have emerged for 

weighted networks. In (Barrat, et al., 2004) týNo metrics that combine topological and 

weighted characteristics - ýý eighted clustering coefficient (c "' ) and \\ eighted average 

nearest-neighbours degree ( nn "' )- ý\ ere introdUced. These measures ha,, e previously 

been applied to tx\o t-\pes of complex x\ei,,, hted networks. narnek. the . Norlcl-ýýIcle I- 
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airport network and the scientist collaboration nemork. We introduce a \ýeighted I 
measure that Lises semantic similarity weights. 

Weighted clustering coefficient c" is defined as: 

it' 
I 

Ci = 
si (ki 

Y (Ssij + Ssih) 1) 
V j. h I Jlj. 1i: c K (i) 

(15) 

where si is the functional strength of node i (see Equation 14 on page 80) and ssij is 

the semantic similarity reflecting the functional weight of the interaction. For each 

triangle formed in the neighbourhood of node i. involving nodesj and h, the semantic 

similarities ssij and -"ih are calculated. Hence, not only the number of triangles in the 

neighbourhood of the node i is considered but also the relative functional similarity 

between the nodes that form those triangles, with regard to the total functional strength 

of the node. The normal isation factor si (ki - 1) represents the surnined x\ eight of a] I 

edges connected frorn node i, multiplied by the maximum possible number of triangles 

in ýNhich each edge may participate. It also ensures that 0 :! ýý c"' -< 
I. It should be noted 

that we calculate two c" values for each node, one based on GO molecular function. 

and the second based on GO biological process. We then use the higher of the two as 

the final weight of the node. This gives the added advantage of taking both aspects into 

consideration. 

To investigate the effect of semantic weights on the overall weighted PIN architecture. 

we established a weighted analogue to the topological clustering function C(k). The 

weighted clustering function C"'(k) is defined as the weighted clustering coefficient 

averaged over all nodes ý\Ith connectivity k. C" is defined as the \\eIghted clustering 

coefficient averaged over all nodes. 

By comparing topological and ýýcightecl measures, it is possible to provide additional 

information on the net\\ork architecture. In real netý\orks, ý\e often find either 

c"' > C. meaning that the trian-les in the net\\ork are more like]\ to be formed b\ 

edges N\ ith large \ý eights. or C" < C, meaning the opposite (Barrat. et aL. 2004). 
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6.1.2 Weighted nearest-neighbours degree 

Other measures used to investigate the topological properties of the network are a\ erage 

degree of the nearest neighbours nnjý and its weighted counterpart m7i" defined as: 

it' 
I 

nni =-I ssijkii 
si v j. j(=-, %, (i) 

(16) 

In this equation, the weighted average of the topological nearest-neighbours degree is 

calculated according to the normalised kN eight of the connecting edges. 

To study global properties, we use nni and nni"' averaged over all nodes xýith 

connectivity k. The topological nn(k) may be used to identi k t\\o general classes of 

the networks. If nn(k) is a decreasing function of k, it indicates that nodes mth high 

degree have a higher probability to connect to the nodes with loýý degree. whereas low- 

degree nodes tend to connect to the nodes with high degree. This propertý, is referred to 

as disassortative mixing, and it has been observed earlier in cellular networks (Maslov 

and Sneppen, 2002). In contrast. many networks, for example social networks, show 

assoi-tulh, c behaviour, i. e., a preference for high-degree nodes to connect to other high- 

degree nodes (Newman, 2002). The advantage of the ýýelghted analogue is that it 

measures the affinity of the node in terms of its tendency to connect to high-degree or 

low-degree neighbours, according to the magnitude of the functional similarity of the 

actual interactions. 

The aim of the work described in this chapter is to investigate the weighted measures 

for describing the network properties, with the purpose of shedding light on how the 

functional strength of Interactions affects our vle\, ý of the global structural organisation 

of the protein networks. Besides this aim. ýý, e also focus on the main purpose of this 

ý\ ork, namely using one of the 'ýveighted measures to elucidate densely and functionally 

connected substructures within the network. \\ hich x\ e refer to as modules. 

6.2 Results 

6.2.1 Structural organisation of PINs enriched vvith functional vveights 

A high densitý of proteins forming triangles is reflected hý a high a\ erage ciustering, 

coefficient C and the presence of this propert% is a sq, 1nature of the nemork's potential 

i-nodularo (Watts and Strogatz. 1998). For most real nemorks. C is considerabIN, 
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higher than that of random networks of the sarne size (Ravasz and Barabasi. 2003: 

Watts and Strogatz, 1998). To show how strong the clustering tendency is in the 

network analysed here, we cornpared its C with the expected C for a corresponding 

random network. In previous work (Watts and Strogatz. 1998). it was found that 

random networks have C ý= k1N, which here equals 0.002 (since k=4.8 and 

N= 2231 ). We found that C ;: t 0.3 for the yeast PIN, ý\ hich is considerably higher than 

the expected C of a corresponding random network. Furthermore. ý\e compared the 

clustering function Qk) with the corresponding weighted clustering function C" (k). 

to gain some additional knowledge about the network's architecture (see Figure 17 on 

page 84). 

To analyse the difference between the distributions of the weighted and topological data 

sets, we started by performing two nonparametric statistical tests, Kolmogorov-Smirnov 

and Wilcoxon signed rank test. We compared the cumulative distributions of the 

weighted and topological data sets using the parameter-free Kolmogorov-Smirnov 

(http: //www. physics. csbsju. edu/stats/KS-test. n. plot_form. hti-ni) test to see if the 

distributions are identical. We could reject the null hypothesis HO (P < 0.001 ), 

meaning that the two distributions differ significantly. To be able to safely conclude 

that the difference between distributions is significant, we also used the statistical 

software package R (http: //www. r-project. org/) to compute the degree of significance 

with the Wilcoxon signed rank test. The HO that the difference (d = c"' -c) has a 

median value of zero or below could be rejected (P < 2.2 _ 10-16 ), meaning that we can 

safely conclude that the weighted clustering coefficient values are higher than the 

topological clustering coefficient values. 
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Figure 17: Companson bct\ýccn topological and \wighted clustcring, I'LlIlCtIOll 

By analYsing the topological clustering Function in Figure 17 above, we can notice that 

the PIN has a decaying C(k). implying that the ClUstering coefficient is much higher I-or 

proteins that have low connectivity. compared with the proteins with high connectivity, 

I. e.. hubs. The role of hubs is to link different. and otherwise not communicating, 
densely interconnected clusters, I. e.. modules. This role accounts I'or the low clustering 

coefficient of huhs. The fact that C"' /C z 1.1, or more specifically, C"'(k) > C(k) tor 

k>2, means that the proteins forming "triangles" are more likely to share high 

functional similarity xvith each other. As already stated in (Barabasi and Oltvai, 2004), 

f-rom a network theory perspective, each module can be reduced to a set of triangles. 

I, his staternent. together with the obtained results that confirm the accurnulation of high 

functional similarity in highly interconnected protein sub-graphs, supports the 

hypothesis that x\, e are dealing \\ ith a highly modular network. 

The comparison bet\\ ccn the weighted measure and its topological analogue shows that 

the weighted clustering coefficient values are generally higher than the values of their 

topoloo'cal counterpart (see Fil'Ure 17). The merlap bet, ý\ een the standard error bars i 
ýi I __ in 

Fioure 17 indicates that the differencc bemeen the ý\eighted and topological values Is 

not statistically sionificant IOr k 3) and k=4 (but that is sioniticant tor 4k< 22 

']'his may be attributable to the natUre of the nemork or the experlinents used to 

ocnerate it. As mentioned bet-ore. small cliques are more likek- to erneroe b\ chance 
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than large ones. Thus, the functional relevance of the smallest llwhlý interconnected 

SUb-graphs may be questioned. This may also reflect the theory about modulariv, in 

biological nevvorks which states that the most relevant functional activities correspond 

to the meso-scale (5-25 proteins) rather than to the entire neMork (Spirin and MimV. 
I 

2003). 

The other weighted measure that we Lised to investigate the network's architecture. i. e., 

weighted average nearest-neighbours degree. is compared with its topological 

counterpart In Figure 18 below. We can observe that the topological nn(k) has an 

overall decreasing tendency, thus rctlecting the disassortative nature of the network. 

This indicates that nodes with large connectivity (hubs) "avoid" linking to each other 

directly. and instead connect to the proteins that have few partners. This behaviour has 

been reported tor protein networks in previous work (Maslov and Sneppen, 2002). The 

comparison between the weighted and topological I'LinCtIO11 in Figure 18 reveals that 

(k) > mi(k) for all degrees. with the exception of k=2 This reflects the 

tendencY of edges with high semantic weights to connect with neighbours with high 

degrees. 

iT 

l) 
k 

Figure 18: 'yopolm-, ical and \\ elghted aý craec ncarcsl-ncL! hhours degrce 
I-I-- 

I I. U 
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6.2.2 The algorithm for module identification 

The aim of the study described in this chapter is to identify highly interconnected sub- 

graphs with high functional homogeneity. We call those sub-graph modules. In 

previous work by Bader and Hogue (2003), an algorithm for finding complexes in large- 

scale networks, called MCODE, has been developed. MCODE is based on the 

weighting of nodes with a so called core-clustering coefficient. The core-clustering 

coefficient of a node i is defined as the density of the highest k-core in the closed 

neighbourhood of i, i. e., N[i]. A k-core of a graph is a sub-graph containing a set of 

nodes, each of which is connected to at least k other nodes in the set. 

In this work, we propose an alternative algorithm, called SWEMODE (Semantic 

WEeights for MODule Elucidation). that is used for deriving functional modules, based 

on the functional and topological cohesiveness of the sub-graphs. The first stage of the 

algorithm is node weighting. We define two weighting schemes that are based on 

weighted clustering coefficients. 

The first scheme uses the weighted max-clustering coefficient (c"' ), which we define 
max 

as the highest weighted clustering coefficient in the closed neighbourhood N[i]. The 

relative weight assigned to node i based on this value, is the product of the weighted 

max-clustering coefficient c"a, and the connectivity of the node that has the highest 
m 

weighted clustering coefficient. This connectivity is denoted with nmax (see 

pseudocode in Text box 2 on page 88). If there is a tie between two or more nodes in 

the immediate neighbourhood regarding the highest weighted clustering coefficient, the 

node with the highest connectivity is chosen. By assigning this relative weight to i, the 

importance of nodes with high degree, participating in highly interconnected regions, is 

amplified. This weighting scherne is referred to as max(c"') and is used as an example 

in the pseudocode in Text box 22. 

The second \ýeightmg scheme is used to test the effect of multiplying each node's 

weighted clustering coefficient x\ ith the connectivity of the node. The purpose of this is 

to enhance the ý\ eight of densely connected proteins. We refer to this ýý eighting scheme 

as dens(c") . 
Both %\ eighting functions were chosen because thcý combine functional 

i ion, \ýe and topoloiical information, %\hich ý\e consider to be an advantage. In additi 

have also derived modules using a purely topological \\eihting scheme based on the 
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topological Clustering coefficient c. The relative weight. assigned to node i. is the 

product of the highest clustering coefficient Cmax in N[i] and the connectivltý of the 

node that has the highest c. This weighting scheme is referred to as max(c). There are 

other functions, such as the density function (Bader and Hogue, 2003), but these are not 

evalUated here. 

The second stage of the algorithm, i. e., core module prediction, is similar to the 

molecular complex prediction step of MCODE (Bader and Hogue, 2003). It uses the 

node weights, seeds a module with the highest weighted node, and then moves through 

the neighbourhood of the seed node, identifying neighbours in the immediate 

neighbourhood whose weights satisfy the node weight percentage (NWP) requirement, 

and including those nodes in the module. This module prediction procedure is repeated 

using the next available node (a node that has not already been added to a module) with 

the second highest weight as a seed for a new module, and so on until the end of the 

node ranking. The requirement for inclusion of the neighbours in a module is that their 

weights are higher than a threshold, which is a given NWP of the seed node (Bader and 

Hogue, 2003). 

SWEMODE has three options concerning traversal of nodes that are considered for 

inclusion in a module. The first option. immediate neighbour search, only considers the 

immediate neighbours of the seed node. The second option is to traverse the protein 

graph starting from the seed node, using depth-first search (DIFS), and to add nodes to a 

module according to the given criterion regardless of their distance from the seed node. 

The third option is a depth-limited search, where the search is limited to a certain 

distance from the seed node, by setting the desired maximum depth of the 

neighbourhood in which the search is allowed. In the initial experiments described in 

this chapter, we focused in our analysis on the modules obtained from immediate 

neighbours search only. because those modules showed the highest agreement with the 

MIPS complexes used in the evaluation (see section 6.2.3). This is not surprising 

because we used complexes at the loý\est level of the hierarchy. For example, the 26S 

proteasome complex class contains _36 proteins, and consists of two sub-classes at the 

loýý est level in the hierarchý, 20S proteasorne ( 15 proteins) and I 9/22S regulator ( 18 

proteins). \\hich \\c use in the c\, aluatlon. When including indirect neighbours in 

module prediction (by using DFS), this -, cnerall\ results in larger modules that stretch 

over several cornplexcs, and in this case sho\\ s higher agreement \ý ith the complex at a 
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higher level in the hierarchy (26S proteasome). The later option is also important to 

consider when we analyse the potential interconnectivity between modules. 

Step 1: Node Weighting 

Procedure Node_Weighting 

> Input: G= (V, E) 

> N[i]: closed neighbourhood of i 

CIV 
max : highest weighted clustering coefficient in N[i] 

nmax : connectivity of the node in N[i] with c"' max 

For each icG 

Identify N[i] 

Get c"' max 

Get nmax 

Set weight of i= c"' *n m ax max 

end for 

end procedure 

Step 2: Module_prediction 

Procedure Get-Module 

>I nput: G= (V, E) ; node wei ghts W; node wei ght percentage NWP; seed node j: 

M: module vector 

Ifj already visited then return 

else 

for all ic N(j) 

if (weight of i> (NN eight of j- NWP )) then add i to . 11 

end for 

end procedure 

Text box 2: Algorithm for module identification 
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6.2.3 Evaluation of SWEMODE using MIPS complexes 

SWEMODE was used to predict functional modules in the CORE data set. Resulting 

modules were then compared with the MIPS data set of known protein complexes. The 

MIPS (http: //www. m1ps. gsf. de/proj/yeast/) protein complex catalogue is a curated set of 

manually annotated yeast protein complexes derived from literature scanning. After 

removal of 44 complexes that contain only one member, 212 complexes x\ ere left in the 

data set. 

It should be pointed out that the MIPS complex data set is incomplete. ý\ hich may have 

affected the presented outcome in terms of the nui-riber of matched complexes. For 

example, the complex containing Lsm-proteins, which has the highest ranking in our 

evaluation (see section 6.2.5), is not present in the MIPS complex data set. although it Is 

a well-known complex (Fromont-Racine, et al., 2000. He and Parker, 2000; Rader and 

Guthrie, 2002). Furthermore, a module may consist of a protein complex and some 

additional proteins that interact with the complex to perform a distinct function. 

Even though the MIPS complex data set is incomplete, it Is currently the best available 

resource for protein complexes that we are aware of. We are convinced that ftiture 

applications of this work will contribute to developing a benchmark that can be used for 

a more thorough evaluation of prediction accuracy. 

In the following experiments, SWEMODE was run using three different %ýelghting 

schemes. Two of the weighting schemes, max(c"') and dens(c"'), were based on 

weighted clustering coefficient, whereas the third one. max(c). was based on the 

topological clustering coefficient. As we explained earlier in the section 6.1.6. ýý: e 

combine two GO aspects by calculating two weights for each node, one based on GO 

molecular function, and the second based on GO biological process. We then use the 

higher of the two as the final weight of the node. This gives the added advantage of 

taking both aspects into consideration. 

Concerning traversal of the nodes in the module prediction step. SWEMODE ýýas run 

with all three options (immediate neighbours search, DFS. and depth-limited search) 

over a range of 20 VIVP parameter values (0 to 0.95 in increments of 0-05). The 

neighbourhood depth parameter used in the depth-limited search. \\as \aried bet\ýeen I 
I 

and 3. The best results for all three \\eighting schemes \ýere obtained \\hen the depth 
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parameter was set to 1, i. e., when onlý immediate neighbours ýýere considered for 

inclusion in a module. 

To evaluate the performance of SWEMODE and choose the best parameter settings. N\e 

used two different scores: overlap score and density score. In previous \ýork, a similar 

evaluation has been applied to the clustering algorithm MCODE (Bader and Hogue. 

2003), with respect to the number of matched complexes. but ýýe here use another 
definition of overlap score (see Equation 17 beloýý ). The best choice of parameters for 

SWEMODE is the one that predicts the largest number of modules that match MIPS 

protein complexes (at the high overlap score threshold levels). and the most densek 

connected modules. 

The overlap score 01 (Poyatos and Hurst. 2004), which has been defined earlier for the 

purpose of finding cluster overlap (see Section 5.1.3). is here reused: 

01Y = 
IminAlill FiAllil"Ifil (I 7) 

where Mi is the predicted module, and AIj is a module from the MIPS complex data 

set. The 01 measure assigns a score of 0 to modules that have no intersection with any 

known complex, whereas modules that exactlý, match a known complex get the score 1. 

We use the overlap score to decide upon the choice of weighting schema. The result for 

all three weighting functions with respect to the maximum number of matched 

complexes is presented in Figure 19 on page 91. In Figure 19. the maximum number of 

matched complexes for three weighting schemes is plotted as a function of overlap 

score threshold. The maximum number of matches at each overlap threshold level 01 

is based on module sets derived over the range of 20 NIVP parameter values. As 01 

increases, fewer predicted complexes match known complexes. By using dens(c"') and 

only considering immediate neighbours for inclusion in modules, we obtained the 

results that we consider to be the most promising. 
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Fig"re 19: F\aluatioil ofthrec \\cTliting schemes mth o\crlap score threshold 

Because SWEMODE predicts fewer modules when dens(c") IS used. this results In 

fewer modules that pass the threshold of 0.1. compared with the other two ýýeiglltmg 

schernes. It should be noted that 933 of the modules on average. predicted with 

rnax(C"'), and 94 modules Oil average, predicted with max(c), did not pass tile 

threshold level 0/ > 0. meaning that they have no similarity with any of kno\, vn MIPS 

complexes. For dens(c"). the corresponding number was 66. This may indicate that 

the two other ý, veightmg schernes introduce larger numbers of false positives. 

The largest number of modules that pass tile threshold of 0.1 is generated when using 

the other Nýewhted scheme rnax(c"') . However. dens(c"') results in a larger number of 

matched complexes. compared to the two other schernes. when the overlap score 

threshold is considerablý, high ( 01 > 0.4 ). For example. with dens(c"'), 14 modules 

are identified that pert'ectIN inatch MIPS protein complexes (01>0.9). The 

corresponding 111.1mber 1or both niax(c"') and max(c) Is 8. Further anaksis was 

1`6cused on the two ýýeighted schemes. because those pertormed better than the 

topological one. 

As mentioned earlier, protein modules are characterised b\ the propert-\ that their 

members ha\ e high rates of interaction \ý ith each other. We therefore consider module 
() I 

0- 1()1 0.3 --4 
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density to be a useful criterion \\hen deciding Miich \\ewhting scheme performed better 

in revealing modular formations. 

The density is calculated for the modules generated with SWEMODE using, two 

weighting schemes dens(c"') and rnax(c"'). Given a module graph G= (1'. E), \\here 

the number of nodes (proteins) is denoted by k. and the number ofedies (interactions) is 

denoted by ii, the density is defined as 17 divided by the theoretical maximum number of 

edges possible for the module graph. 17,,,,,, (Bader and Hogue. 2003), defined as 

k(k - 1) /2. Hence, the density for a module is det-mcd as- 

17 

(18) 

The result trom the density comparison is shoxAn in Figure 20 below. The average and 

maximum density values are plotted as function of the NTYP parameter values. The 

modules predicted with dens(c" ) have higher density than the modules predicted with 

max(c"'), for 0< NIVP < 0.85. w, hich also supports OUr decision to choose the modules 

predicted xvith dens(c"') for further analysis. The densivy for modules predicted with 

dens(c 11' ) starts to decrease I-or NfYP > 0.6 
. 

4 

Figure 20: A\crapc and lilax"Mil module densit\ 
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The next task in the analysis was to find the best module set, generated \\ ith dens(c"). 

as this \ýeighting scherne was identified as the best performing one. The best results in 

terms of number of matched complexes is obtained for NIVP > 0.4. Figure 21 below 

shows the number of modules that matched complexes through all A'11'P \alues, at the 

overlap score threshold level 01 > 0.4 . The highest number of predicted modules that 

match MIPS modules, 103. was obtained with AJVP>0.4. B\ comparing Figure 21 

with Figure 20. that shows the average and maximum density values for the sarne range 

of NWP values, we can observe that a decrease of the number of modules that match 

MIPS complexes Implies a decrease in module density. 

120 

so 

77 

FF 40 

'10 

Figure 21: Number of matched MIPS complexes at 01 > 0.4 using dens(c"') 

6.2.4 Comparison between different biological aspects 

In this study, xý, e also demonstrate that using the weighting scheme dens(c"'). based on 

the combined GO aspects, i. e., the higher of the two weights, gives slightly better results 

than using each aspect, i. e.. GO molecular function or GO biological process, 

separate]-y,. Figure 22 on page 94 shows the average number of matched MIPS 
I 

complexes ý\ ith dens(c"') based on GO biological process. GO molecular function. and 

combination of both. The number of matched complexes is calculated over the range of 

20 A1'1VP values and plotted as a function of overlap score threshold. 
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We also calculated the average overlap between all sets of process-based modules 

generated over a range of 20 NTYP values with the corresponding sets of lunction-based 

modules. The average overlap 0. is defined as: 

1 . 1/ p 
max 01 

jj Al 

where JAI,, I is the nUmber of modules based on biological process annotation. ýV is 

the number of i-nodules based on molecular function annotation, and 0/ is the overlap 

score as defined in Equation 17 on page 90. The highest average overlap 0=0.76 is 

obtained with NWP > 0.4. As expected. there is a significant overlap between modules 

generated with the two different types of' ontology, and the sarne parameter settim) that 

resulted in the highest average overlap also generates the best results with respect to the 

number ofmatched MIPS modUles. 
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Figure 22: dens((, "' ) based on combined 60 aspects compared to cacti aspect 

6.2_5 Analysis of potential modules 

1.0 

SWEMODF ý\, as applied on 22331 protems From tile CORL ýeast data set. mth 6_375 

111tel-actlows (see section 2.7.2). Different , alues of the XIVP threshold parameter \ýere 
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tested. using three different node ý, ýeighting schemes (see section 6.2.2). The results for 

the weighting scheme dens(c"') when NIVP > 0.4 were selected as the most promisin", 

because this combination predicted the largest number of modules ý\Ith considerabl\ 

high overlap with MIPS complexes. The chosen NWP cnterion means that the ýýeight 

of a neighbour must be larger than 40% of the ý\ eight of the seed node. Lo\ýervaluesof 

this parameter resulted in inclusion of unknown proteins or proteins that are only 

weakly functionally related to the seed protein. However. higher values of this 

parameter resulted in many modules with few proteins. vJth the majorit\ consisting of 

only two or three proteins. When using 0.4 as threshold, 236 modules were identified 

(modules containing only one mernber were not considered). Because the analysis of 

the global properties reveals that the nodes with the smallest connectivity have weaker 

functional weights on the edges that form triangles, and because cliques of size three or 

less may be more likely to emerge by chance (Spirin and Mirny, 2003). \ke have 

excluded those modules from further analysis. Thereafter, a total of 81 modules were 

left in the analysis. The complete list of these 81 modules can be found in 'Fable 13 (see 

Appendix B), sorted in the order of decreasing density. 

Table 7 on page 98 shows a list of the 15 top ranked modules and., for comparison, the 

five modules with lowest rank. Module rank is based on the density score, shown in 

column two. The density of the module is multiplied vvith the number of its members to 

obtain the final density score. In this way, larger and more densely connected modules 

are given higher scores. The third column shows the number of proteins in the module. 

Common functional activity for the proteins within the module, shown in column four, 

is represented by their most significantly shared GO term, based on the sub-ontology 

describing molecular function (for P values see Appendix B). The fifth column shows 

the most significantly shared GO terrn among the proteins in the module, based on the 

sub-ontology describing cellular component. The significance (i. e.. the P value) of the 

shared GO term describing cellular component for the members of the module is slloNý n 

in column six. SGD GO Term Finder (http: //db. ý-castgenoi-ne. org/cgi- 

bin/GO/,, oTerrnFmder ) N\ as used to calculate the P values. Column seven, Frequency, 

sho\\s the percentage of the proteins ý\ ithin the module that are annotated \ýith the olven 

GO term. 
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Module Frequency 

rank Score Proteins Functional activity Cellular component Pv all ue (%) 

1 9.67 13 RNA binding -1 Small nuclear ribonucleo- 5.72 90 

protein complex 

Lsm5. Lsm6. Lsm2. LsnA. Lsm I. Lsmg. Lsm3,. Lsm7. Pat I. Prp4. Prp24. Smd2. 

Smd3 

7.88 18 Endopeptidase Proteasome complex 1.10-10-10 83 

activo 

Rpt 1. Rpt2. Rpt3. Rpt4. Rpt5. Rpt6. Rpn 1. Rpn3. Rpn 10. Rpn 11. Rpn 12. Rpn 14. 

Cdc6. Pre]. Nas6. Leo], Ctr9. Rad23 

3 7.71 8 Dolich\ 1-diphosp- )I 1gosacchar,, I transferase 5.39- 1 100 

hooligosaccharide- complex 

protein glýcotra- 

nsferase activity 

Wbpl. Ostl. Ost2. Ost3. Ost4. Ost5. S\Npl. StO 

4 7.64 12 RNA binding mRNA cleavage factor 1.81 . 10-31 100 

complex 

Cft2. Pap]. Pfs2. Fipl. Ptal. Ptil. Mpel. PcH 1. Ref2. Rnal4. S\Nd2- Ssu72 

5 7.54 14 3'-5'-exoribontic lease Transcription factor 1.34- 10-" 100 

, Ictl\ W, complex 

Cdc39. Cdc)6. Not3. Not5. Mot2. Cifl'4. Ssn3, Ssn2. Pop2. Cct-4. Uat'40. CafL30. 

Tat'l. TaI56 

6 7.00 13 ATP-dependent RNA Nucleolus 2.83- 10-16 92 

helicase acti\ it\ 

NN15. F-rbl. Mak2l. Br, \L DbplO. Has]. Nop4. Nop7. Rlp7. Sdal. Nugl. Cicl. 

Ytm 1 

7 6.86 8 Structural constituent Septin ring 2.11 -10-1' 75 

ol'cvtoskeleton 

Cdc 11. Cdc3. Cdc 10. Cdc 12. Sll,, I. Kcc-,. GiiA. Bni5 

8 6.86 8 NAD-Indcpendent Ilistone deacetvh, ýc 9.3,2- 10-1' 88 

histone deacetN lase complex 
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act I\W, 

Hos2. Snt 1.1 los4. Set3. I-Ist 1. Zds 1. Si Q. ('prl 

9 6.57 8 Translation initiation Eukaryotic translation 8.47- 10-15 62 

factor activit\ initiation factor 2B 

complex 

GcdL Gcn3. Gcd2. Gcd6. Gcd7. Gcdl 1. Sui2. Sui3 

10 6.44 10 Structural molecule Pore complex 5.12 - 
10-17 89 

activiv, 

Nup84. Nup145. Nup85- Nup42. Nupl00. Nupl 20. Msn5. Schl. See 13. Nup57 

11 6.33 7 DNA clamp loader DNA replication factor C 9.13- 10-" 100 

activity complex 

Rl'c3. Rfc4. R I'C2_ RFc5. C118. Cft 18. Elg 1 

12 6.00 7 Hydrogen-transporti- Proton-transporting ATP 1.16-10-18 100 

ng ATP synthase act- synthase complex 

i\, it\. rotational 

mechanism 

A! p 18. Atp6. Atp 1. Atp2. Atp7. Atp 17. Atp20 

13 6.00 6 DNA replication Origin recognition 3.10-10-19 100 

origin binding complex 

Orc6. Orc5. Ore 1. Orc2. Orc3. Orc4 

14 6.00 6 Ubiquitin-protein Anaphase-promoting 1.11.10-16 100 

figase activit\ complex 

Ape I. Doc]. Cdc16. C'dc23. Cdc26. Cdc27 

1 5.73 16 snoRNA binding Small nucleolar ribo- 1.13- 10-22 75 

nucleoprotein complex 

I Utp4. Utp6. Utp8. Utp7. UtplO. Utpl8. Utp2l. Pwp2. t JtpI? _. D'p2. Ecm 16. Prp45 

Emgl. Krc')3. Rokl. Enp2 

77 2.00 4 (ITPase actl\ M No significant ontolop 

term 

Sarl. Mt-(alpha)'- Cdc7. Teml 
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79 2.00 6 No significant Nucleolus 6.72- ] 0-07 83 

ontology term 

Nsa2. Nog I- Nog2. Noc2. Ycro723, Mrt4 

79 2.00 4 Small GI-Pase Actin cap 2.53- 10-05 50 

regulator activit\ 

CIA. Gicl. Rgal. Boi2 

80 2.00 4 Bindine CN stol 0.038 50 

Kap123. Kap]04. ')cc7. Yapl 

81 2.00 4 No significant Golgi transport complcx 1.44- 10-" 100 

ontology tcrm 

Cogl Cog I. Cog6. Cog4 

Table 7: Statistics for top 15 modules and bottom 5 modules. For explanations, see text 

The most significantly shared term, as determined by GO Term Finder, is obtained by 

examining the group of proteins to find the GO term to which the highest fraction of the 

proteins is associated compared to the number of times that the term is associated with 

other yeast proteins. In addition, every second row of the table lists the names of the 

proteins included in the corresponding module. 

The functional module with highest rank corresponds to the Lsm complex. Figure 23 

on page 99 shwws all member proteins of this module and their interactions. When 

generating this module, Lsm5 was used as seed protein (all proteins that have been used 

to seed modules are underlined in the table). All eight Lsm-proteins are correctly 

predicted by the algorithm. Sm-like (Lsm) proteins participate in a variety of RNA 

processing events. For example, Lsml-Lsm7 are involved in mRNA degradation and 

splicing (He and Parker, 2000). Besides Lsm-protems, this functional module contains 

Prp4 and Prp24, which are splicing factors ýýith functionally significant interactions 

1th Lsi-n-proteins (Fromont-Racine, et al., 2000). These interactions are necessar-\ for 
I 

pre-mRNA splicin- (Rader and Guthrie, 2002). Three remaining proteins in the module 

(Smd2. Smd') and Patl) are also closely related to the other proteins in the module. 

Snid2 and Smd-3) are, alono \\ ith the I-si-n-proteins. part of the small t 14"U6. U5 nuclear 

ribonuclcoprotein complcx (Stevens and Abelson. 1999). In addition. LsmI-Lsm7 
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interact with Pat], which is a decapping activator. In this ýýa,,. the Lsill-proteins ma% 

prornote mRNA decapping. which is necessary for rnRNA de radation (Tharun. et al.. 
2000). However, even if it is apparent that Pat] has an important role in iTIRNA 
degradation. and should be included in this module, it is important to note that this 

protein is annotated with the term '*molecular function unknown- and theref'ore Could 

not be identified as part of the module when only GO molecular function \\as 

considered. In other words, the fact that the SWEMODE algorithm also uses the GO 

biological process aspect made it possible to place this protein in the correct module. 
This result suggests the involvernent of Pat] in niRNA degradation. 

Figure 23: Protein interaction sub-graph containing Lsm proteins. The graph %N as pencrated \\ ith 

C',, -toscapc (xN \ý \N, c\ toscape. org) 

In prevIOLIS work by Bader and fjoi4ue (2003). tile predicted I-sm-complex lacks Prp24 

and Prp4, as expected. because those M0 proteins are not part of the complex. \ý hich 

Implies that they are not so densel-\ connected to other proteins. Theref'ore. L'sing a 

fUnCtlOn. i. e. a topological function. has pro\en useful for identif\ing oraph densit\ 

complexes. but not fl. 11101011al modules. Identifying functional modules. i. e. protein 
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complexes together with their affectors and regulators. M-tich together form a distinct 
functional unit, requires inclusion of functional ýýeights. This Is one of the examples 
that demonstrate the distinction between complexes and modules. as ýNell as the 

advantage of using domain specific knowledge. Because Prp24 is hiuhlý I'Linctionall" 

related to the Lsm-complex and is required for pre-mRNA splicing to ftinction 

normally, it forms a functionally distinct module together \ýIth the Lsm-cornplex. 

Consequently, it was correctly identified by SWEMODE as part of the predicted 

module. 

The module with rank 2 corresponds to the regulatory particle (RP) of 20S proteasorne 

containing two sub-complexes. One sub-complex (the base) contains six ATPases 

(Rpt]-Rpt6) that are involved in unfolding and translocation Of Substrates to the 20S 

proteasome's catalytic chamber (Takeuchi and Tarnura, 2004). and Rpn 1, X\ hich is one 

of the largest subunits of the proteasome. Furthermore. this functional module also 

contains Rpn3, as well as Rpn] I and Rpn]2, which are parts of the other sub-complex 
(the lid). Rpnl0 is thought to provide a "bridge" betx\een the base and the lid 

(Wollenberg and Swaffield, 2001 ) and it is also included in the module. Proteins Rpn5- 

Rpn9, which also constitute the lid, are not present in the CORE data set. 

The module with rank 3 consists of 8 different subunits that form the olipsaccharyl 

transferase (OST) complex. This complex catalyses a vital step of N-g IY cosy lat ion, 

which is an essential protein modification (Knauer and Lehle, 1999). The most recently 

discovered subunit of this complex, Lsm6 (Knauer and Lehle. 1999). ý\, as not found by 

the algorithm. 

Another highly ranked module (rank 7) includes five proteins that belong to the Septin 

family (Cdc3, Cdcl0, Cdc] 1, Cdcl2, Shsl ), and three septin-interacting proteins BnI5. 

Gm4, and Kcc4, -which are potential septin regulators (Versele and Thorner. 2004). 

Septin proteins are necessary for proper morphogenesis and c\tokinesis (Versele and 

Thorner, 2004). Also in this example. using only GO molecular function ý\as not 

sufficient to identify the members of the complex, but this \\as ý-Igain compensated by 

using the hi-her of the function and process ý\eights (in this case. as in the previously 

mentioned one, the process ýýas the highest of the t\\o). 

Figure 24 on page 101 slioN\s the orioinal sub-oraph from CORL. containing members 

of tile septin complex and interactions arnong thern. \\ here the x\ idth ot'cach edge being 

proportional to the functional sernantic similarity bemeen the proteins that it connects. 
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GIN4 BUB2 

list-I 

slisl c DC I CDC 3 

KCC4 

IINIS ------ CDC 12 
CDC II 

Figure 24: Original prolcin intei-action , uh-graph contammL, - septin ring, protems. I lie graph \\as 

P-encratcd mth GraphVi/ (ý\\\\\. graph\ i/. orp-) 

Semantic similarity values were here used as input to GraphViz 

(littp: //wwýv. graphviz. oi-ý_, -/). 
Nodes are coloured green Ifthe. \1 are annotated with at least 

one GO function, otherwise red. The x, \, Idtli of each edge is proportional to the semantic 

similarity between the nodes that it connects. Zero-xvidtli lines are replaced by dashed 

lilies. Bn15 has unknown function and it does not have any functional similarity with 

the rest of the module. By, ' using GO functional annotation. only five proteins \\ere 

identified as members of the module (see the nodes connected mth thick lilies). Bn15 

(red-colOLired node) is assigned the GO term "molecular function Linkno\ýn-. since its 

ftinction is not determined in detail. \\hich is why It ý\01. lld not be identified as part of 

the module ifonly GO Molecular function \\01-dd be considered. Flo\\ever. the literature 

Suggests that Bni5-septin interaction is important t'Or septin rim-, stabillo, and function. 
t- 

x0ilch. In turn. is critical t1or normal c\tokinesis (Lee. et ýil.. 2002). This is also 

confirmed by usim, GO biolooical process annotation. M-lich theret'ore appears to be 
t7l -- 

xýcll-sultcd for finding modular lorniations. 13ý Including the GO hiological process 
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annotation. three additional members were assigned to this module (13ni". Kcc4. and 
Gm4). which are closely associated with septin proteins. flo\\ever. because there are 

also examples where GO molecular function facilitates the identification of correct 

module members. in the cases where GO biological process fails, the combination of 
both appears to be the best alternative overall. 

The algorithm also identified the functional module of the Anaphase Promoting 

Complex with rank 14, \ý, here Apcl encodes the largest subunit. This complex contains 

the tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) subunits Cdc]6. Cdc23. Cdc27. and Cdc26 

(Zachariae. et al., 1996). 

The module with rank 15 contains 16 proteins. All included proteins except Kre3-3). 

which has unknown function, are involved in rRNA processing. This result therefore 

suggests that Kre33 is also involved in rRNA processing. Of those 16 proteins, there 

are 12 (Pwp2, Utp4-Utp8. Utp 10. Utp 18, Utp2 1. Utp22. Dip2, Erng 1, and Ecm 16) that 

belong to the small nucleolar ribonucleoprotein (snoRNP) complex (Bernstein, et al.. 

2004). 

Among the five functional modules in Table 7 having the lowest ranks. xýe can observe 

that some do not represent statisticafly significant clusters x\. r. t. GO annotation. The 

cluster frequency for lox\-ranked modules is generally lower compared with the 

corresponding value for modules with higher ranks. In the module with rank 80, for 

example. for three of the four proteins (KapI 23. Kap] 04, and Yap] ), the parent GO 

term "binding" that describes molecular function, has low specificity. resulting in a 

rather high P value for this module (see Appendix B). compared with the other modules. 

Only 50% of the proteins in the module share the parent term "cystol", that describes 

cellular component, and has rather IoNý specificity (P z-- 0.038). Hence, this module is 

not considered as functionally hornogeneous. \\ hich explains its lmý rank. 

6.3 Summary and conclusions 

In this chapter. we described a method for analysis of protein networks using a ý\elghted 

clustering coefficient. Weighted clustering coefficient Is a novel method that combines 

functional and topological knoMed-c. to identify modular formations in protein 

interaction net\\orks. This measure takes ad, ýantage of the semantic similariv, beMeen 

proteins based on Gene Ontolo, -, N terms. to quantik the functional hot-nogeneit\ of 

potential modules in the network. We deýcloped the module-identification algorithm 
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SWI-IMODE that incorporates this measure. Many densely connected and functionall% 

cohesive regions have been identified by applying the algorithm. In rnan. \ cases those 

regions correspond to sets of proteins that constitute knoý\n molecular complexes and 

some additional interacting proteins which share high functional sirmlarit,, %\ith the 

complex but are not part of it. Together. such sets of interacting proteins form 

functional modules that control or perform particular cellular functions, \%ithout 

necessarily forming a macromolecular complex. Man\ of the identified modules 

correspond to the functional subunits of known complexes. 

We have also demonstrated that the use of a veighting scheme based on combined GO 

aspects, i. e.. GO molecular function and GO biological process, yields better results 

than using each aspect separately. 

The developed method, SWEMODF, can be used to derive hypothetical functions of an 

unknown gene product that has physical interactions within a functional module. As 

indicated by the results, the use of a functionally informed measure to generate modules 

should imply increased confidence in the predicted function. 

There is no doubt that sernantic similarity using the GO annotation of proteins is useful 

in the assessment of the functional similarity between proteins. GO is rapidly becoming 

the (1c. fbao standard for gene product annotation in molecular biology. However, it 

does have some disadvantages that should be mentioned. The depth (specificity) of the 

GO graph varies for different terms. A reason for weak functional similarity between 

some interacting proteins may be that their detailed functions have not been determined 

experimentally. A future more fine-grained GO annotation rnaý lead to improved 

specificity. i. e. those interacting proteins may be identified as parts of modules. 

However, it we should not neglect the fact that the drawback of current versions of GO 

can cause false negatives in our module prediction method. 

In Chapter 7, xýe continue our NNork by investigating other , ýeightlng functions. based 

on ncNN topological properties and by introducing the GO cellular component 

annotation. We NNIII also moditN the algorithm so that it ýNill allo\N overlaPPing 
I -- 

modules. i. e.. that the sarne protein can be assigned to several modules. In addition. ýNe 

Ný III compare our rnethod N\ Ith some recentIN proposed topological methods for module 

identification (see Chapter 9). 
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Chapter 7 

Weighted core-clustering 

coefficient for identifying modules 
In this chapter, we describe further developments of the method proposed in (Lubovac. 

et aL, 2006) and described in Chapter 6. In SWEMODE (see section 6.2.2), we use a 

measure called weighted clustering coefficient, which takes into consideration the 

functional similarity between interacting proteins. Here. . \e propose further extensions 

of the rnethod (see section 7.1.1 ) to investigate if the weighted clustering coefficient 

should be calculated based on the highest k-cores of a graph, instead of the original 

graph, as proposed earlier. The k-core of a graph corresponds to the most densely 

connected sub-graph in the neighbourhood of a node (Bader and Hogue, 2003). We 

also introduce the cellular component aspect into the calculation of the weighted core- 

clustering coefficient, in order to analyse if this inclusion may improve the previous 

results. The results from apply1m, those new aspects on the CORE data set are 

presented in section 7.2.1. \\hile the corresponding results based on the new data set 

from (von Mering, et al., 2002) maý be found in section 7.2.2. Another extension of the 

proposed method is that ý\, e allo\\ overlapping modules of the interaction networks, 

x\, hich implies that a protein can be present in multiple ftinctional modules. ý0ich is 

biologically realistic. since proteins may participate in multiple cellular processes and 

path\\ a\ s. In section 7.3. \Ne introduce the nex\ t%pe of semantically ý\eighted 

clustering coefficient that takes into account all three triangle-forming edges. and not 

onh, the mo of the edges adjacent to a nodc. This \\eighted measure is also applied on 

the CORI. data set to identit\ inodLilcs. and the result is compared to the correspond i nl,,,, 
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result obtained from the original veighted clustering measure used in this \\ork. 

Finally. a summary and conclusions rna,, be found in section 7.4. 

7.1 Materials and methods 

As stated earlier, we here employ and analyse further extensions of SWEMODE. 

according to two important aspects of biological nemorks: the o\erlap between 

modules and the k-core aspect. In previous work (Lubovac, et aL, 2006) (see Chapter 

6). no overlap was allowed between the modules, i. e. proteins were clustered into 

disjoint modules where each protein could only belong to one module. In this X\ay. 

modules were treated as isolated functional units, with no possibility to reveal their 

interconnectivity. However, previous work on the analysis of the ycast filamentation 

and signalling network indicates that overlapping proteins (Lubovac. et al., 2005) (see 

Chapter 5) and highly interconnected proteins (Rives and Galitski. 2003) in several 

cases constitute a part of an interrnodUle path and may play an important role for 

intermodule communication. 

Next, we introduce the cellular component aspect into the calculation of the weighted 

core-clustering coefficient, and we also add this aspect to a combined weighted core- 

clustering coefficient that takes into consideration t\ýo of the GO aspects - molecular 

function and biological process. 

Besides introducing an overlap aspect and cellular component information, another 

extension of SWEMODE considers k-cores of the graph. The notion of a core- 

clustering coefficient has been introduced in previous ýýork (Bader and Hogue, 2003). 

Here, we propose a weighted counterpart, i. e. a weighted core-clustering coefficient, 

which takes into consideration semantic v, ýeights and topological properties, i. e. 

information about the highest k-cores for a graph. K-core decomposition has been 

proposed earlier for detection of complexes firorn protein interaction networks (Bader 

and Hogue, 2003; Tong, et aL, 2002). It has also been found recently that proteins that 

participate in central cores have more vital functions and a higher probability of being 

evolutionarily conserved than the proteins that participate in more peripheral cores 

(Wuchty and Alrnaas, 2005). This also motivates Our attempt to impro'ýe S\A'I', MODF 

by including this aspect. 
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7.1.1 Further development of SWEMODE 

The core-clustering coefficient of a node i is defined as the densit\ of the highest k-core 

of the closed neighbourhood Nji]. The highest k-core of a graph is the most densel" 

connected sub-graph (Bader and Hogue. 2003). In this ýkork, \ýe propose a Xýelghted 

core-clustering coefficient for identifying topologically and functional],,, coheskýe 

clusters. The proposed weighting scheme. called core(c"') uses the ý\elohted core- 

clustering coefficient of node i. which is defined as the weighted clusterim, coefficient 

of the highest k-core of the closed neighbourhood Nji] multiplied \ýIth the highest k- 

core number. The use of the weighted core-clustering coefficient, (instead of the 

weighted clustering coefficient) is advantageous since it amplifies the importance of 

tightly interconnected regions, while removing many less connected nodes that are 

usually present in scale-free networks (Bader and Hogue, 2003). The relative Xkeight 

assigned to node i. based on this measure, is the product of the X\eighted core-clustering 

coefficient and the highest k-core number of the immediate neighbourhood of i. By 

assigning this relative weight to i, the importance of highly interconnected regions is 

further amplified. There are other functions. such as the density function (Bader and 

Hogue, 2003). but these are not evaluated here. 

SWEMODE has three options concerning traversal of nodes that are considered for 

inclusion in a module, as described in Chapter 6. In Chapter 6. we applied immediate 

neighbour search, while we here use depth-first search (DIFS), i. e.. the protein graph is 

searched starting from the seed node, which is the highest weighted node, followed by 

recursively traversing the graph outwards from the seed node, identifying new module 

members according to the given NWP (Node Weight Percentage) criterion. As in 

previous experiments. SWEMODE was run over a range of 20 NWP parameter values 

(0 to 0.95 in increments of 0.05). At this stage. once a node has been visited and added 

to the module. it cannot be added to another module (Lubovac, et al.. 2006). 

However. in the post- process ing, step, overlap is allowed to some extent. Because \ýe 

here choose to ý, o further hN, inspecting the interconnectedness, it is valuable to not onk 

traverse the immediate neighbours but also other indirect neighbOUrs, Miich maý be 

potential bridges bemeen modules. In a post-processino step, modules that contain less 

than tý\o members are rerno, ýcd, both before and after applYing a so called "fluffing"' 

step. The degree of "fluffing, ". that is referred to as the "fluff' parameter. corresponds 

to the ý\cighted colicsi\cness of a node, and can \ar-\ bet\Nccn 0.0 and 1.0 in increments 
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of 0.1 (Bader and Hogue. 2003). For everN member in the module, its immediate 

neighbours are added to the module. if they have not been ý, isited and if their 

neighbourhood weighted cohesiveness is higher that the given fluff threshold f The 

evaluation is based on 400 module sets. Besides the fluff and NIVP parameters that %ý ere 

varied, we choose to remove the single-member modules. both before and after 

increasing the size of modules by fluffing. In (Bader and Hogue, 2003). they used a 

similar parameter referred to as "haircut". If the algorithm is run \\ith this option. the 

remaining complexes are 2-cored. 

7.2 Resu Its 

7.2.1 CORE data set 

As in Chapter 6, we here also apply overlap score evaluation of predicted modules 

against MIPS complexes. The overlap score is defined in Equation 17 on page 90 (for 

further details, see Chapter 6). We first compared modules obtained from tile sub-graph 

based on highest k-cores with the modules obtained from the original PIN (see Figure 

25 on page 108). The k-core sub-graph is obtained according to the following 

procedure. For each node i, the highest k-core number is defined, and all direct 

neighbours of i that have a lower k-core are removed from the immediate 

neighbourhood. Hence, only the neighbours with the same or higher k-core number are 

kept in the neighbourhood. For more details on k-core analysis, see section 2.5.4. 

decomposition, where the outline of the decomposition algonthm may be found in Text 

box I on page 22. When using the original PIN to generate modules, in the post- 

processing step we allow all direct neighbours from the original PIN to be added to 

modules (depending on their fluff values), and not only those belonging to the highest k- 

core sub-,, raph. 
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Figure 25: Results from the orwinal PIN versus the k-core sub-Lraph (b\ using DFS). All three 

suh-ontologles xýcrc used to generate a combined \Nclighted I'Linction 

It is obvious that the exclusion of the proteins that belong to the original but not to the 

highest k-core graphs increased the overlap w'Ith MIPS complexes. Interestingly, at the 

highest threshold value ( 01 > 0.9 ), both networks produce tile same results, which 

indicates that the predicted modules that exactly match the MIPS complexes seem to be 

very robust and preserved after applying the k-core decomposition. This confirms tile 

benefits Of using highest k-cores of the graph, because, as pointed out in previous work 

(Wuchty and Alrnaas, 2005). yeast proteins that participate in the most central cores 

seem to be evolLitionarily conserved and essential to the survival of the organistn. 
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Figure 26: I)il'l'crcncc bct\Nccn original SLIh-2raph containing Lsm protems and the higlicst k-core 

SLib-L,, raph obtained after k-core decomposition. Proteins OLItside the clashed circle are removed after 

appl\ ing k-corc decomposition 

igure -I it] F- 26 above exemplifies the effect of k-core decomposi 'on. It shows the difference 

between a sub-graph containing Lsm proteins derived from original PIN and the 

remaining SUb-graph after applying k-core decomposition. There are nine proteins left 

in the k-core graph (inside the dashed circle), while the remaining eight proteins that are 

placed outside the marked circle are dismissed. Among the dismissed proteins, one 

member is Lincharacterised (red coloured node in Figure 26) and the remaining proteins 

(with the exception of Prp24) are directly annotated with term -macromolecular 

complex" (blue coloured nodes in Figure 26), when using the GO cellular component 

sub-ontology and SGD as annotation Sources. Out of 7288 background proteins, 1621 

are directly annotated with this term, meaning that the term is not so specific compared 

to the corresponding term that is assigned to the k-core proteins. -snRNP U6 complex"', 

where the specificity is much higher because eight of totally nine annotated proteins in 

the background set are left in the k-core graph and correspond to a known 

ribonucleoprotein complex. 

Next, we evaluated the effect of using cellular component information to calculate the 

weighted core-clustering coefficient. and also addIng this aspect to a combined 

weighted core-clustering coefficient that takes into consideration two of the GO aspects 

- molecular function and biological process. The result of this comparison is sho\ý n in : 71 11 

Figure 27 on pa-e 110 (MICII Using DFS) and Figure 28 on page III (\ý lien only the 
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immediate neighbOUrhood was considered). As Figure 27 shoýks. both using GO 

cellular component as a separate aspect when calculating weights and In conihinat'011 

with the other two aspects generated slightly better results in terms of matched MIPS 

complexes, compared to the corresponding results generated by Using , 
GO Molecular 

function or GO biological process separately. This result is interesting. as we in 

previous study (Lubovac, et al., 2006) described in Chapter 6. Mien onk direct 

neighbOUrs were considered for inclusion in the modules, found that the GO biological 

process annotation was the most suitable for deriving modules. 
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Results frorn appl) ing separate GO aspects versus the combined measure \ý ith 

SWI-AlODE \ý hen using the DFS option 

In I- igure 28. xN e compare the sarne aspect as in Figure 27 above. but modules have been 

,, encrated by only considering tile immediate neighbourhood for the HICILISion of new 

members in a module. As seen in this figure. Miere all three separate aspects were 

compared each other and to tile combined aspect. the result froill Using GO cellular 

component only is almost the same as tile corresponding reSLIlt ýNhen using Go 
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biological process only, while Lising combined aspect generates slqditlý better result. 
GO molecular function performs worse. 

In summary. using only the GO cellular component int'ormation in Figure 27 ý-, I\es 

results comparable with using all three types of annotations In combination. \\hen DFS 

is applied for the inclusion of new protein members in modules. Furthermore. 

considering GO cellular component information when calculating the ýýewdit based on 
the combination of all GO aspects improves the overlap scores sliglit]". Mien onIN 
direct neighbours are taken into consideration for module inclusion. llo\\e, ýer. using, 

only GO celli-Ilar component is comparable With Using GO biological process. 
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Figure 28: Results from appking separate 60 aspects \erstis combined measure \\Ith direct 

neWhbours 

]'his may be explained by the fact that \Ne Lise different procedures for inclusion of 

proteins in the modules. When using the DFS option, the aluorithm recLirsi,. elN moves 

outNýards from the seed node. identifying indirect neighbOUrs of the seed node mlose 

11 e \\ewhts are higher than a certain threshold. NOich is -, i-,. eii as the A'If'P oft e seed nod . 
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This indicates that the further we move aý\, aý from the seed protein. the similarit\ 
between the GO terms assigned to the seed protein and the corresponding terms 

assigned to its indirect neighbOUrs drops faster, \ýhen usm- GO molecular function or 
GO biological process. compared to the GO cellular component. Simply stated. the 

seed protein may, for example, be directly or indirectly connected to the neighbours that 

perform different functional activities, but they may still be a part of the same 

macromolecular complex (which is described in the GO cellular component sub- 

ontology). However, when only considering direct neighbours as potential module 

members, GO biological process is more efficient than GO molecular function in 

capturing low-level modules. 

We further evaluated the importance of introducing module overlap. Generally. ý%e can 

state that introducing the overlap, i. e. a degree of "fluffing"' of the modules, improved 

our previous results. For example. at the overlap threshold level 01 > 0.4 , \ýe identified 

nine more modules on average by using the fluff parameter. The corresponding 
difference for 01 > 0.3 is 12. The best parameter setting. v, hich resulted in the highest 

number of modules that matched predicted complexes. \, ý as obtained with f>0 (i. e. al I 

direct neighbours of the modules with ,,, eighted clustering coefficients above zero are 

added to the module) and NWP > 0.95. This parameter setting resulted in 659 modules 

(471 modules of size three or larger). 

The module with highest rank, i. e.. the module that is generated kk ith seed proteins with 

the highest weighted core-clustering coefficient. corresponds to the Lsm complex (He 

and Parker, 2000). All eight Lsm-proteins (Lsml-8) are correctly predicted by the 

algorithm. Among other highly ranked modules, %Nýe have found the origin recognition 

complex, the oligosaccharyl transferase (OST) complex (Knauer and Lehle, 1999), the 

- pore complex, etc. A table with the 10 top ranked and 5 bottom ranked modules may be 

found in the Table 14 in Appendix C. along with their most significantly shared GO 

terms describing cellular component. 

Finally, we compare the results obtained by using combined measure ýý ith DFS option 
3 with the corresponding topological measure. As shoNA n in Figure 29 on page I V). the 

combined measure performs sllghtlý better in terms of the number of matched MIPS 

complexes. Besides this improvement. we also sho\ý in Chapter 9 comparison bet\\ een 

the t\\ o sets of modules , enerated \\ ith topological approaches and the one proposed i Z7, in 
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this work. In Chapter 9. we also dISCLISS sorne advantages and disadvantages mth OUr 
approach compared to the described topological approaches. 
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7.2.2 Von Mering data set 

We perl'ornied the same experiments as in section 7.2.2 with tile PIN generated frorn the 

von Mering data set, to analyse it' we get consistent results considering the comparison 

of different GO aspects. As in the prevIOLIS section. we applied both immediate 

neighb0t. ir search and depth-first search (DFS). Results in terms of average number of 

modules that matched MIPS complexes are sho\ýn in Figure 30 (DFS) and FigUre 31 on 

page 114 (direct nciolibours). As seen in both 1-ioures. the GO molecular Function 

aspect performs \wrse. \\hich is consistent \ýith previous results. F-Lirtheri-nore. using 

GO cellular component as a separate aspect and tile combination of all three aspects 

generated best results in terms of matched MIPS complexes. \0111C Using only (10 

bioloo'cal process resulted in sholitly lower scores. Ilence. tile results seem to be ý7 

consistent \\ith \\hat \\c 6ound \\hen analýsim! modules in the PIN generated from the 

CORF data set (see section 7.2.1 
I 13 
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A general observation frorn the obtained modules based on this data set is that there is a 
lower percentage of' predicted modules ýwh no similarit\ \ýith an% of the MIPS 

complexes (approximately 24% of modules, based on the average number of matched 

modules), compared to the corresponding percentage of predicted modules frorn the 
CORE data (varies between 29% and 31%, depending on the x\eighting scheme). This 

may be due to the fact that the von Mering data set that \\e have chosen contains onlý 

interactions with high level of confidence, meaning that all interactions are confirmed 
by several methods. Also, the average clustering coefficlent for the nework obtained 
frorn the von Mering data (C=0.55 ) is higher than the corresponding value for the 

protein interaction network obtained from the CORE data (C=0.34). showing the 

higher overall clustering tendency for the von Mering nemork. 

7.3 Comparison with another weighted clustering coefficient 

We here introduce an alternative weighted clustering coefficient.. adapted from (Onnela. 

et al., 2005), and apply It in a novel way by using semantic similaritý ýýeights. 

In Chapter 6, we introduced the notion of combining semantic similarit.,, ' weights with 

topological protein-protein interactions by using the ýýeighted clustering coefficient C. "' 

(see Equation 15 on page 81 ). According to this measure. for each triangle formed in 

the neighbourhood of node i, semantic similarities between i and its two adjacent nodes 

are summed. However, the weight of the third edge, i. e.. semantic similarity between 

the neighbours of i is not considered. We here employ a novel weighted clustering 

coefficient by combining semantic similarity weights with topological information. 

which considers all three edges of the triangles, in an attempt to improve our previous 

results. The original weighted clustering coefficient by Onnela et al. (2005) has been 

adapted accordingly: 

it' 1/3 (20) 

L'i =-Y, (ý, ý ij * 
Ss 

ih ' 
S'ýjh 

ki(ki -I) Vj. h I ýj. liýck(i) 

here ssij is semantic similarity, as defined in Equation 5 on page 35. and K(I') defines 

the set of edges connecting neighbours to node i. 

There are several reasons for considerino all triangle-fort-ning, ed-es the anak sis of 

protein interaction net\\orks. As stated earlier. small cliques are more likek to ernerue 

by chance than ]. ir, -, c ones (SpIrin and Mirny. 2003). \\hlch is \ýhy usin-, -, semantic 
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weights of all three edges may help to identify false positives. The %ý, eighted clustering 

coefficient originally proposed by Bader and Hogue (Bader and Hogue. 2003) does not 
differ from the general clustering coefficient for cliques (see Figure 32 belo\ý), x0lich 

may be a possible disadvantage. In Figure 32, we illustrate the differences between 

alternative clustering coefficients, applied to a small triangle-formed network. In this 
figure, the sernantic weights between triplets of proteins gradually decrease (from left to 

right). The values of the general clustering coefficient, denoted as ci. drop frorn 1. 

which is the maximal value. to 0 for the fourth triplet. which misses the link between 

neighbours adjacent to i. The value of the weighted clustering coefficient that x\e have 

11-2 adapted from (Barrat, et al., 2004). referred to as Ci is also equal for the first three 

triangles and drops to 0 for the fourth triangle as wJ1,0 . 
In contrast, the value of the 

w3 weighted clustering coefficient Ci that considers all three edges decreases as 

Ci - 11' 
1/3 tending gradually to 0. jh , 

it, = 0.6 
0.2 

h< 

ci =I cj= Ci =I Ci =0 
Ciw2 =I Ci w2 Ci 112 =I Ci w2 -0 

Ci it-3 = 0.6 Ci 10 = 0.42 Ci w3 = 0.29 Ci it-3 =0 

Figure 32: The figure illustrates differenccs between different clustering coefficients 

This is the main reason for ýNhý ýýe have employed the approach from (Onnela. et al., 

2005) and applied it in a nwel \ýa\ b\ combining semantic sirrillarit\ \Neights \ýIth 

topo I oo I cal iriformati on, N\hich considers aII three edges of the triangles. 

We applied this approach on the CORE data set hN using the %Neighted core function. 

and combined xýehdits. as in section 7.2.1. The results In teMis of-the average number 
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of matched MIPS complexes for different overlap score thresholds are shown in Figure 

33 below. 
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Figure 33: Results ofapplý ing SNATNIODE by using the core \\cighting function. based on 

w2 w3 weighted clustering coefficients ci and ci -. and the DFS option 

This newly adapted weighted clustering coefficient shows clearly worse performance 

than the previous one, in terms of the average number of predicted modules that 

matched MIPS complexes. The weighted clustering coefficient c,,, 3 resulted in lower 

values, and much fewer proteins that can potentially be used to seed the modules, ýNhich 

may have affected results negatively. There are only 901 proteins with weight higher 

than 0, while calculating ýýeights based on c,, '2 resulted in 1077 potential seed proteins. 

For example, the protein Kre331. %ýhich is used to seed a module containing 

ribonucleoprotem complex biogenesis and assembly (ýý hen using cý,,, 
2 to calculate its 

hi le it has \\ eighted clustering coefficient c ̀ 3 = 0. 

7.4 Summary and conclusions 

We have proposed a method for anak sis of protein neM orks usino a measure based on 

a novel combination of topological and functional infon-nation ofthe proteins (I. Libo, ac. 
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et al.. 2006). The algorithrn takes advantage of this combined measure to identify 
locally dense regions with high functional similarit-,. In the evaluation of the method, 

we found many densely connected regions with high functional homogeneit". in many 

cases corresponding to sets of proteins that constitute known molecular complexes and 

sorne additional interacting proteins which share high functional sirmlarltý NýJth the 

complex, but are not part of it. Together. such sets of 1nteractin, (,, j, proteins form 

functional modules that control or perform particular cellular functions, \whout 

necessarily forming a macromolecular complex. Many of tile identified modules 

correspond to the functional subunits of known complexes. Thus, the method may be 

used for the prediction of unknown proteins which participate in the identified modules. 
As indicated by the results, the use of a functionally informed measure to generate 

modules should imply increased confidence in the predicted function. 

We have here demonstrated that restricting the analysis to the highest k-core PIN 

instead of the original PIN resulted in an improved set of modules, ýklth respect to their 

overlap with known molecular complexes recorded in MIPS. 

We were also able to show that using cellular component as a separate aspect when 

calculating weights, or in combination with the other two aspects, generated slightly 

better results in terms of matched MIPS complexes, compared to when only two aspects 

(molecular function and biological process) ýýere included. One of the main reasons 

accounting for this improvement is the inclusion of the indirect neighbours of the seed 

proteins in the module prediction step. Proteins that are used as seed modules seem to 

share more similarity with more distant neighbours when cellular component annotation 

is used, compared to the two other GO aspects. Seed proteins may, for example be 

connected, directly or indirectly with neighbours that have different functional activities 

or are involved in different processes. but they may still be part of the same 

macromolecular complex (which is described in the GO cellular component sub- 

ontolo-y). 

The results frorn analysing the von Mering data set also show that the GO molecular 

tI unction aspect pertorms \wrse in module identification, Milch is consistent \\ith 

previous results. Furthermore, using the GO cellular component as a separate aspect 

Mien calculating \\eights and the combination of all three aspects generated best results 

in terms of inatched MIPS coi'npicxcs- \\ hile using onl\ GO biological process resulted I-- 
in sho (Mien usim, the DFS option). 'When only considering 

,,, Iitl\- 
IoNýer scores t, 
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immediate neighbours, using the combined aspects perforrns slightlý' better thall each 

separate aspect, and GO molecular function still performs ýýorse. Hence., results seem 

to be consistent with what we found when analysing modules in the PIN generated from 

the CORE data set. 

Finally, we employed a weighted clustering coefficient which considers all three edges 

of the triangles, because we suspected that this weighting scheme would improNe our 

previous results. However, even if this seemed a reasonable assumption, the results 

clearly show that considering all three edges may not be a good idea. The weighted 

clustering coefficient by Onnela et a]. (2005) resulted in lo\ýer values, and much fewer 

proteins that are used to potentially seed the modules, which may have affected the 

results negatively. 
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Chapter 8 

Investigating different features of 

multi-modular proteins 
To generate functional modules as functionally and structurally cohesive structures in 
PINs is an important step towards reaching the top of the life's complexity pyramid (see 

Chapter 1) (Oltvai and Barabasi, 2002). However, we need to understand how 

individual modules communicate and are organised into the higher-order structure(s) of 

the PIN organisation that underlies cell functionality. To contribute to this 

understanding, we make an assumption that the proteins that appear in several modules. 

that we term multi-modular proteins (MMPs), may be useful in building higher-order 

structure(s) as they may constitute communication points between different modules. 

I this chapter, we investigate common properties shared by these proteins, and compare 

them with the properties of single-modular proteins (SMPs), i. e. proteins that occur in 

only one module. by analysing three aspects: functional aspect, Le. annotation of the 

proteins (see section 8.1 ), topological aspect that is bitweenness centrality of the 

proteins (see section 8.2), which is used to find topologically important proteins, and 

lethalitV (see section Furthermore. in section 8.4 ý\e investigate the 

interconnectivity role of some proteins that are identified as functionalk and 

topologicalk important. 

To identify topologicalk and functionally important proteins, ý\e calculated the number 

of module occurrences for each protein across 200 sets of overlapping modules (the 

fluff parameter \\as varied bet\\ een 0 and I in increments of 0.1 and the NI FP parameter 

\\as varied bem cen 0 and 0-95 in increments ot'0.05). As in Chapter 6. al I three GO 
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aspects were combined into a single weight for each protein. All modules that onk 

contain a single member are removed from further analysis 

For each seed protein, we calculated the number of times each protein appears in 
different modules in each module set, divided by the number of module sets it appears 
in. For example, if protein NupI 00 is member of 10 modules in one module set. and 20 

modules in the another module set, the average number of module occurrences of the 

protein will be (10+20)/2=15. 

8.1 GO annotation of multi-modular proteins 

8.1.1 CORE data set 

We started by analysing annotations with help of SGD GO Term Finder 

(http: //www. yeastgenome. org/help/goTermFinder. htmi), in order to identify the most 

significantly shared GO terms among the MMPs with varying number of module 

occurrence. The sub-ontology "biological process" was chosen. The majority of the 

most frequent multi-modular proteins (top 10) are annotated with the GO biological 

process term "cell organization and biogenesis", which has the following GO definition: 

"the processes involved in the assembly and arrangement of cell structures, including 

the plasma membrane and any external encapsulation structures such as the cell wall 

and cell envelope", as described in (Lubovac, et al., 2007). Table 8 on page 122 shows 

the top ten MMPs, where 80% (highlighted proteins) belong to the above mentioned 

class. GO Frequency in Table 8 shows the percentage of those proteins that are 

annotated with the given GO term. The most significantly shared ten-n is obtained by 

examining the group of proteins to find the GO term to which the highest fraction of the 

proteins is associated, compared to the number of times that the term is associated ýý Ith 

other yeast proteins. The significance (p value) of the shared GO term describing the 

biological process for the ten most frequent proteins is shown in the last roý\ in Table 8. 

In addition, \\e have repeated the same evaluation procedure by adding proteins ýýith 

decreasim', module frequency to anakse how the annotation statistics is affected b,, 

in adding those proteins. The summary of those results ma\ be found in Table 

Appendix D. The first column sho\\s the statistics for the top 50 protein. Miere all 

proteins are present in apprommatek 2 modules in aNerage. Still, the rn ofthe 

proteins share the GO term "cell oroanization and biogenesis". Milch also the most 
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significant term (p=1.3 - 10- and the GO frequencY has Increased sl1_, _, htl. -,, trom 

80% to 82%. For comparison, 50 random SMPs were evaluated ýNlth the same 

procedure. Here we found that the most significant term that is shared arriong, 96% of 

those proteins is the GO biological process term "cellular process" (p = 2.1 _1 0-5 )ý 

which may not help us to derive any conclusions about the more specific roles of those 

proteins. Also in this sub-set of proteins, we found that the GO term "cell organization 

and biogenesis" is shared among proteins, but the GO frequency for this term Is 63%, 

compared to 82% of most frequent MMPs that are annotated with this terin. 

Proteins 

Module Frequency 

GO biological 

process 
GO frequency 

Cdc28 Napi Prp43 Pre I llývp2 SedS Tfpl Nop4 t tp7 Rpc40 

4.2 3.9 2.9 2.7 2.7 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.5 15 

cell organization and biogenesis 

80% 

value 1 3.8- 10-4 

Table 8: Annotation statistics for top ten multi-modular proteins 

GO term frequency for the most significant terms decreases gradually as we add more 

proteins with decreasing module frequency. Several non-significant annotation terms 

appear as we add proteins with decreasing module frequency. meaning that those 

proteins have more dispersed annotation, while high-frequent MMPs seem to have more 

consistent annotation dominated by their participation in cellular organisation. 

Cdc28, which appears most frequently in modules. is one of five different cyclin- 

dependent protein kinases (CDKs) in yeast and has a fundamental role in the control of 

the main events of the yeast cell cycle (Mendenhall and Hodge, 1998). Topologically, it 

acts as a hub, i. e., it holds together several functionallý, related clusters in the interaction 

network (see further section 8-4). In previous ýýork. this protein ý\ as suggested to be a 

part of the intramodule path \ýithin the yeast filamentation nemork. because it had the 

highest intracluster connectiý, it\. i. e.. it x\as the protein \\ith the highest number of 

interactions mth other members of the sarne cluster (Rives and Galitski. 2003). It is 

therefore highly interesting that %\c haw identified this protein as most frequellt in our 

modulcs. as described in (Lubovac. et al.. 2007). 
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We further evaluated the proteins by analysing their MIPS Functional categories 
(Mewes, et al., 2002), to determine x0iat f1inctional characteristics may be derived by 

Studying proteins based on their module frequency. We obserýed that proteins in\ oked 

in cellular organisation (0) appear more fireqUentl\ arriong the top 100 MMPs. 

compared to the random set of SMPs. This result supports our findings based oil 

studying GO biological process annotation, where "cell organization and biogenesis- 

was the most significant term among multi-modular proteins. 

Functional groups of 
top 100 multimodular proteins 

9 

0 
20% 

Functional groups of 100 

random singlemodular proteins 

AEG R 3% 10, - p 1%2% D 

u 
9% 
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(a) (h) 

Figure 34: Statistics tor MIPS functional categories: 1) - genome maintenance. V- transcription. I-' 

- protein Cate. C- cellular Cate/orgarusation. () - cellular organisation. G- amino acid metabolism. NI -- 

other metabolism. F -- cnergý production. R stress and detCncc. B transcriptional control. 1) 

translation. A- transporl and sensing. I uncharacterized 

We have also flound a lower percentage of' uncharacterised proteins in the chart that 

shmNs t lie statistics l'or the 100 most freqUent MMPs (see Figure 334a aboke). . Nhi Ie tione 

of the proteins in the top 50 MMPs is uncharacterised (see Fimire 43 in Appendix F'). 

This indicates that the more often the protein takes part in the different modUles, the 

h1oher is the probabilit, -, that the protem has a defined I'LlIlCtioll. In the same chart (see 

Figure 34a). the proteins that belong to amino acid metabolism and encrp production 

is a are absent. By studying Figure 43' in Appendix F. ýNe can conclude that that there i 
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high fraction of the proteins belonging to the cellular organisation categor% in each of 
the module frequency Intervals. To make the charts comparable. \\e ha,, e sorted the 
proteins in decreasing order of module frequenc. y. and divided them into the four groups 
of high-frequent proteins, where each group contains 50 proteins (see pie charts in the 
first row), and four different groups that contain SMPs (see pie charts in the bottorn 

row). The fraction of proteins that belong to the category "cellular organisation" in 
multi-i-nodular proteins is constantlý higher (varies between 18% and 26%) than the 
fraction of such proteins in the single-modular groups of proteins (varies betxýeen 4% 

and 8%). 

8.1.2 Von Mering data set 

In previous work by PrzuIj et al. (2004). topoiogically important proteins are identified 
by using the most frequent "bottle neck" nodes. The rnethod starts from a tree of 
shortest paths for each node v. Such tree consists Of 17, nodes that are directly or 
indirectly connected to v. All nodes it, from the tree, such that more than n,. 14 paths 
from v to other nodes meet at node w. are defined as "bottle necks". Przuij et al., (2004) 

presented only the top ten most frequent "bottle neck" proteins, and stated that 70% of 
those are involved in supporting cellular structure and organisation. We here evaluate 
the annotations for different groups of proteins based on how often they appear in 
different modules (see Table 9). It can be noticed that the percentage of proteins that 

are annotated with the chosen terms drops for the proteins with module frequency :! ý 1. 

with the exception of the term in the last roxv "primary metabolic process", which is the 

most common of all presented terms. 

Module frequency >1.9 ýA. 7 ýJA >1 <1 
1#1 proteins [50] 1100] 1150] [200] [2-50] [250] 

GO biological GO term frequency 

process p value 

ribonucleoprotein 42"o 36"o 41"o 40"o 411)0 161)o 

complex biogenesis 9.1-10-11 10-18 3.2- 10-37 1.9.10-47 4.9. -14 1.9_ I 

and assembly (5.5%) 

cellular component 70()o 621)o 65('o 651)o 66()() Wo 

organization and 1.7-10 1.2- 1 2. -1 1.9-10", 3.9.1() 

biogenesis (30%) 

organelle i 00 45('0 5 19,0 00 o 53 0/, o 3 *3() o 

organization and 
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biogenesis (17.8%) 5.8-10-(,, 1. ()- Io 2.1-10-18 3.1-10- 1 0-`ý 2.2 1 0-"Il 

RNA metabolic 4401ý0 480,0 46(), o 450i) 461)o 320o 

process (14.2%) 8.9.10-')' 1.8.10- "' IS 1.3-10 -4 5.9- 10-' 1.3- 10-"' ]. 1-10-11 

primary metabolic 74(lo 79% 790,0 810o 900 o -180() 

process (44%) 4.7- 1 2.1 - 10-'0 1.1.10-15 10-25 8.7- 2.5.1() 3.8.1 0-'ý 

Table 9: Statistics for the most significant GO terms based on GO biological proce, "". Module 

frequency decreases from left to right. and the last column contains a group of proteins that occur in onlý 

one module or are not present in am ofthe modules. 

We also present a more systematic comparison between our protein groups, chosen 
based on their average occurrence in the modules, and the bottle neck proteins (see 

Table 10). The top 25 proteins obtained by our approach significantly share the term 

"ribonucleoproteins complex biogenesis and assembly". which is a child term of 

"cellular component organisation and biogenesis". No significantIN shared ontology 

terms appear in the corresponding set of bottle-neck proteins. 

Module "bottle >2.1 >-2 5 1.9 18 >1.8 ý: 14 ý! 1.7 I 

freq. necks" 

1#1 proteins 125] [50] [75] [1001 

GO biological GO term frequency 

process p value 

cel lular process I OW10 980,0 930o 95% 94% 

(64.1%) 5.1- 10-3 2.5- 10-5 1.0-10" 2.0.10-7 9.7-10-10 

ribonucleoprotein 400o 42ý,, O 320, o 1 
-3900 

27% 360, o 250,,,, 

complex biogenesis 5.6- 10-' 9.3.10-18 1.9.10-6 1.7-10-15 1.0_ 10-6 3.2- 10-18 4.8- 10-8 

and assembly 

(5.5%) 

cellular component 700o 66% 63% 610o 62110 630o 

organization and 1.7.10-("' 6.3- 10-5 1.5- 10 -1, 9.2.10-" 1.2-10-8 4.2 10-9 

biogenesis (30%) 

organelle ý0010 46% 480o 4')(), ) 45 (Io 43)00 

organization and 5.8- 1V 1.6- 10-; 5.7- 10-7 -). 1.10-4 1.0.10-7 1 (). Io " 

biogenesis(17.8%) 

cellular metabolic 7611o 790o 79110 810() 770o 

process (46.6%) 8.6.10-' 3.6- 10-" 5.9- 10-1, 4.7-10-10 10-7 

RNA metabolic 480o 480o 
-3200 I --- 
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process ( 14.2%) 1.8-10-" -). 8.10-12 
- 3.4-10- 1.8.10-13 2.4-10-, 

primary metabolic 

process (44%) 

79% 

2.1-10-10 

79),, 

2.7-1 0-7 

7')0, ) 
1.2.10-4 

79()o 
-). 1-10-10 

7', Oo 

Table 10: Comparison bet\Ncen top 100 most frequent multi-modular prote, ns and most frequent 

"bottle neck" proteins. identified by Przul. j et a]. (2003) 

8.2 Betweenness centrality 

Betweenness centrality has been applied in the context of social netýwrks. to measure 

the centrality and influence of a person or a group (Freeman, 1979). The betweenness 

centrality of a node v, is originally defined by Freeman (1977) as the number of shortest 

paths (also called geodesics) between other nodes that pass through i, and it Is given by: 

ý'B ("') --,: 
I gil.. I 

i. j#j. 9 ij 

(21) 

where gij is the number of shortest path linking i and j that contain 1'. and gij is the 

total number of shortest path between i and. j. High-betweenness nodes occur on large 

number of non-redundant shortest paths between other nodes. If a node \ýIth high 

betweenness centrality is removed, it may disconnect different part of the network 

completely. Thus, such nodes may be thought of as potential bridges between modules 

in network and have most influence on the information transfer. 

8.2.1 CORE data set 

We started by investigating general properties of the data set by studying the relation 

between degree and betweenness centrality. Figure 35 on page 127 shows degree k 

versus betweenness centrality plotted on algorithmic scale. The few highly connected 

nodes (hubs) in the PIN must have high-betweenness values because there are many 

nodes directly and exclusively connected to these hubs and the shortest path between 

these nodes goes through these hubs. However. the low-connectivit% nodes also 

exhibited a wide ran, -, e of bemeenness values in theýeast PIN. 
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Figure 35: Degree (k) versus betweenness centrality plotted on algorithmic scale 
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In Figure 36, node betweenness centrality Is plotted as a function of average number of 

module occurrences. We can notice that all proteins with average module frequenc\ ý! 2 

have considerably high betweenness values. However, the single-i-nodular nodes also 

exhibited a wide range of betweenness values in the yeast PIN. 

8.2.2 Von Mering data set 

We repeated the same experiment for the von Mering data set. In Figure 
-337 

belov'. 

betweenness is plotted as a function of degree k. Here, \\e could not use aný 

characteristic degree k or any interval of k values to denote the importance of nodes 

(based on the betweenness). 
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Figure 37: Degree (k) \ ersus betweenness centrality plotted on algorithmic scalc 

Also in Figure 38 on page 129, besides the most frequent multi-modular proteins 

(MMPs) that have high betweenness values, there is a . Nide range of betweenness 

centrality values for single-modular proteins (SMPs) as \ýell. Ho\ýe,, er. modular 

frequency seerns to be a better indicator of node importance. in terms of betweenness 

central W, - 
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Figure 38: Average number of module occurrences \crsus bet\wcnness centralit" plotted on 

'algorithmic scale 

8.3 Lethality 

There are 10 15 lethal proteins obtained frorn manually curated MIPS database. The list 

of MMPs and SMPs observed across modules in both data sets xýas compared to the list 

of lethal proteins. The results from this comparison are presented in 'Fables II and 12. 

In the CORE data set, we found 222 lethal proteins among the multi-modular proteins 

(MMPs). This corresponds to 46.3 %, as there are 480 frequently occurring proteins in 

total. The corresponding percentage for MMPs derived from modules in the von 

Mering data set is 68.7. as there are 57 lethal proteins among the 83 MMPs (see Table 

11 below). 

No. of MMP No. of lethal proteins Percentage 

CORE 480 222 46.3 (ý6 

Von Mering 81 57 68.7 

Table 11: Lethality among multi-modular proteins (\, 1\11's) across both data sets 

We made the sarne comparison for single-modular proteins (SMPs) across the modules 

based on both data sets. In the CORI, data set. xN c found 173) lethal proteins amono the 
129 
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SMPs, which corresponds to 34.5 %, as there are 502 SMPs in total (see Table 12). The 

corresponding percentage for the fraction of lethalit, -,, in SMPs derived from modules in 

the von Mering data set is 54.5. as there are H6 lethal proteins among the 213 SMPs, as 

shown in Table 12 below. 

No. of SMP No. of lethal proteins Percentage 

CORE 502 173 34.5 Oo 

Von Mering 213 116 5 4.5 "o 

Table 12: LethalitN among single-modular proteIns (SMPs) across both data sets 

In both cases. the difference is statistically significant at a 95% confidence level. 

meaning that there is a significantly larger proportion of lethal proteins, also referred to 

as important proteins, among multi-modular proteins. These results are obtained by 

performing a z-test for the differences between the two proportions (z = 3.8 in the 

CORE data set, and z=2.2 in the von Mering data set). 

8.4 Modular interconnectivity 

Figure 39 on page 131 shows the result from an example run from module-identifying 

method, where Cdc28 was predicted as taking part in six modules matching MIPS 

complexes. Cdc28 is a cyclin-dependent kinase and it is believed to be a key regulator 

of the cell-division cycle. In this example, it is connected to several proteins from 

Origin Recognition Complex (ORC), which is involved in DNA replication. Cdc28 is 

also connected to actin cytoskeleton-associated complex, which is reorganised in 

accordance to cell-cycle progression. This process is according to previous study 

believed to be controlled, directly or indirectly, by Cdc28 (Tang and Cai, 1996). 

Furthermore, there is an important connection between Cdc28 and proteasome complex. 

The central role of this complex is to direct a cell to proceed %ýith the decision to 

replicate itself In ,,, east cells a critical trigger for cell replication is degradation of Sic L 

%\hich is a protein that inhibits the chernical activity of Cdc28. After eliminating the 

biochemical Sic] "brake" due to the action of SCF and the proteasorne, the kinase is 

then free to trigger the progress to%\ard DNA replication and associated events of cell 

replication. 
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This is a clear example of the nemork livolvim, huh that interconnects se,, eral 

flinctional modules. This example is supported by several topological and functional 

t-catures. stich as aýerage IlUmber of occurrences In modUles. betýNeenness centralitN . 
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and node degree. However, there are several examples ýOiere those 1'eatures are 

conflicting, which will be interesting to evaluate in future. 

8.5 Summary 

We have here identified topologically and functionally important proteins b-, calculating 

the frequency of each protein across 200 sets of overlapping modules. Initial results 

show that the majority of frequently appearing proteins that connect several modules is 

involved in the assembly and arrangement of cell structures, such as the cell ýýall and 

cell envelope, which indicates that they are involved in supporting the cell structure 

rather than signal transduction for example. We also observed by studying MIPS 

functional classes of the MMPs and SMPs that proteins involved in cellular organisation 

(0) appear more frequently among the top 100 MMPs, compared to the random sets of 

SMPs. The results from studying lethality show the significantly higher fraction of 

lethal proteins among multi-modular proteins (MMP). when compared to single 

modular proteins (SMP) reflecting the tendency of MMP to be more lethal. and hereby 

indicating their essentiality. 
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Chapter 9 

Comparison with other module 

definitions 
Recently, a topology-based method for detecting modules from a PPI network has been 

proposed by Luo and Scheuerman (2006) and further analysed in (Luo. et aL. 2007). 

The algorithrn uses a new module notion based on the degree definition of the sub- 

graphs. The approach is based solely on topological properties of the protein sub-graph. 

It is applied on the same CORE data set that we have used here. A total of 99 modules 

were detected in (Luo and Scheuermann, 2006). A new agýdomerative algorithm was 

developed to identify modules from the network by combining the nex\ module 

definition with the relative edge order generated by the Girvan-Nexýman algorithm. A 

JAVA prograrn, MoNet, was developed to implement the algorithm Luo et a]. (2007). 

Applying MoNet to the yeast core protein interaction network from the database of 

interacting proteins (DIP) identified 86 simple modules with sizes larger than 3 proteins. 

For convenience. those modules will be referred to as MoNet modules. 

We have evaluated the MoNet modules with the overlap score threshold. and compared 

thern \\ ith our modules generated across approximately 400 different parameter settin"s. 

and found that our modules show higher agreement \ýith MIPS complexes (see Figure 

40 on page 134). This comparison also indicates that Introducing knoý\ ledge terms of 

sernantic sirnilaritN, into the nctýýork topologý seems to be advantageous over using only 

topolop information. Furthermore. this method produces one single partition of the 

net\\ork. x\hlch does not seem biologicallý plausible. as inany proteins may he invoked 

in different processes. 
t 
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Figure 40: Comparison between MoNet and SWFMODI-, modules 

We also compared our SWEMODE modules obtained from \, on Mering data with the 

modules derived in (Przu1j. et aL, 2004), based on HCS (Ilighlý Connected Subgraphs) 

clustering algorithm (Hartuv and Shamir, 2000). This method aims to find disjoint 

subsets (clusters) that should satisfy following criteria: homogeneity - members of the 

same cluster are highly similar to each other; and separation: members of different 

clusters have low similarity to each other. The modules generated with SWEMODE 

showed also here higher overlap \N'ith MIPS complexes (see Figure 41 on page 135). A 

more detailed analysis shows that both algorithms resulted in 39 identical modules. 

However, as HCS only discern the complexes that are highly interconnected. it discards 

many clusters that correspond to known complexes. Another disadvantage of both 

methods that are here compared to SWEMODE is that the\ do not allo\\ an\, overlap 

between modules, i. e. they produce djsýloint clusters. 
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Chapter 10 

Conclusions and future work 
10.1 Conclusions 

In the Introduction of this thesis (Chapter 1, section 1.3), ve have delineated 7 

contributions that have resulted from this work. It is proposed that those contributions 

constitute a substantial addition to the body of knowledge in systems biology, which is 

particularly concerned \ýIth protein interaction network analysis. This has been 

demonstrated throughout the thesis in the following manner: 

I Comparison of the three most common semantic similarity measures extends 

previous work by evaluating their performance on the data sets with 

different degrees of clustering, which is an important property for the 

purpose of this work. This adds to our general understanding of the properties 

and usefulness of these measures in large-scale PIN analysis. The evaluation of 

the proposal is performed in Chapter 4. We have been able to show that overall 

accuracy is higher for the data sets with higher degrees of clustering. The results 

from the chapter shoýý that the semantic similarity measure by Lin performed 

slightly better than the other mo tested measures. when tested on the data set with 

highest degree of clustering, and ýNorse \ýith the corresponding data set \ýith the 

lowest degree of clustering. Besides t\\ o already stated adN antages of the Lin 

measure. i. e. the fact that it uses the information of the shared parent term, 

together \ýith the specific term. and that its value , aries between I and 0. the 

results frorn Chapter 4 also support the decision to choose the Lin measure for 

ftirther experiments. as it sho\ýs sliihtlv better acCU1-Z1C\ than the other t\ýo 

measures \ý hen applied on the data set that has the highest clustering degree. 
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2 Development and evaluation of a post processing PIN clustering approach 

that produces an overlapping modular structure by merging the clusters 
based on topology information (mutual clustering profiles) ivith the clusters 
based on semantic similarity profiles. The fact that modules ma\ contain 

overlapping proteins and are based on the combined information reveals 

additional knowledge that is missed by methods that produce disjoint clusters 
based solely on topology information. This has been dernonstrated in Chapter 5. 

As discussed in Chapter 5., this approach generates overlapping clusters, Miere 

one protein may be a member of several clusters. Milch is biologically realistic, 

unlike most clustering approaches that produce disjoint clusters. Another 

advantage of this approach compared to traditional hierarchical clustering 

approaches is that the cut-off for the topological clustering is chosen based on the 

best agreement with domain knowledge. This is a significant extension of the 

previous work, where cut-off is often based on visual inspection, like in the work 

by Rives and Galitski (2003) for example. Further results frorn the analysis of 

both the filamentation and signalling networks discussed in Chapter 5 show that 

proteins that are assigned to more than one module in several cases play important 

roles in intermodule communication. 

3 Development and evaluation of integrated protein-similarity measures that 

combine semantic weights based on protein annotations and information 

based on PIN-topology. In Chapter 6, two metrics that arise from this are 

described, namely weighted clustering coefficient, and Aeighted average nearest 

neighbours degree. The measures are used to probe the properties of the weighted 

network. For both metrics. we demonstrate their use in analysing the properties of 

PINs. The comparison between the weighted clustering measure that uses 

semantic weights, and its topological analogue, described in Chapter 6, shows that 

the ýkeighted measure generally has higher values than its topological counterpart. 

Those measures constitute a base for deriving vanous \\eighted schemes. \\hich 

are in turn used to identity modules in Chapters 6.7. and 8. This measure has 

several advantages. The most obvious advantage is that it takes into consideration 

tile biological aspects, thereh\ providing a more biologicall\ plausible foundation 

t-Or derk ing, functional modules. Another advantage of this measure is that it does 

not treat a protein in isolation but rather as a part of a functional interplay hem een 

the protein and its neighbours. which is an important feature nioti\ated by the 
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common definition of modules as units of interacting components that operate in 
an integrated manner towards achieving common functions. 

4 Development of a framework for identifying functional modules that uses the 

proposed measures. In Chapter 6. xýe propose a frame\\ork for identiýNlng 

modules. based on the weighted clustering coefficient. To sho\ý the potential of 
this framework, we perform the evaluation by comparing the obtained modules 

with the set of molecular complexes obtained frorn MIPS. In the same chapter. as 

well as in Chapter 7. the topological clustering coefficient (that only considers the 

triangle density of the modules) has been used to derive modules, and it resulted 
in fewer modules that matched complexes at high overlap score thresholds. 

Furthermore, in Chapter 9 we discuss the strengths and \ýeaknesses of the 

combined methods for module identification proposed here, compared to the 

topology-based approaches that only consider the triangle density of the 

interactions. 

5 Combining several biological aspects results in identification of more 
biologically plausible modules than using each aspect separately. Here, the 

results depend on whether we consider only direct neighbours when deriving 

modules. or if the whole neighbourhood with more distant neighbours is also 

considered (DFS-option). When using the option with direct neighbours, the 

combined aspect that considers ontology terms from all three sub-ontologles 

perfon-ns slightly better than each separate aspect. Using GO molecular function 

gives worse performance, no matter x\hat option for node traversal is used. 

However, the best results in ten-ns of matched MIPS complexes when using the 

DFS-option were generated by calculating weights based on the GO cellular 

component as a separate aspect. and the combination of all three aspects. This 

was dernonstrated in Chapter 7. 

6 Considering the A-core sub-graph of the PIN in combination -*%, ith the neNv 

measures (contribution 3) is more effective than basing those measures on the 

original PIN. In Chapter 7. x\c demonstrated that restricting the analysis to the 

hig, hest k-core PIN instead of the original PIN resulted in an Impro\cd set of 

modules, \\ ith respect to their o\ erlap ý\ ith kno\\ n i-noleCLIlar complexes recorded 

in MI PS. This adds to the (, ro\\ ing e,, idence that the k-core is a useful concept in 

ocneral analýsis of biological networks. 
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7 The investigation of different features of so called multi-modular proteins, 

i. e., proteins that take part in multiple modules within the PIN, shows that 

these may be involved in the assembly and arrangement of cell structures 

(according to GO annotation) to a greater extent than single-modular 

proteins or proteins with lower numbers of occurrences across the generated 

module sets. Also, the analysis of MIPS functional categories., presented in 

Chapter 8, along with the analysis of GO annotation, shows that the fraction of the 

proteins that belong to the category "cellular organisation" in multi-modular 

proteins is higher than the fraction of such proteins in the single-modular groups 

of proteins. Another frequently occurring GO term that is assigned to multi- 

modular proteins is "nbonucleoproteins complex biogenesis and assembly" ýOiich 

is a child term of "cellular component organisation and biogenesis". Hence, using 

the measures and techniques developed in this thesis, particularly contributions 3- 

6, we find evidence supporting the hypothesis that this GO term reveals the role of 

modules in building and supporting higher-order structure(s) of the PIN 

organisation. Other features that we have analysed to characterise possible 

differences between multi-modular and single-modular proteins are betweenness 

centrality and lethality. In both data sets, it is shown that there is significantelly 

higher fraction of lethal proteins among multi-modular proteins, also pointing at 

their significance. From the analysis of betweenness centrality, also performed in 

Chapter 8, it is also notable that proteins with high average module frequency 

have considerably high betweenness values, while the sing] e-rnod ul ar nodes 

exhibit a wide range of betweenness values in the yeast PIN. This also points to 

the greater importance of the multi-modular proteins, as those nodes may be 

potential bridges between modules in the network and have most influence on the 

information transfer between communicating modules. If a node with high 

betweenness centrality is removed, it may disconnect a different part of the 

network completely. 

We here provide methods for identifying topologically and functionall" cohesive 

modules in protein interaction netý, Nork. Our results shm\ that the identified modules 

include many examples of previously described functional modules. The nev'Nork of 

modules provides a possibility to increase our understanding of tile way modules 

interact and communicate. Modules do not ýict in isolation, but need to cooperate \\ith 
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each other on the higher level of Life's complexity pyramid (see Figure 3 on paue 17) to 

achieve certain functions. 

An important feature of the identified modules is that the\ ma\ contain overlapping 

proteins, i. e. one protein may take part In several processes or functions. Thus. to allow 

overlapping module sets to be found by the module identification algorithi-n is a 

biologically plausible approach. This allows us to link modules that share the same 

proteins. A possible application area that may utilise this is pathway disco', -cr\,, but this 

property is also important for revealing higher order structure betxýeen modules. We 

show that many modules are enriched in proteins participating in a large number of non- 

redundant shortest paths between other partners. Such proteins are herebý assumed to 

act as "bridges" or "boundary spanners" between modules. Many of these proteins are 

known to have functional interconnectivity roles between modules. 

Further analysis of the multi-modular proteins with respect to GO annotation reveals 

that the majority of the most frequently reappearing proteins significantly share the GO 

term "cell organization and biogenesis". To gain more confidence in the obtained 

results, we evaluated those proteins by analysing their MIPS functional categories 

(Mewes, et al., 2002), with the aim to determine what functional characteristics may be 

derived by studying proteins based on their module frequency. We observed that 

proteins involved in the cellular organisation category (0) appear more frequently 

among the top 100 multi-modular proteins, compared to the random sets of single- 

modular proteins. This result supports our findings based on studying GO biological 

process annotation, where "cell organization and biogenesis" was the most significant 

term among multi-modular proteins. 

We employed a weighted clustering coefficient which considers all three edges of the 

triangles, because we suspected that this weighting scheme would improve our previous 

results, where only adjacent edges of a node ýýere used in the calculation. However, the 

results clearlý show that considering all three edges may not be a good idea. The 

ýNeigflited clustering coefficient defined by Onnela et a]. (2005) resulted in loýýcr values, 

and much fewer proteins that are used to potentially seed the modules. \Nhich rnaý have 

affected results negativelN . 

AnaINsis of the identified functional modules alloN\s the in, estigation of the b1olooical 

processes that the modules participate in. as , vell as their functional roles. '-, ince manN 

of the modules are functionalk homol-C11COLIS. containing ma. lorit", of xvell-knoý\n 
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proteins with similar functions, along ývith some less characterised protein, this 

representation allows functional prediction for the less character'sed proteins. 

In conclusion, by using novel methods for module discovery, based on both topological 

and annotation-based semantic information, we are able to identify biologically rele", ant 

modules from protein interaction data, with the frequently overlapping proteins that are 

important building blocks In Cellular organisation, i. e. support of cell structure and 

envelope. 

10.2 Future Work 

We have based our research on protein interaction networks from S. CercOsiae, because 

it is a well-studied model organism for which large quantities of interaction data and 

annotations are available. A suitable continuation of this research would be to 

investigate functional modules in other organisms, such as E. coli. Another possible 
direction of future research may address the analysis of the modules in reactome data, 

with the purpose of comparing the modules derived from different biological levels, in 

this case reactome and interactome level. 

Future work on the weighted metrics presented here may include researching different 

node weighting functions that, besides weighted (semantic) cohesiveness, take into 

account temporal characteristics of node and its interacting partnersl such as correlation 

between mRNA expression levels. Another suitable test would be to develop a node 

scoring metric that is based on the combination of weighted cohesiveness and weighted 

average nearest-neighbours degree. One may evaluate how setting different thresholds 

on the latter metric, as a criterion for the inclusion of nodes into a module, would affect 

the resulting set of modules. 

In this work, ý, ke integrate protein-protein interactions with the weight based on the GO 

terms, which may be interpreted as the probability of the interaction being true positive. 

or reliability. The semantic similarity betý\een txýo proteins is defined as the average of 

pairýýise teri-n-teri-n sirnilario, Nalues betx\een all GO terms assigned to proteins. 

However. one rnav also test to calculate this value based on the maximum term-term 

similarity. Another alterriative test of the proposed metric maN be to onk Include the 

annotated terms x\ ith stronoest evidence, i. e. the most reliable once, when calculatin" 

sirnilaritv. 
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A possible future application of the methods developed here is identification of modules 

of genes and proteins involved in various diseases, such as cancer. This module-level 

knowledge can contribute to the understanding of cancer on s" stem-leý el. ýN hich nia\ be 

useful for developing new drugs. Cancer-related networks for a specific t\ pe of cancer 

may be derived from, for example. gene expression data. Deriving gene networks 

makes it possible to apply network theoretic approaches on the interconnected genes 

that are potentially related to cancer development. Analysis of the modules and their 

interconnectedness provides the opportunity to reveal the role of modules in building 

higher-order structure(s) of the cancer-related network. Furthermore. a comparative 

analysis of the cancer-related networks derived from different types of cancer could be 

performed to identify common modules that are shared arnong different I\ pes, but also 

to identify the specific processes that characterize a certain type of cancer. 

Modular analysis may also be applied to identify general properties of the interrelated 

genes that are involved in the origin of cancer cells. A suitable model for this analysis 

is a gene fusion network in human neoplasia (Hoglund. et al., 2006). By investigating 

topological properties of the cancer nodes in the network, such as node betweenness 

centrality, the cancer-related genes that act as "bridges" or communication points 

between various rnodules that correspond to cancer related processes may be identified. 

Explaining the relationships between structure, function and regulation of molecular 

networks at different levels of the complexity pyramid of life is one of the main goals in 

systems biology. By integrating the topology, i. e. various structural properties of the 

networks with the functional knowledge encoded in protein annotations, and also 

analysing the interconnectivity between modules at different levels of the hierarchy, we 

aim to contribute to this goal. With the increasing availability of protein interaction 

data and more fine-grained GO annotations, our approaches will help constructing a 

more complete view of interconnected functional modules to better understand the 

organisation of cells. 

10.3 Discussion and summary 

Module definition 

It Is Important to stress the difficultN of definin, clear bOLindaries between modules, as 

\\hich is dUe to tile Cact that theý are nested structures \Oiere one module can be part ot' 

laroer modules. As stated in (Tornoxv and Mc\\c,,. 2003). no cleark separated nemorks 

exist in the cell. E\ en if \\c partition tile netxwrk- into different , cts of modules. there 
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are no objective criteria to determine that one partition is better than other. Hence. this 

makes the evaluation of the predicted modules very difficult. In our evaluation. we use 
the MIPS protein catalogue, where complexes are obtained from the IoNýest and most 

granular level of hierarchy. For example, the assembly complex termed "replication 

complexes"' involves 55 proteins in total and is subdivided into seven sub-groups of 

complexes: post-repi Wation complex, replication initiation complex, pre-replication 

complex, GINS complex, replication complex, replication fork complexes. and 
telomerase. A sub-group named "Replication fork complexes" contains. in turn, 14 

different complexes, and so on. 

However, we think that It is more advantageous and biologically realistic to provide the 

possibility of generating different partitions of modules depending on tile degree of' 

similarity between the proteins rather than to represent the biological reality bý a single 

partition. By tweaking the parameters, we can obtain a spectrum of different modular 

representations, from very specific to very general module patterns. We can say that 

there are different levels of network resolution, where individual protein sub-complexes 

may be considered as modular units at a high level of resolution, Nýhile assembly of 

several sub-complexes that contribute to the common function may correspond to a low- 

level resolution map of modules. Yeast mediator complex (YMC) may be a good 

example that illustrates such differences between different resolution levels. YMC is a 

lar,, e, modular protein complex that transmits regulatory signals from the transcriptional 

activators to the RNA polymerase 11 initiation machinery (Guglielmi, et aL. 2004). In S. 

cerevisiae, YMC is thought to be composed of 24 subunits organised in four sub- 

complexes, termed the head, middle, tail and Cdk8 (Srb8-I 1) modules. 16 of these 24 

subunits are present in our CORE data set. All of them could be found in one module 

when the NUP parameter ýýas set to a low value, . ý, hile they were split into several 

modules when a high percentage of similarity was required for inclusion in modules 

( PJVD > 0.5 ), which clearly shows the different resolutions of modular units. Even 

though no clear distinction between different modules in YMC could be found, 

, 
data, some modules, such as Cdk8, become part of a separate probably due to missing 

complex after increasing the Nalue of the VJJ, 'P parameter. 

Module identification method, parameters, and evaluation 

In Chapter 4. N\c haNc dcscribed the evaluation of the three most common semantic 

similarity measurcs. and this cvaluation constitutes the basis for our choice ofmeasure. 
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After choosing the semantic similarity measure. we considered different x\a\s of 

weighting edges with respect to that measure. In the studý by Lubovac et al. (2005), XN e 

showed that "node-to-neighbour" similarity, i. e. similarity of edges adjacent to a node 

contributes more to the overall similarity than the similarity between the neighbours of 

the node. We also showed in section 7.3 that the weighted ftinction adapted from 

(Barrat, et al., 2004) resulted in a larger number of predicted complexes that 1-natched 

MIPS complexes, than when using the weighted function by Onnela et al. (2005). The 

main difference between the two functions is that the latter one also considers the third 

edge of the triangle formed in the neighbourhood of node i. xýhich did not seem to be a 

good idea. 

To further evaluate the generated complexes, and maximize the biological relevance of 

predicted complexes according to the given benchmark (the MIPS database). %Ne used 

overlap measures (Bader and Hogue, 2003, Poyatos and Hurst, 2004). We used t%ýo 

different thresholds. The results from only one. defined in Equation 17 on page 90. are 

presented, because the results obtained from the two measures were highly correlated 

(the Pearson correlation coefficient varied bet%\ een 0.91 and 0.95). As the density of 

interactions is regarded as an important aspect, it was used in combination %kith the 

overlap measure to choose the best parameter setting. The best agreement between 

process-based and function-based modules in terms of highest overlap was also 

obtained when using the chosen parameter setting. 

NWP similarity of weighted cohesiveness between nodes is one of the major parameters 

that provide the possibility of generating different partitions of modules depending on 

the degree of functional similarity between the proteins. This is a more biologically 

plausible scenario than generating a single partition. By tweaking this parameter, we can 

obtain different levels of network resolution, where individual protein sub-complexes may 

be considered as modular units at a high level of resolution, while assembly of several sub- 

complexes that contribute to the common function may correspond to a low level resolution 

rnap of modules. The yeast mediator complex (YMC). which has been described in detail 

above. may be a good example that illustrates such differences between different resolution 

levels. 

Introducing the o\erlap pararneterfhave reSUIted in an increased number of matches 

Lioainst MIPS complexes. Also. the NWP threshold that resulted in the lar-est number 
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of modules was NWP > 0.95, when combining ýýith thef parameter. compared to N11'P 

> 0.6 when the overlap threshold was not used. 

To ensure that SWEMODE is not improperly affected b\ the expected high false- 

positive rate in large-scale interaction data sets, we applied the method on the network 
derived from the literature. 

Another way of finding an optimal parameter setting is described in (Jansen. et aL 
2002), as finding a trade-off between the highest possible covemge and the lo\ýCst 

possible error rate. To be able to assess the prediction performance of the results, ý\e 

need control datasets including gold standard positives (i. e. proteins that are connected) 

and gold standard negatives (i. e. proteins that are not connected). In this ý\ork. ý\e have 

used the MIPS complex catalogue as gold standard to evaluate the predicted modules. 

Assuming this standard to determine whether two proteins belong to the sarne complex 

or not, different thresholds for predicting v, 'hether two proteins interact or not based on 

the datasets mentioned above could be tested, to optirnise the perfon-nance of our 

module identifying frarnework. 

The proposed approach could be further validated by using onlý, the GO annotation that 

is associated with the strongest evidence codes 

Summary 

In summary, we propose knowledge-based methods that integrate domain specific 

knowledge with topological information to derive modular structures from PINs. In 

contrast to other approaches that first derive modules, and then analý, se their biological 

plausibility, we take into consideration the functional knowledge about the experimental 

interactions, and in this way strengthen the validity of the obtained structures. Modules 

obtained in this way serve as models for studying interconnectivity, ýOiich is a step 

towards reconstruction of the higher order hierarchy of cellular netvorks. 

We have employed three different biological aspects - molecular function. biological 

process and cellular component. and tested their suitability for derl--ý Ing modules. Based 

on the evaluation of the overlap ý\ith the MIPS database. x\e found that biological 

process and cellular component annotation is more advantageous to module predicti Z71 i ion 

than molecular function. The best overlap bemeen predicted modules and the MIPS 

data is obtained bN corribinino all three aspects. L- 
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It was indicated in previous ý\, ork that identification of protein complexcs (an example 

type of module) may become more challenging as additional protein-proteln Interaction 
data becomes available, because the interactions are noisy. and the integration of 

protein-protein interaction data with annotation might prove a useful solution to this 

problem. Our integrated approach contributes to this solution. by increasin, the 

confidence in high-throughput Y2H data. It also provides means for an increased 

understanding of the higher-order structures Underlying cellular function. As 

annotations become more complete, the increased biological relevance of our module 

predictions with integrated approaches is expected to be even niore evident. 

Finally, we would like to discuss one of the biggest issues that %ýe came across during 

this work, narnely the difficultý to clearly characterise modules. Therefore, \ýC ýýould 

like to stress that modularity is. in consistency to other important notions in molecular 

biology (like homology for example). although intuitively ver\ easy to understand, 

conceptually very difficult to characterise. As we already pointed out, there is no 

generally accepted definition of modules. A pioneering work in this area, performed by 

Hartwell et a]. (1999) provides a wide definition. which opens space for different 

authors to define different more specific criteria. This is. as also pointed out in 

(Schlosser and Wagner. 2004). unavoidable. and "retainino a pragmatic plura is of tý I in 

different modularity concepts is probably a fruitful strategy for broadening our 

perspective and illuminating the importance of modularity at many different levels of 

organization" (Schlosser and Wagner. 2004). 
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Appendix A 

Filamentation network 

A. 1 Protein interaction network consisting of filamentation proteins and their 

neighbours 
This appendix contains the input graph for yeast filamentation network. 
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A. 2 Protein graph consisting of filamentation proteins 
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Figure 42: ModUlar net\\ork involving modules in filamentation net\\ork 
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